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CHAPTER I

THE ALLIES AND THE FAITH Or MAN

ftefr wf°"''"'l'\°'
^"""«' ^''^ *'y bring hometh«r flags wavmg high, will have saved the world fr^

"r flT%v'" ""*• '"'* ""^ ""' "«-« "'ve-l

"

Th^;, T,, '""^^'''K ""o™ walling than they knewTh^ will have saved mankind from the loss of its failL"

cnJJ't ^f"
'" *' ^'**'°'' '"^ Sustainer of the world

Trope Ther™ 'V"""^ "' *' ^-'^ "' -^-"^ i"

to m»r;i, ^'"'i^t™*"
Govermnent, when it sent its army

L^f' ^'^."°'' ^"' "^''"S ^'^ on God. It™d

Ut it be never forgotten that the mastery of the German«« to be not over empire only, but over tte nrind oHSe
less pit, for the mmd of the conquered world was to beemptied not only of its faith in liberty in iustice Z
fraternity, but of its faith in God.

^ '

• P-* ^°'"? "*" ^'^ ^"^y f™" ""• cities, but they weren their boyhood when there swept across these isbnds aGerman wave which was to overwhelm our failTldaccomplish our destruction. It is twenty years ste^ tSe

tt'T- 1 '^'*'"=''™ ""^ OP'"^"* i" G^nnany^tt^g

dTubtanTd,^ rTT '° '""^ *^ ^'^ o* d^Pair anddoubt and disbelief wherever the children of God might beFor faith m God, belief in justice, the hope eternal in tteheart of man, were the mighty barrier in the German patt.

9



lO WHO GIVETH US THE VICTORY
A world that believed in God would never bend before
the brute.

The wave of German Materialism-which was to
make the way easier for German Militarism by sappinff
dry die fountain of our being-is spent, but with the war
for the empire of Europe goes on the war for the enslave-
ment of mmd. There is no room for God in the German
Kaiscrarch, and two foul thing, have come afresh across

• .1. r* P""^
'' *^^ ^'^ *^^* ^'Sht is Right; the other

is the he of Professor Haeckel that the war has ended
the illusion of the existence of God.

It is Professor Haeckel who helped to sow the seed of
«ie war: it is the Gospel of Materialism according to
Waeckel that was supposed to have superseded the Gospel
according to St. John. Well, by their fruits ye shaU know
tiiem. The fruits of the German Gospel are in Belgium and
Serhia and Poland. They lie strewn along the bed of the
A. n, tic Ocean. They will be seen in millions of babies
yet to be bom in Germany beyond the pale, with the
shadow of the brand of Cain upon their brow.

It is not the Gospel of St. John that has gone to its
destruction m tiiis war. It is not Professor Haeckel who
has tnmnphed m this fight against high Heaven. It is hisgod of steel that has been set up above all others in Berlin
but there is another God, and Germany will remember the
Creator m the days of her doom.

* -I^TJ'^^ "P°" "' ^" *^^ '°'«°" task of saving the
faith of the world. We know in Whom we have believed
Above and behind and beyond mankind is God; beneath
us are the Everlasting Arms. But time, on our journey
through this world, has brought us to strange ways andwe pause to ask ourselves strange questions—whether the
road ^ylll really lead us all the way, whether tlie light be-
ycnd IS really there at all, or whether there has been
through all these years a great illusion beckoning us?

One power in Europe can solve the doubts and save



THE ALUES AND THE FAITH OF MAN „
aie faith of m«, It is the business of the Church to shift

W^JT -"^'"^ "'"'^ *"<• »' i'» house upon I rtk

Thevarea^kinr^r V^ ! ,
^^^'"«^ ^°^^°« questions.

*e^aurS't?ft't£"fal° t" " •'\'"'^- '* '' *-
Ten,p,e that the Hvlt^ £:::ietra; *;f^-

of the

God and His armies can stand the facts Let th^

^
.He wo.;t:^fXe^Xr ^^.Tn^u^r^

MaS:d.^rEte™af;ar;oi H^ ^"f-
R"- of

in«ntic„ of s„.e anci^^Hest Si ^' tlaral^:

S (^H n ' T,"'*'
"^* "°*- The Church that isafraid God will collapse, and faith break down and «,,

Ihl^r •
'^''° '*"* *= foundations of the earth

?he G^ rr"^ '•?" ""« '"^'""^ has no neS oftThe God of Moses, the God of the beginnine and th« ,n-l
.3 not smothered in a scientiiic textS^k* Sde^,Isno contradiction of God; it has no confltt w^Tt™*Sc.enre ,s the name we give to man's explanSionrof

r-Sa::^i,?:^nu^-" '- ---

-

^orL^:^^l*K^S:»ie\t^t^rE--



CHAPTER II

WHY GOD ALLOWS THE WAR

For those who will hear it, the Voice of God is speaking
now m Europe; for those who have eyes to see, the day
for which men have waited long is upon us. Once more,
in the long unrolling of the ages, God is intervening.

.u ^L" "^.^^""^ °^ ^P^^<^^ to say that the Creator of
the World mtervenes in the affairs of men. The story
of the endless years goes on, and evolution has not stopped,
rhe Hand that wrought the glory that we know, that
fashioned the heavens and the seas, that filled the universe
with wonder and the earth with life and love, has not lost
Its ancient power. He who breathed life into man did
not leave him in the first steps of his journey through
the universe.

We speak of the freedom of man, and man is free;
but man has a partner in his tremendous business of man-
aging the eauh, and his partner is the Everlasting Ruler
of Mankind. Man, the visible manifestation of God on
the earth, may mutiny and hinder evolution, but he can
no more stop it than a child can stop the waters of
Niagara. He can but serve or stay the end to which
Creation moves.

We are to consider the belief that the government of
the earth is ordered and controlled by its Creator, and
that no stemming of the tide of human evolution, no
catastrophe that seems to check the onward march of
man, can balance in the scale the proof of God that lies
on every hand. No sudden awaking of evil until it over-
runs the earth, no widespread claws of Caliban that
creep and wither smiling lands, can blind us to the elorv
of the living God.

13



WHY GOD ALLOWS THE WAR 13

If men should ask why God allows the war, the answer
IS ready on the lips of Faith, but as well may a man ask
why his neighbour allows his child to lie on the grass and
die; as well may he ask why the town he lives in allows
disease and poverty and sin; or why his country, filled
with beauty and knowledge and power, allows ugliness
and Ignorance and all manner of evil to stalk abroad and
prey on little children. If men shall ask why God allows
the war let us ask them why a man should falsely blame
his neighbour for his sins, and why, if he should not blame
his neighbour falsely, he should blame the Creator of the
World for the sins of men.

The answer to this question lightly asked is that God
does not allow the war. God allows a free race of men to
inhabit the earth and do their will. He allows them to
do good and evil too. He allows them to be master of
the wolf and the hyena, or to copy them. Man. no doubt,
is worthy of his freedom, but he must pay the bitter price
If in sloth or in an evil hour he lets slip the reins of power.

God, the Author of Nature, will not .-^ct unnaturaUy
when man in his folly goes astray. As fire brings heat
so carelessness brings peril, so sin brings death: the law
of nature is unfailing.

Freedom for man is the way of God-freedom, if he
will, to go astray. Two kinds of world God could havemade-man free, with all his proneness to error, all his
tragic groping through darkness to light; or a man who
would go the right way as a machine goes, without sin, but
without virtue. There was no other way; man must be
free or he must be captive. God made man free, with all
the elements of weakness and all the elements of greatness

':i^6A%!::ij'r'^''
*'"^'°^^' ^° '^ ^" p^^^-^^p

Through countless ages man has won for himself the
masteiy of nearly every living thing; he has established
himself, let us say, on the throne of the visible universe



M WHO GIVETH US THE VICTORY

Slowly there have opened before him vistas beyond his
dreams; slowly there has grown within him a sense ofpower too great for words. God, intervening every hour

ZtM'u ^°.""^i^°"«
0^ the earth were laid, has pene-

trated the mind of man.

nl.«?^'
s«ne. great imagination has said, sleeps in the

plant, dreams m the animal, wakes in man. Eveiywhere
eternally, the Everlasting Ruler of Mankind impels us for-
ward, stirs new energies within us, fashions new powers,
consecrates us afresh as the instruments of Hirjrrcat
puiTK>ses. Who has not felt at times the someSng
withm hmi nobler than the self he knew? Man has mag-
nified his senses, has multiplied his powers until to-day^eman alone can do the work that in other days a thousand
could not do; but he has done more than that, for man,
since the days when he lived in trees and caves, has clothedhim with the attributes of God Himself. We think of thatpoor poacher stable-boy, theatre-boy, call him what you
will who sat down in a strange city to earn his living andwrote the noblest intellectual things the human mind has
yet conceived; and we know there was something in
Shakespeare that was beyond himself.

^,Tiat is that power witfiin ourselves that ourselveshave not the power to know? The better sense of a man
that comes up when it is needed, the thing that stays usm an evil hour, the conscience that makes cowards ofus aU--what is it but the mind of God in us, Godmtervcnmg? * ^
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The Boundless Realms of
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That for the height of this great argument
I may assert eternal Providence,
And justify the ways of God to 'men.

Milton
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CHAPTER III

THE PREPAKATION OP THE EAKTH

ftZ^t V<«^r' '^' .'""P*' ""' ««>»• The master

F,3.l 1 ^}^P^" » the master fact of science.

at Gheluvelt we see the Hand of God.

measured m the universe, and there ate things it doesnot understand in the story of a thousand milti^Inti
are that the umverse was plamied and bmit for us Wecome ou of mystery into myste-y, through a fe^ yea^of consciousness, but certain it is that L Do«r SC

th:^rr "Z. ^e^-:LtM°t^rKfS
oi ute, and that a speck of matter grew by chance intoyou who read this boolc. The gteaL thi^dctTof He
Iv .^* r"* ^^"'^ "«» H^'l^rt Spencer, and wemay dam. them both, with Shakespeare^d St Pa^as Intei^entionists. Herbert Spencerf^vingly fight^dnot by fatth, believed in an active unknownMcTili^dUie umverse, operating not only miUions oHelrs a^but now and always, transcending human ™ti™
STe" T'^Jr *' ""^''^ **' HfelaT^ffi
bZtiM t^ ^ "^'.T" "^ "°^" =»<» «>* endlessWauWul and wonderful forms still being evolved fmm
tL »'*=" ."'" '^^ '^'^ ^y *e Creir P„fL^"
o^^T^T " .'™""*'"' *^« Oevelopment of a mXplan laid down m the beginning, and the mind JSfa

17



i« WHO GIVETH US THE VICTORY

•ee» in It aU the directing and controlling Hand of God.
The thought we cannot escape from is that God buUt a

house, prepared it for man, and brought man into it.

unll^*J°^r"
^^°'«

r?^^
^^ «nind of a man must reel

unless be believes m God is tbat a thing as complex as a

rrf^""!!. °^u'
"«^^^We ages since, all working in

perfect order, but with a missing part, and that aUast
toe missing part has sprung by chance from nowhere,
fittmg perfecUy. But the marvel of man is infinitdl

be simple to understand compared with the coming ofman mto the house prepared for him. There is not one
chance m a myriad millions that it could have happened
without a controlling mind.

"-ppcnca

For man depends for every breath of life on an intricate

toat the wisest mmd can hardly understand. Let some
httle thmg go wrong in the balance of this world, andman IS blotted out. And yet man comes into the woridand finds that all is ready; the whole machinery of hishfeis ninnmg at the height of its efficiency on lines laiddown milhons of years before he came. Here are twothmp separated by aeons of time. They come togetherand fit as a key fits in a lock. Life found waiting for it
the exact conditions that were needed to develop man.
We cannot call the witnesses in a little book like thisTh^ are written in the chemistry of life; they are graven

on the rocks; they stretch through boundless space andsway the very heavens. All Nature is the witness that
the world was made for man. The astonishing properties
of matter, die processes of natural law, the evolution of
the sun and its mighty company of worlds, are vitally
related to our lives. A human being is probably connectedm some mysterious way with everything that existsAs the forces of the universe act on a seed, so they act on

i! ;!



THE PREPARATION OF THE EARTH 19

the living cell that becomes a human being? We cannot
guess the powers men may deve!c.>. There was a time
when a man had no voice, no mind, and his soul is onlynow awakenmg. In the hfe of man and the world about
him ev«its occur that no laws can -explain. We touch
the border-lme at times, and invent strange words for
our expenence; but the only thing we can say is that aman lives in two worlds, one that we undersUnd and one
that surpasses understanding. The heart of life is in
that worid surpassing understanding. There is no breakm the vital chain that binds a man to the boundless
universal powers. They were made for him and he for
them and there will come from this alliance a type ofman beyond our dreams.

We may take one fact or two from the evidence that
he who runs may read. Of the few substances out of
which aU the universe is made-so few that a man couldcany them all in his pocket-the most vital is water.

2ZV) ^fi/°"'^"^*
^•'

'• It is the most ancient,
the most familiar, and the ^ vital thing with which
Life has to deal. What has .op of wa'.r to tell us of
the making and shaping and continuing of the world?

whJrlt*"
*
u^^^u^'f

'^^*'' "* properties and powers on
which the whole balance of Nature depends. It was not
necessary when water was made, that it should have these
powers; tl.e need for them was not to come for ages yetBut there they were and there they are. When the earth
cooled down and the surface was solid rock, there was
water, the best solvent that could be devised, to breakdown rock and form a fruitful soil. When the sun poureddown Its heat, there was water, with its marvcUous power
of equahsmg temperature. When life began upon the
earth, there was water, moving in its everlasting cycte tokeep earth sweet and clean. When m?« appeared, therewas water, the only substance on the earth that «« meet
the countless complex needs of the human frame
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Of all the available substances on earth, water alone
has such a high specific heat—that is, such a power of
resistance to heat—and to this remarkable quality of
water the world owes its daily life. It is this unique
power of water that helps to maintain the equable tempera-
ture of lakes and streams and oceans, that moderates our
summers and winters, that creates ocean currents, circu-
lates the winds, and aids the distribution of vapour which
brings us rain. No other liquid that could take the place
of water has the high specific heat which gives water its

remarkable place in life. No other substance that could
take the place of water has the unique property of water
when it freezes. Most things contract when they freeze;
water expands; and but for this unique event our rivers
and lakes and oceans would freeze into masses of solid
ice and never melt. There could be no life as we know
it if freezing water acted like most other freezing things.
It is water that maintains the equable temperature of the
human body. If the specific heat of water were like that
of almost any other Uquid the temperature of the body,
which must be maintained within a few degrees, would
vary from a hundred to a hundred and fifty degrees,
the complex system of chemical structures within the
body would be irrevocably upset, and we should perish.
As a maintainer of temperature, as a dissolver of solid
material in the earth and man, water is a matchless
thing, and nothing else in Nature would be so economical
or efiicient.

We have looked at one or two of the extraordinary
properties of the most familiar thing we know. We might
look also at the marvellous power of water in its relation
to the three elements which compose the vital framework
of the chemical structure of the world. They are carbon,
hydrogen, and oxygen. The power of water in its relation
to these elements is another of its unique possessions,
and the wonder of it is only equalled, if at all, by the
unique power of these three elements themselves in build-
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ing up the structure of the living world. The world owes
its fitness for life to five factors more than anything else—
to the presence of volumes of water and carbonic acid
outside the crust of the earth, and their unique properties,
to carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, and their unique properties.
Upon these five factors, upon their relation to each other
and to the world, the temple of Life is based.

Professor Henderson of Harvard has shown us that in
the preparation of the great arena of the world, these
thmgs made up an extraordinary set of conditions essential
and favourable to life, and promoted, by their independent
and united action, the three fundamental characteristics
of hfe—its complexity, its regulation, and its adaptability.
It is impossible to consider the astonishing relation of
these things one to another, the peculiar properties they
alone possess, the great alliances they form to make an
environment for Life, without realising that there was
purpose in the building of the house of man not less than
in the evolution of his body and his mind. The great
cosmic processes that formed the heavens and the earth
were guided to a destined end; the endowment of a few
elements with natural sympathies and unique properties
earned on the great creative plan; the marvellous chem-
istry of matter achieved its purposes according to laws
laid down; and man came into the world to find his house
already furnished, his environment exactly what it should
be, the necessities of his existence finding their unfailing
response m the conditions established through countless
ages past.

The fitness of the environment, as Professor Henderson
says, was real and unique. Man's home was ready for
nis commg. '
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CHAPTER IV

THE CONTROLLER OF THE WORLD

So, through unthinkable aeons of time the Architect of the
universe prepared a home for man.

We must fit our minds to the thought that God was in

the beginning, is now, and ever will be. The great natural
processes and moral development of the world are no
less witnesses of His intervention because we call them
Evolution. If some dramatic event occurred to-morrow
by which there fell from the skies some weapon which
destroyed the German annies, we should think it an act
of divine intervention, but it would not be more so than
the slow upbuilding of that love of justice which will
destroy the German armies in God's good time.

If the rule of force is doomed to fail, it is doomed
because justice is inherent in the human race. Who put
it there? Without this love of justice, without religion,

the world we know could not have been. There would
have been no civilising generatic ris of peace, none of those
great periods of history in which man has sought and found
the way the brute has missed. Without this sense of
justice, without religion, we could not have freed the slaves,
we could not have founded human Uberty, we could not
rule India. And this love of justice in the human heart,
this faith in something nobler than we know, is the work-
ing of the Mind of God in man, the intervention in human
affairs of the Creator and Ruler of the world.

We must not think God is not intervening because He
does not intervene as we think best. If man had been
at the beginning of the world he would have thought the
ways of God beyond all understanding. He would have
thought volcanoes stupid things, and deserts an appalling
waste. But the more a man knows about this world the
less he thinks like that. Volcanoes and deserts are vital
to us all, spreading the atmospheric dust without which

U
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there would be no rain. The reptile which was once the
king of earth would have seemed a useless and horrible
thing then, but the reptile kept the rivers sweet through
age after age, and long before man came, with his laws of
health and sanitary systems, the earth was cleaned by
vermin. For millions of years light and warmth were pour-
ing down upon the earth, but this power was not wasted.
Nature, which knew that man was coming, saved it for him.

All through these years God was intervening, and
when at last man came, a puny thing against a mastodon,
he Viought a new thing with him that was stronger than
brute force. In the struggle for the mastery of the earth
it was David, and not Goliath, who conquered. If man
v.-as born to struggle, his struggle against Nature fitted
him to master Nature. The power that had made the
earth for man and furnished it for him has not deserted
him from then till now. There are a thousand witnesses.

Think of the microbe, so small that the highest powers
of science cannot reach it with a microscope. It has such
constructive power that in an hour or tw. it will give rise
to a million more, and it has such destructive power that
It may annihilate a town. Such creatures could destroy
the world; they could have made the earth unfit for man
If they had not been checked. Who held this power in
kash through all these years? Who holds it in leash still?
Think of the electricity with which the earth is highly
charged; it is said to be charged with electrons to a
potential of a billion volts, with thousands of miUions of
free electrons in every square inch of its surface. Who re-
strains and controls this appalling force, of which all that
we hear outside our own electric wires is a ^under-storm
now and then? Think of the marvellous and intricate
balance of the forces of life, the interdependence of matter
and life and aU created things, with their varied needs
and inclinations all balanced m the scale. Who controls
and overrules it all? The equality of the sexes, a thing
beyond all human power—who maintains it?
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It is the intervention in human Ufe of powers outside
toe human race. It is not incredible; it is the plainest
fact of hfe. The powers outside us are endless. Again
and again in history the works of man have been stopped
by some mvisible force. Things no man has seen have
brought great schemes of man to nought. The powers
by which man conquers, the powers by which he may be
overcome, are beyond our understanding. Is it easier
to believe that they come from nothing, out of nowhere,
than that they come from God? God has chosen these
ways to control and direct the world. He has chosen tlie
simple to confound the wise. We look for fire and thunder
but God is in the still small voice.

God wiU not fling His thunderbolts about, or let loose
His floods upon the earth, or send His storms and light-
nings with messages to man; but He will use the weapons
He has made to suit His purposes. He will work through
the mind and soul of man that He has planted in the earth.
The kingdom of heaven is within us. It works for ever
through the world, building up and broadening out until
it covers the earth, leavening here and leavening there until
the whole is leavened.

CHAPTER V
THE WONDER IN WHICH HE HAS SET US

Let us try to realise something of the wonder in the
midst of which He has set us.

It is beyond the power of the human mind to under-
stand the glory of the universe. The plain truth of it,

the simple statement of its vastness and power, is be-'
yond the wildest reach of our imagining. We look up at
the stars by night, and the stilhiess -f the skies seems a
wonderful thing; but it is more wc .crful than we know,
for the stars whirl about with unthinkable speed, dazzling
space with their light for thousands of miUions of miles

'iil
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Nothing that we know moves anything like so fast; no
light that we have ever seen is anything like so bright.

One small star among this host is a laggard, creeping
through space at eight thousand miles an hour, and attend-
ing him on his round is a tiny globe a million times smaller,
lit up with the light of the laggard star.

The laggard is the sun, and the little globe is the earth.

The earth sweeps round the sun in a circle 180 million
miles across. If the earth were big enough to fill this
circle, instead of being so small that it is almost lost in it,

it would need over a million earths like that to match
Orion, a fragment of the Milky Way. The group of
stars we call Orion is hundreds of millions of times as big
as the earth; they are so far back in space from us that
we see the stars as dots of light. Try to let the mind run
back to them, and we are lost in the depths of a universe
that no man knows. The space the solar system occupies
-—the area within the path of Neptune—is said to be a
thousand million times greater than the volume of the
sun and all the planets. One of the smallest of the stars,
a sort of atom in the universe, smaller than any star we
see by night, is our sun. But it is all the worid to us,
because it is so near. It is hardly a hundred million
miles away; and to this nearness of the sun we owe our
habitation on this earth, the produce of our fields and
gardens, the power that moves our guns and lights our
homes, and the beating of the heart of every living thing.

Let your mind run back only to the sun—like a run
up a street as distance goes in the universe—and how many
stars would you 5nd there, keeping the sun company?
Draw a circle about the sun three hundred million million
miles round, and in it there would be four other stars.
If a man were living in London and his nearest neighbour
were in Tasmania he would probably yearn for company;
but compared with the loneliness of our universe a world
peopled at that rate would seem crowded like pebbles on

-J#
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the beach. The solar system in which our earth revolve,
.. s«teen thousand million miles across •3 t«a!!^stem. with all the worlds that come too" r ^L a

.^s^; Sroff r"'
"
l

'°""^ """«' in.menseiyi::ratS

ftaH^;? T "*" «'°"P' °' "orfds more utterlythan any two people could possibly be if they were leftalone upon the earth.
/ >« « mey were left

_

And all this moving wonder moves to order It J.m complete control. No machine that man hasHmoves so perfectly so oil^ntT,, .. .u-
™*°*

A man in ,fi«7 ^' " *" ^'""Pa'iy of worlds.

tome Dack in 1759. The man was dead then but th,

eI '^Tk'"''- ^^ <'° ""' ""<>- where tteBritUh

cro s^e sun JT' ""''.*''* ''"^ °" *'''* *« wi"cross the sun. We know that the sun and the earth ar-flymg to a point in Hercules; we know they ^ ab^u;20o,oa> rndes a day. and will reach their dStimtion tetheir destmed time. It is said that the sun and fte «rSm.ght collide; but our astronomers, the silent"er^rftte umverse, tell us that the earth and sun have travdkd

fcSfa^nd""'"
" '""/" """""^ °' yeaA wiS

^

accident, and we are not afraid.

We begin to see that these worlds are not blown hitherand thither as feathers in the wind. They TSie^vnarked out for them; they are subject t^tS bwsT

Is it conceivable, men ask us, that a universe so stupendous as this should be needed for man? We 7oZtknow; we are not concerned with that. We Ln <^?v

V^ must leave these questions, in the faith of Shakespeare

f^^ ,
"' more things in heaven and earth thaTaredreamt of m our philosophy. Let us come down fi^
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the skies and look about us. Let us see the things the

world is made of, and talk of things we know.

The world is made up of about eighty materials, eighty

kinds of matter in different forms. We call them gases,

liquids, and solids, but we can heat a solid into a liquid,

and a liquid into a gas. We can make iron run like water,

and make water so hard that a sword will not cut it in two.

We can freeze the very air itself, or make it liquid and
harness it to our work. It would fill a book to say what
we can do with these eighty things tliat are the alphabet

of matter.

It is a long time since men believed that everything on
earth was made of air, earth, fire, and water; but it is

not long since men believed that a:i atom of matter was one
of God's foundation-stones, the thing we could not get

beyond. But now we see the very atoms breaking up,

and beyond them is a world of wonder rivalling the stars

themselves. Up in the telescope, down in the microscope,
the mind of a man staggers and reels as he looks.

For what the mind of man discovers far beyond the

atom is something like a little solar system. Think of
the solar system revolving in the broad immensity of space,

and think of it revolving in a speck of dust, and there
may dawn on you a faint conception of the truth about
matter. Inside a thing so small that the microscope will

not pick it up at all imless we roll a million million of them
into one, is the space in which the everlasting systems of
matter revolve.

None of it is still. Every atom in this flying world is

flying to and fro. There is not a thing on earth that is

not for ever moving itself. Pick out a letter on this page
and look at it, and drop in the middle of it a little bubble of
hydrogen. The number of atoms flying about in that

bubble is 80,000 billions, and each one passes 6000 million

neighbours in a second—in a twinkling of an eye. If

atoms were people and had eyes, one atom in this bubble
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than a Hundr^l,!^: of 'S.VZ '^ T^o^o^protopjasn. has as many atoms asT. M^I^a;'^

pag^
" "^^^^ y°" '^d ^ f«w of these

So this matter that looks so still is in ceaseless a«tation; all matter, if we could see it is lit. o^iT- u ^
of bees Tt «^^ 1-..1 .

' "^® ^ ^*ck swarm
h' . ;, " ''^*^' ^»"*« imagination to see that powerW th

' °?!^^"^,^-5«> but the extent of thi ^erlying there is beyond the dreams of man All rt.t^power ever created, all the physical poweT oft t^\ °"

^b'^-r^' "°^ e,ual\^ morvr;t1bt^^

declarrd tl^ltT
"^' ^'^ ^' °"^- ^^^ ^ J' Thomson h^aeclared that there is power in an atom to break a cnltment in two, and that a fraction of the ZZ^Lh^:

of ilttertat°!!;r"°"' Tl' "'^^ ** ""^^le atoms01 matter j,at makes up all the wonder of this world. It

Mi
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is these throbbing specks of about eighty kinds of matter,
throbbing in response to laws laid down for suns and
storms and oceans, and children playing in the fields, that
give us light and colour and sound. It is the ceaseless
whirl of matter beyond human sight that drives our ships
and works our guns and blows up trenches, and there is

enough power in a few grains of matter to lift the British
Navy over the Alps or to drop Krupps' Murder House at
Essen into the crater of Vesuvius.

CHAPTER VI

THE VEHICLE OF THE POWER OF GOD

It is easy to have a great contempt for matter. We
find its barriers in man's way whenever he would dig a
Panama Canal or bore a Channel Tunnel. But matter
is the vehicle of mind and the instrument of power, and
it is possible to look at it and think of it until it seems to
us the greatest miracle of all.

We see the river gliding through the hills, the glacier
pushing through the mountain slopes, the sunset on the
Nile, and the hills ground flat like a sea of sand; and we
think of the countless ages through which matter has
been fashioned as we see it now. We see the swaying of
a tree in the wind, the full moon shining over the troubled
North Sea, the daffodils nodding their heads in the sun;
and we think of the poetry and beauty that throb through
matter everywhere. We see the whirring wheels of in-
dustry, the rushing past of motor cars, the mechanical
heart of a ship at sea; and we marvel at the slaves that
man has made from matter. But if our eyes could see
it as it is, and if our hands could use it as it is, matter
would tempt man once again to bow down before it. In
the days when man knew not»-'ng of matter he feared it

and worshipped it; in the days when man knows the truth
about matter he will want to worship it again.
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It is not for nothing tliat every atom moves; it is notfor nothms that all tlUng, that we «e a« in a state of

them while you travel round the world. In two or threeyea« you will come back to them and find that the eold

f„Vo^" '"^f"'"^'
•°°= " '" '"«"«> "«<» «•>* lead. Go

fragments of the roses you smell will leave their trees

1^ fo™^""/
""^ "^ T- ^° "«"'" » «™^ hanging

h™.„ ,.
^""^ *'°'" "^ y"" '"'•y- '"•'y atom of your

house, has been part of something else. The body of
imperial Caesar dies and turns to clay. Grains of „4tter

caZsT 1?."??'' '"'* «"*• """• '" *'»« "-come acan™, for Mrd«el Angelo. Myriads of creatures die in

^ m^r.r V^ .
"PJ'" '"'"™' "' *'*'* *« Pyramid,are made. What is Niagara but the rushing of the waters

naps to fonn the shining dew on a field of buttercuos

forest but the conversion of gases into solids and thebuJding up of invisible matter into a myriad delicate ^dcomphcated structures? What is a cottage gari« Tuta gathenng-up of atoms from throughout thfuiSe™»me fr«n the ends of the earth, some from the Z"Zi
LThn^. r '?'* *' ""' "" "o^"* by unseen handsmto hollyhocks and roses?

It is a poor mind that can look on these things and notsee m them something greater than our dreams. If thereIS meamng and purpose in the relations between the livesof men, m Ae delicate balance of forces which pr«e^ethe means of life for all, there is meaning and pu^s^"^the sympathy that throbs through vast masses of mtte"in the relations between atoms which have changed ttieface of Nature from iron and fi« and barren^dcjwopirdens and orchards and plains and the cattle upon athousand hills. There is meaning and pu^^T thetransformation of matter that gives the worid Its fieu!
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of corn; in the revolutions of matter that bring light
to us from the sun ; in the vibration of matter that carries
your voice to a friend or warns a child of danger; in
the boundless ocean of matter that is likely before long
to cany light and sound and power and mind wherever
men would have them go.

The days of kings' jesters are over, and we need not
call these things an accident. Somewhere in the depths
of the universe are forces that are for ever renewing their
youth. Herbert Spencer believed that, and we need not
fear to follow him. What can be impossible to the Creator
and Controller of these boundless worids? And what
can be impossible, if only he be worthy, to man, this
lord of the earth, the conscious instrument of the Mind
of God? Atoms of matter form molecules, these mole-
cules select or choose or attract their partners, and their
partnerships have made the world what it is. We, too,
select or choose or attract our partners. We can choose
for ourselves the good or evil side, and so we check or
forward the evolution of the worid. He who liberates
these forces from the depths of matter, who harnesses
these atoms in their eternal revolution, will change the
worid for every man alive. There will be an end of slav-
ery for ever, an end of needless toil, and the poor will be
level with the rich.

Who holds this mighty power in leash, waiting to
be release<?? The reins of power are in the Hand that
rules the world. They wait for that great day when man
is lord of earth indeed, his mind in tune with the Mind
of God.

CHAPTER Vn
THE BEATING HEART OF MATTER

We have looked at the wonder of the boundless realms of
space Let us look deep in the heart of things about us.
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We have looked into the telescope; let us peer into the
microscope. We shaU find the witness of the Uving God
not less in the innermost than in the outermost

Many things have vanished from the tyts of men since
Paul wrote to the Romans, but the truth of what he wrote
remains The things that are seen are temporal; the
thii^s that arc unseen are eternal. When the real history
of this world IS written the history books of our own time
wiU seem dull things. A great book it will be, that will
put the peoples in the place of kings and tcU the story of
the things that matter. BUss will it be in that great day
to be aivc. And of all the discoveries of which this
book will tell perhaps the greatest will be the discovery
of science that Paul was right. The gwatest discovery
ever made m this visible world is the discovery of a world
invisible.

Nothing the mind of man has ever grasped can be com-
pared with the knowledge that the world we see is but
a fleeting show, and that behind this Great Illusion lies
the Great Reality. The visible world crumbles av^v A
mountam of iron is no more everlasting than the ''dew-
drop on the ^tal of a rose; one disappears more slowly,
that IS all. But m the mountain and the dewdrcp and
the rose is something that Paul never dreamed of: there
IS m them power enough to send the earth back to the
nebula, to shatter our planet to fragments and send it
spinning m specks of dust to make a glorious sunset for
whatever worlds there be within the circle of the sun
But there is more than power in these things; there is in
the mountam and the dewdrop and the rose the witness
of the Mind of God.

If we were on another world, poised far away in space
with power to see this earth go by, it would seem to us
hkc a stone. We could not know how every inch of its
white surface throbs with life, its gardens full of roses, its
cities full -^ *- * •people. And the child, when it looks at a
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stone, can hardly be expected to believe that the thing
lying still on the ground, the pebble it holds in its fingers,
is really a hundred million things, all flying about faster
than birds or aeroplanes or wireless messages, and more
powerful than them all. Yet that is true, and it is true
of every speck of matter making up this world.

When we look at the dome of St. Paul's, or at Raphael's
Madonna, or at the Tower of Giotto rising from the streets
of Florence, we know that an artist has been working
there, and that behind these things is the mind of a man.
And when we look at a violet opening its leaves to the
sun, or stand on some great mountain peak and sec the
Alps roll on and on, or stand on a hill when the long day
closes and see the heavens on fire, we know that an artist
has been working there, and that behind these things is
the Mind of God. Nothing in this book came here of
itself; nothing in the room you sit in, nothing in the
world you live in. A thing is not impossible because we
do not understand it; we could not live a day or move
an inch without the help of things we do not understand.
The mind of man, which has climbed up from a speck in
the ocean until it can almost see a vision of the throne of
God, is not ashamed to say that there are things it does
not understand. There are one or two things it does
understand, but the ocean of mystery that no man can
fathom lies about us.

And so we have come, in these days of ours, to the
gates of this unseen world that we do not understand.
But this we know of it—that in it there is working still

the Mind of its Creator. If men shall tell us this is not so,
ask them at what point Creation stopped. It has me
onward and forward from the beginning until now, and
it has gone onward always from the lowest to the highest.
There has been no backward step. It is not possible
to believe that there is no mind behind it all ; no scientist
dare write and say so. Herbert Spencer saw behind it

a great Power beyond our understanding, without limit

PA
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and without end; Darwin saw behind it a Creator breath-
ing life into the world. No greater minds than these have
ever thought about the origin of things; none have pene-
trated deeper into the problems of existence; and behind
them all they saw the Hand that weaves the living loom
of Time.

We see it, too. We have only to walk in a garden to
feel the beating heart of Nature everywhere. The sensi-

tiveness of matter—what a wonderful thing it is I We can
shut our ears and eyes and hearts to it, as we can shut
them to an enemy, but it is deep and real and true if we
come to Nature as a friend. We touch the leaves of what
we call the Sensitive Plant and they shrink in response
as if something had hurt them ; but all Nature is sensitive

like that. A poet has asked if a flower feels the glory
of the sun, if the com bends joyfully before the wind,
if a tree feels a pang as it falls, and science cannot deny
the poet's fancy. We are bound to feel that something
ver>' much like this is true, and that nothing we know is

utterly dead beyond all sense.

Every plant in a garden is sensitive, every plant responds
in some way to our touch. It was Professor Darwin, great
bearer of an immortal name, who told the British Associa-
tion in 1908 that not only sensitiveness, but consciousness,

ranges throughout the whole of the plant and animal king-
doms, and those of us who cannot give our lives to

mysteries like these will hardly dare to challenge a man
who does. Sir Jo^^ph Thomson, one of the master minds
of our race, has shown in his Cambridge laboratory that

it is possible to vary the environment of an atom so that

heredity seems to count in the atom as in a living being.

Even Professor Haeckel gives matter a sort of mind.
'The magnet that attracts iron filings, the powde that

explodes, the steam that drives tlie locomotive, are,' \.

says, 'living inorganics. They act by living force as much
as does the sensitive mimosa when it contracts its leaves

at touch, or man when he thinks.' We can wound
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a piece of growing wood until it dies, we can poison metal,

we can make a piece of iron tired; and every laboratory

knows the sort of crystals that will not form in a fluid

unless a perfect crystal be put among them.

One of the wisest men in India has given his life to

the study of sense 'm tnctals and plants, and he has no
doubt that sensit veness run: through the entire range

of metals, plants, aul anim Is. He is Dr. J. C. Bose,

and his experiments in Ihe laboratories of Calcutta Uni-

versity show that even a metal seems to have its moods.
It has its ups and downs, it can be exalted or depressed,

it can be affected by heat and cold and weariness, ex-

cited by stimulants, or killed by poison. Nowhere has

Dr. Bose detected any breach of continuity in this respon-

siveness of matter, and he has come to the conclusion

that these things are determined by 'the working of laws

that know no change, acting equally and uniformly through-

out the organic and the inorganic world.' If Professor

Darwin finds consciousness throughout the plant and
animal kingdoms, if Professor Bose finds sensitiveness

throughout all Nature's kingdoms, it is not for us, who
cannot rival their researches, to question their conclusions.

We must believe that the heart of matter throbs with

some mysterious and majestic influence whose origin is

near the fount of life.

What does it mean? We do not know, but certainly

it means that matter is not dead. There are those who
tell us matter does not exist at all, but that it is a sort of

tremendous concentration of electric energy, which takes

all sorts of forms—light as gas, thin as air, transparent

as water, solid as stone—according to laws that never fail.

However that may be, we know that matter is for ever

moving, that different kinds of matter are merely re-

arrangements of the same kind of materials, and that all the

wonder of this visible world is made by gfrouping together

in different ways such a small number of things that a child

could hold something of each in its hand. A few of these

!•
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things make up your brain, and your brain wiU not allow
you to imagine that thousands of millions of tons of matter
like this have tumbled together to make the world what
it is, without a Mind to conceive it, a Power to guide it,

and a Hand to control it ceaselessly from hour to hour
and age to age.

We take a few specks of these different kinds of matter,
lying where they may throughout the earth, and in the
marvellous processes of the mind behind it all one be-
comes the wild thyme on a bank that Shakespeare knew;
one grows to send the dread roar of a lion through the
jungle at midnight; one lies in the warmth of a nest
hid in the golden com until at last it rises to sing the
lark's song of another day; r=ie wins such power down
in the earth that it throws itself out and lifts up a ton
of oak and spreads oiit arms and branches to be the
glory of an English wood; and one becomes a little child,
who may bring such power from Heaven with him as
shall hold up some dread disease, and stem the tide of
death, and bid it wait.

CHAPTER Vin

THE SILENT WITNESSES

It is not an accident that one speck of matter fills a
garden with beauty and another with music; the Hand
of the Controller of the World is in these things.

Inside a little seed is a power that no man knows.
The great forces of the universe are on its side. Sun
and wind and rain, night and day, spring and summer
and autumn and winter, the law of gravitation and the
revolution of the earth, the silent transformers of matter
and the conscious toil of human hands, are in partner-
ship with this tiny thing, and as a man with a chisel
and a stone produces a thmg of beauty, so the mysterious
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relations between the forces of the universe and a seed

produce a joy and power for ever.

No man can fathom the hidden powers that lie behind

a garden, xn forming the petals and the stamens and
the leaves the millions of specks that build up a flower

must move in a certain path. Who is it, what is it, that

guides each molecule along the one path out of thousands

that it might pursue? Who is it, what is it, that takes

these millions of molecules, with countless roads before

them, and leads them by the right road until first the

sepal, then the petal, then the stamens, then the carpel,

and at last the whole flower is made? We have seen the

mobilisation of a human army, with all the fears and hopes

and perils that go in its train, but the mobilisation of the

molecular army of a tulip is vaster in numbers than that,

and it never fails.

We need go no farther than any country lane for the

silent witness of these things; we see on every hand the

evidence of the mind outside Creation. But what Oi the

mind within Creation? Plain for all to see, as we look

at any country scene, is the design of the Hand of God;
but invisible in it all, working in the stem and the root

and the flower, in the root of an oak, the egg of a bird,

and the burrow of a mole, mind is working too.

It was Darwin who compared the tip of a root with

the brain; and if by intelligence we mean action with a

purpose there is no man who will deny that intelligence

runs through the whole plant kingdom.

See how the intelligence of a plant will work. A
blade of grass will turn towards light too faint for the

eye to see, and everybody knows how plants go out in

search of the things they like. They arrange their

surfaces to the best advantage for drinking in the light;

the Fittonia plant has a cell-like lens which focuses

light so that the plant can turn to any angle. A root

will turn away from certain substances; the root of a

^^1'
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cabbag€ or a pea will grow towards phosphates and turnaway from poison. Mosses and ferns will show prefer-
ence for one food rather than another; put the sperm
cells of moss and fern into water with a little cane sugarand mahc acid, and the moss cells will collect the sugarand the fern cells will collect the acid. The sundew plant
will do the same. Let an insect settle on it, and the ten-
tacles of the sundew pounce on the insect and pin it down-
If there are two insects the tentacles will distribute them-
selves and pm both down. Give it a grain of sand or
sugar, or a bit of wood, and the sundew will make no at-
tempt to consume it, but give it something it likes and the
plant will eat it.

You think yourself clever at some things, but haveyou ever thought how clever a root is.^ Plant a potato^o deep, and what will it do.^ It will correct yourmistake for you
:
it will throw up a new shoot to the proper

level and send you a potato from that. Plant a bean
upside down and it will turn over. Perhaps you havenot wondered why a root bores its way as a spiral into
the ground, but it knows the best way to its food supply
a spiral root comes in touch with much more soil tiiana root going straight down. As the leaves go in search
of light, so the root goes in search of water; the root of
i poplar tree has been known to travel in search of

r u r"?. ^"'"^ ^'^' °^ '^^' ""^^^ ^ wall, and
tiirough the brickwork of a well. So, as every ga;dener^ows, a plant adjusts itself to the circumstances of

t .
''

1 V^^'f" '' ""'^ " "^^ °^ '^''' if it is poor
It struggles hard for a livelihood. Let a baby be bom
in Poplar, and the chances are that its life will be verymuch harder and many years shorter than if it wereborn m Mayfair; and it is simple truth that we can change
the life and health and appearance of a plant by changing
Its environment. It is true, also, that plants are able to
distinguish between light of different qualities and direc-
tions and intensities.
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Every garden, every growing root and bursting bud,
is witness to the Designer and Creator and Sustainer of
this world.

I

CHAPTER IX

THE WITNESS BEFORE MAN

We have looked at the inanimate world and found
responsiveness there. We have looked at the plants that
cover the earth and found intelligence there. Let us look
at the animal kingdom and see what we can find before we
come to man himself.

In the simplest living creature we know we find a sort
of mind. The amoeba has a power for which we must
invent a name if we cannot call it mind. It has the power
of selecting its food, taking this and rejecting that, moving
towards some things and away from others, and it makes
perpetual exchanges with the world outside it, taking in

and giving out and building up.

Take a microbe. Let us take two that seem exactly
the same under a microscope, though they produce dif-

ferent diseases. Each makes its own set of poisons and
attacks special sets of cells. We know exactly what either

of these microbes will do if we put it in the human body,
yet surely there are a thousand other things that it might
do. The diphtheria microbe produces a poison which runs
into the blood. You would think this stream of poison
would upset all sorts of those mysterious cells that make
up the human body, but the marvellous thing is that the
particular poison made by this particular microbe aflfects

only particular cells. This evil stream rushes through the

body, but it is absorbed, out of all the possible kinds of
cells, by only two—those which affect the breathing and
the beating of the heart. It is as if the thing produced
by the microbe fitted these special cells as a key fits a lock,

and the result is, as it were, to jam the key in the lock so

that everything stops.

h «

Hi
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But come to the animals that we know, our more or
less famihar neighbours in the world. Again and again,
as we think of the animal kingdom, it is hard to Tesisi
the feeling that animals have learned the mottoes of our

Z^HW J^'^
^'' "^'^^ ^^y ^' '^ ^^y had taken

thought for the morrow. They take the line of least re-
sistance. They look before they leap. They know that
unity IS sirength. They save for a rainy day. They seem
to understand quite well that a stitch in time saves nine.
It IS certain that they understand that for everything there
IS a time and for everything a place.

Think of a spider and its web. The web is as well
thought out as the dome of St. Paul's. The spider builds
as if tt had studied stress and strain like an engineer It
makes one kind of road for itself and another for its victims •

1/ meets the danger of storms by making new runners.

C: io the ant. How many among the millions who
trample them to death know the wonderful things these
creatures do? They will capture the green-Hies that devour
our roses, make them prisoners, build galleries in trees to
keep them in, milk them, protect their eggs to ensure a con.
tmued supply, and when new Hies are born the ants wUl
carry them to the plants that green-flies Uve on, and take
them back to prison.

Long before man had built his first bridge the beaver had
built his dam; long before man had thought it all out the
beaver had arched his dam against the stream and made
little sluices. One of the fundamental rules of engineering
was working in the world ages before Archimedes. Th"
beaver builds a lodge at his dam, and a storehouse for wir^
ter. For countless ages he has solved the problem that so
long baffled Russia; frozen in by ice, he seel r and finds a
free water gate through which he can receive supplies.

The bees, perhaps the first sanitarians in the world, have
established a civilisation as wonderful as ours. They toil
and build and store; they obey the laws and punish those
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who break them; they live and move and have their being
impelled by patriotism beyond the dreams of men.

We think of this wonderful behaviour of animals and
call it instinct; but what is instinct but a sort of immu-
table mind, fixed by natural law ? A man is lost, he works
his way home by the stars, and we call it mind at work;
a crab is lost on the Yorkshire coast, it crawls back eighty-

five miles to its home in Lincolnshire, and we call it in-

stinct. We muat not deceive ourselves by the words we
make.

A crocodile taken out of its egg will find its way instantly

towards a stream; a frog put in a bag and taken from zvater
will go straight back to water on being set free.

An eel, unable to develop in the sea, leaves the tidal river
and goes overland to inland waters; and when the time
comes it crosses the fields again and returns to the sea to

lay its eggs.

A limpet has no eyes, but every limpet knows its spot
on a rock. It comes down at low tide and goes about and
feedr^ and it finds its way back infallibly to its chosen
dwelling-place.

The fundulus comes out of the sea into little pools, but
it keeps watch on the pools lest they become too shallow, and
leaps back unerringly on the side that will take it to the sea.

The nightingale, born on a Kent hilltop, Hies to Africa;
it goes to the right place at the right time, moved by some
innermost understanding. It is not driven by hunger, for
if it stayed tUl hunger came it would arrive too late. Cage
a nightingale, and it wUl beat its wings against the bars

when the time comes to go.

A pigeon will bring a general his despatches; one has
been known to come from Rom^ back to its loft at Derby.
It took a month, flew a thousand miles, and crossed a range

of mountains and twenty miles of sea.

A horse will take a lost man home on a dark night; a
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horse has taken its dead driver home through Lonuon. A
cat, taken a hundred miles in a hex, wUl find its way back
to the old fireside. A St. Bernard will find a trm/eller buried
in the snow, dig him out and rouse him, and fetch help.

In the deepest sea we find some form of life; in the
lowest life we find some form of mind. We all know
wise animals that seem to act with an intelligence we
do not find in some men.

There was a ch '-npamee at the Zoo who made o tool, and
used it to try to make a way out of his cage. There was
an orang-outang at the Zoo who broke a piece of wire, used
it as a saw, and made a hole through which he did escape.
He picked up a waiter, put him on a table, and ran.

There was in Pelorus Sound for twenty years a dolphin,
protected by the Government, that piloted ships through the
dangerous strait approaching New Zealand. As the ship
approached, Pelorus Jack would dart from his hiding and
swim ahead, going steadily until he reached French Pass,
when he disappeared. He never went beyond, but up to that
point no human pilot was ever more reliable than he.

There are cormorants that catch fish for us, cheetahs
that catch deer, captive elephants that catch and tame wild
elephants. They will do these things for their employers
as unfailingly as workmen.

There was a frog that answered to its name when called
by Professor Romanes. There were fishes that would answer
a bell rung by Sir Joseph Banks. There was a tortoise in
Gilbert White's village which would hobble every morning
to meet the old lady who fed it. A crocodile has been
known to have an affection for a cat. A snake has been
known to pine on being separated from its owner, and to
spring with delight when he returned.

Even the worm is not without intelligence. He selects his
food and plugs the mouth of his burrow. He pulls in leaves
and arranges them in a certain order to close up the en-
trance. He zvill hide his door with stones, and if you move
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them he will drag them back. He will often leave the bur-

row if he hears a noise, and a peewit has been known to

tap the ground to bring him out.

Everywhere the wisdom of life is manifest in the animal

kingdom, and the student of Evolution finds himself

confronted with facts such as those concerning buffaloes

in Matabeleland. They used to feed by day, now they

come out by night. They have changed their habits since

plague destroyed n^'arly the whole of their race, and it

is thought not ii iposb-ble that these dumb creatures may
have discovered tiiat the insect which carries the plague

germ does not fly by night. There would be nothing in-

credible in that. Animals act consistently as if they

knew.

Could anything be more wonderful than the preciseness

of the knowledge of the tiny fairy fly, sometimes so small

that five can walk abreast through a pin-hole? The
mother finds a particular insect, and lays her egg in its

body exactly when and exactly where the egg of the larger

insect is forming. The larger tgg is formed with the fairy

fly's egg inside it, and the fairy fly's egg produces a grub,

which lives by eating the larger egg, and then emerges

with four wings.

But the examples are beyond all counting. We find

them in thousands among horses and dogs. Who has not

heard of the bear that will stir the water to bring a bun
towards him, or the crow that will drop a mussel on a
stone from a height of ninety feet, and seems to choose

its favourite stones for breaking victims on? Who put
into the head of the eagle the idea of driving out one deer

from a herd and frightening it towards a precipice? Who
will deny ttie power of a sort of thinking-out to the crow
that fetched a companion to help to battle with a dog for

its dinner-bone?

And what shall we say of the harvest ant, which has

the marvellous power of collecting seeds, putting them
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down in his warm, moist nest where they shou.a naturally
start to grow, and of checking their growth till it suits him
that growth should begin? When, at last, the seeds begin
to grow, the harvest ant lets the process proceed until the
sugar IS formed, and then carries off the sugar to dry in
the sun.

"^

We see it everywhere, this deliberate preparation for
the morrow. The butcher-bird impales his prey on
thorns, and leaves it till he wants it. Squirrels and jays
and woodpeckers, like rats and mice and men, lay up stores
for the future. Even the rattlesnakes gather into com-
panies for warmth in the long winter sleep, and separate
when the need for food comes. They know there is
warmth and comfort in company, but that too many rattle-
snakes together will impoverish food supplies when they
awake. They mobilise at the right time for the right pur-
pose, on the principle which drives many groups in the
animal worid to defend their own herds against animals that
hunt in packs.

If we could s^ak of affection in the animal kingdom
we should hardly expect to find it in wasps and croco-
diles; yet allied to their iutelligence is something touched
with the glow of emotion. The crocodile buries its eggsm the hot sand, comes out and taps the ground, and, when
the young ciy out, scrapes the sand away and introduces
them to the worid. The solitary wasp, living for the future
of the race, stores up before it dies food for the unborn
that it will never see.

We find it everywhere, the patriotism of the lower
race. The chapter of natural history which tells of the
gallantry of the stickleback and the devotion of the whalem defence of their young is one of the most beautiful
that can be written, and it can be multiplied a thousand
times. Men waited ages for news of life in the Antarctic
regions, and when it came at last it was the old, old story
of a mother's devotion to her children. Nothing in the

W.\
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realm of Nature is more touching than the wonder of the
emperor penguins and their eggs. They stand for weeks
during the long Antarctic night with the egg between their
feet, keeping it warm, and the parents share the patient
task between them, faithful witnesses to that mysterious
powei which reaches everywhere, deep into the innermost,
wide unto the outermost.

i

CHAPTER X

THE TEMPLE OF THE MIND

Thboughout the range of all Life's kingdoms we have
seen consciousness, sensitiveness, mind, or what you will:
let us seek this solemn thing in Life's most holy temple.

We need not use the space of a little book like this by
glancing for more than a moment at the wonder of the
human frame. To you who read this page the miracle
of your mind is a familiar thing. The fact that you can
think and know and understand, can anticipate to-morrow
and remember yesterday, is commonplace enough, but it

is the supreme and solemn wonder of the universe that you
can do these things. We must let that go, however; the
reader of this book can take himself for granted. But we
may give a minute or two to the marvellous mechanism
Mind has built for itself inside the human frame.

For this machine on which your life depends is in
every sense a separate living thing. It has an existence
of its own apart from you; it does a million things a
day that you know nothing of; but the truth is more
mysterious even than that, for a human body is not one
but many living systems. It is like a continent with
many nations on it, each nation with many towns, each
town with many roads, and crammed into these nations
and towns and roads are myriads of separate lives and
movements, all working in harmony to a perfect end.

f
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The instn >t of Mind is the human brain, and the
nerve cells Oi .he brain, sometimes only a three-thou-
sandth of an inch across, may have within them thousands
of particles of living matter, linked up with a network of
living threads which seem to throb through it like the
electric current of a telegraph system. Along these
threads runs every sensation experienced in the outside
world, arriving at last in the brain, the seat of power in
every living creature, where feelings and thoughts and
fiensations are gathered and assembled and controlled,

as if in an office a man had charge of a million depart-
ments and dealt instantly and infallibly with them all.

The building up of this mental instrument goes on
like the building up of any other instrument, but with
this difference, that some unseen power controls it. Mind
is not to be defeated. We may take the cells of an embryo
in its early stages of development and disarrange them,
but the structure will develop in a normal way. We upset
the normal mechanism, we may think we have put a spoke
in the wheel, but Life goes on with its work as if nothing
had happened.

Could anything be more wonderful than the way in
which the resources of the body come to our aid in time
of need? The body makes special blood cells just when
they are wanted—then and at no other time. That is to
say, it creates an army to defend itse'f against attacks;
it gives a man new physical strength in a sudden crisis.

But equally true is it that the body gives a man new
moral strength in time of need. When a great fear seizes

a man the body brings him strength. One of the most
remarkable physiological discoveries of our time is the
fact that, as Dr. Charles W. Eliot has put it, 'certain

bodily changes which accompany emotions of hunger,
fear, pain, rage, may be recorded as responses adapted
to preserve the individual.' The stirring up of these emo-
tions calls into action, says Dr. Eliot, the muscular and
nervous forces that a man needs for offence and defence.
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We all know that a frightened man can run faster because
he is frightened; we all know that man can develop
amazing cunning in some desperate situation , we all know
that men behave with superhuman couiage in the face of
sudden catastrophe and peril.

It is part of the mysterious working of the human
body, of which we are all unconscious. When a man goes
over the top in France he has a partner of whom he little

wots, for his body comes to his aid in that dread hour,
and the amotion aroused in him by the sense of danger
sets to work powers in his body that create new supplies

of sugar, the store of which is suddenly increased, giving
him new vitality. All unknown to him a new power has
come into his life.

From now till the end of our lives we could sit and
read of the wonder of our bodies and not exhaust it. We
will leave it here with this thought, that if, in the place

of this mysterious power v 'thin our frame, we had a con-
scious partner all through life, knowing us thoroughly, in-

timate with all our moods, understanding all our needs, able

to control us and direct us, we should not be better for it;

he could do no more.

CHAPTER XI

MIND FINDS ITS THRONE

And now there emerges from all this mystery of the uni-

versal Mind the greatest truth of all for you and me. It

is in man that Mind has reached its highest expression.

Let us see how Life built a temple for Mind, how the

power that was to transform the world found its throne

in man. Three mighty chapters of the uplifting of man-
kind we have to tmderstand. The lowly creature living

in trees and caves was to throw off the yoke it had borne
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from its creation, was to pull itself erect, to change its
fore-feet into hands, and to win the power of speech.
There was to come upon the earth a creature which could
Stand, and ihng a stone, and speak. It was all in the book
of Nature ttien unfolding; we can read it in the everlast-mg witness of the human frame.

From the creeping life of the ocean bed to the beautiful
ife of a httle child we see Mind making its way. By laws
that never fail, by ways that no man knows, impelled
by a power beyond our understanding, Mind climbs ever
upward We find it first behind the mighty masses of
the earth itself, the boundless heavens, the sweeping winds
and storms, and the rolling seas. We find it then in that
marvellous kingdom of plants which live their silent lives
of service on the spot where they were bom, yet yield their
offspnng for generations untold to grow and spread and
cover the earth.

And then into the animal world it comes; now it ischmbmg to its great seat of power. We see it in the
fishes that first come ashore with the tides; in the reptiles
that creep about the swamps and marshes and inhabit
the rivers; m dragons that fly and in the birds that sing
the first songs heard on earth; and at last we see Mind
groping Its way through the terrible forerunners of the
^imal kingdom. In those monstrous creatures, lords of
the early days, tramping the earth with a weight of
several tons, terrible and hideous but some of them ma-
jestic to look upon, it is said that a sensation would some-
tunes take two seconds to reach from the tip of the
tail to the brain, so great a barrier was matter still in the
path of the Mind that was destined to conquer the world
But Mmd has never turned back; it has never been
beaten; and to-day it is master of all the universe we
know.

We need go no farther than the Bible for the witness
to the place of Mind in God's Creation. 'In the begin-
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ning was the Word/ says the opening of the Gospel of
bt John; but the original Greek for 'word' means reason
and speech, or mind and the expression of mind, so that
It served to suggest Mind expressing God in the world,
bo we may read the opening words of St. John- 'In
the beginning was mind, and the mind was with God, and
the mmd was God. The same was in the beginning with
God; all thmgs were made by it, and without it was not
anythmg made that was made.' We may talk of Mind
says the the Poet Laureate, as the mediator between God
and man.

How Mind has conquered, the marvellous mechanism
It has built up for itself throughout the animal kingdom,
is a long tak to tell, but one fact will help us to under-
stand it.

Mind, in those early days, took two seconds to travel
through the physical frame of the lord of the earth; to-day
the lord of the earth can send a sensation round the planet
in less time than tlmt.

Mind has come into its own. It dominates the living
world. It moves and moulds and changes matter to its
will. It is the instrument chosen by God Himself for
the carrying on and building up of Human Evolution

II
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God moves in a mysterious way
His wonders to perform;

He plants His footsteps in the sea.
And rides upon the storm.

COWPER



CHAPTER XII

THE DRAMATIC RISE OF MAN

Man says Dr. Arthur Keith, perhaps the greatestauthonty now living, i, probably six mUlion yea« oldthat .s to say, the gulf o£ time that stretched from the

at;' T^VV^ ^"'"'''''"' "^ *«* thousand timt:

ZTll I T *"™ "" Crucifixion till now. Butthe httle that we know of the history of man in these sixnulhon years is crowded into one six-hundredth ^rt we

years ago. The written history of r ikind is like thestoiy of a traveller round the world who has fo~veo^hmg that happened except on the retu™ jo^m^from Dover to London. It is like a summer's day in theunwntten amials of Time, with Moses on Mount Sii^i fethe mommg, Paul at Athens in the afternoon, andlSke"speare writmg Hamlet in the evening. , eterial Timelydiary of the human race is one day old.

Yet man has done incalculable things within thisnarrow space of human histoiy; he did incatailable

ttat Mind set its holy temple within his physical frame-

worinhLt" TV ""* *""«'• "='" '° »=*"*«

Trell^ So f
'*'n u

*''*°"''y "^^ »" other

bl!t^ h . ^ r
."^° ^ ^^ four-footed with thebeasts he had hved m trees and caves to protect himself

f^"al "l""" *' '^'- "•" the 'greatest t^Tformation ever known was now to come, for the lowlytenant of trees and caves set himself on his feet Ttocreature, made to creep and crawl and climb forc^himself erect and walked: he stood upright Tke aT^
53

m
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Science has no doubt that man came down from the

trees, set himself erect, adapted his body to situationsand environments for which Nature had not made it, and,
walking the earth on two feet, made himself its overlordby the power of his hands.

rlJ* TL *^ ^''* ^^ '^ '^''^^ ^^^' '^'P' ^ *^ dramoHense of Man.

Now he was king indeed. Alone upon the earth hecou d pick up a stone and throw it, and the throwing ofa stone was the beginning of civilisation. Man is whathe IS dirough the warfare of peace; his powers havegrown by using them. He had come into the world builton the plan of all creatures of his kind, but with something
wonderful and strange within him; the choice of his brain
as die throne of Mind on the earth had raised him on high.
Nature made him one thing; he made himself another.

walkin'
"^' *°"^^ ^' ^^^' "^^'^ ''*'* °^^^ ^^'^

One thing that happened now must be ranked among
the most dramatic factors in the rise of man. Man could
stand erect and throw a stone and use a tool, and when he^ved at this great stage Life had his weapons waiting.
Roughed out for him in the ocean bed, he found them
ready to his hand as the sea moved into its new basins;
he took them, and split them, and rubbed them, and
shaped them and the man of the Stone Age was here,
witti axe-heads and arrow-heads and hammers, with sawsand borers and sharp blades and aU that variety of tools
with which he laid down the beginning of the world inwmch a man was king.

There is not much poetry in a flint as it lies on your
garden path, but down in the sea these flints were hardened
from dissolving bodies of tiny creatures, the sea changed
places with the earth and left them on diy land, and thereman found them when he stood erect, the very things he
needed then, the tools with which he was to win supremacy
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over his ancient foes, the actual foundation-ctones of
human progress. Man took these flints, split them and
shaped them, and made them tools and weapons They
were his hammers and axes and knives, his borers and
piercers and swords, his instruments of progress, his
weapons of defence, his capital. He could throw a stone,
and could use a tool.

It was the second of the three great steps in the dramaHc
nse of Man.

So the worker arrived in the Stone Age workshop,
standing at the dawn of Industry. But he stood there
greater than he knew, for with him he brought a weapon
mightier than the flints he had fashioned mto tools. We
do not know for certain, but it is likely that when Man
set himself erect he gave himself not only the power of
using tools, but the power of speech as well. Now, at any
rate, and by whatever means, Man stood erect, he learned
to use a tool, and he could speak.

Science has no more amazing tale to tell than the tale
of how a fish leapt out of the sea and became a man,
and m all that wondrous story is nothing to compare
with the building up of human speech. The mechanism
of the voice can be traced back to a fish of countless ages
past as clearly as we trace the 'Mauretania' back to a
primitive raft—and just as clearly do we trace through it
all the working of a mighty Mind, the purpose ever moving
on, the power invincible that sees the end in the beginning
and does not fail. The air-bladder of the fish has become
the lungs of a man, the gills of the fish have grown into
the larynx, the arches of the gills have become the chain
of bones within the ear; and so, by ways beyond our
understanding, Life has crept upward, and the organs of
a lowly creature swimming in the ocean depths have been
transformed into the music of children and the song of
the lark at Heaven's gate. There is something fitting in
the simile, for Life and Mind have iisen indeed from the
depths to the heights as if by music.
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Now tht man who stood erect, the man with his hands,
had found his tongue.

He had taken the third great step on his way to the
throne of the earth.

What unthinkable spaces of time elapsed from step to
step, by what amazing processes these transformations
came about, we cannot tell, but without these three new
powers m man the world we know could not have been
It IS the man who can walk erect about the world, using
his hands to move thing's and make things and his tongue
to make his wants and wishes known, who has raised the
world above the moral level of the forest and the jungle
and made it a habitable and happy place for human beings!

CHAPTER XIII

THE GREAT ALLIANCE

We may doubt if, in all the ages in which man has beenm partnership with Nature, he has done anything that can
be compared with these early triumphs of his mind over
his physical frame. They stand out as the supreme ac-
comphshments of the Mind that dominates the universe
and m thinking of them it is impossible not to be im-
pressed with what was probably the first stupendous
achievement of the human race—the creation of Language.

Of all the things that Mind has done since it found its
temple in a human skull, what can compare with its
direction of man in building up words? Simple things
they look, but let a horse try to learn them. A baby picks
them up m a year or two, but give a race of ants and bees
a million years to speak one syllable and these wise little
creatures are dumb. We have only to imagine that to
realise the wonder of this achievement of the man
who stood erect. All things came to him in time, and all
things came in order, but remember this whatever you
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forget—that this mysterious power behind the world was
working with and through mankind, and not outside it.

Man was not as a machine, with power transmitted
to it by cranks and levers and wheels and belts; he was
of the Great Alliance, he was partner with the power he
could not understand. One great witness we have of this
whom none can contradict, for we know that, while
Nature gave man a voice to speak, man gave himself a
language. Man, that is to say, gave himself the mighty
lever without which his advance could not have been.
No man ever yet was born with the knowledge essential
to him; no man ever yet was bom with the alphabet in
his mind. Language is man's gift to Nature, as the voice
is Nature's gift to man. Without language civUisation
could not have been ; even with the power of speech and
without a language man would have been as a parrot or
a gibbering ape.

Now let us see at what point we have arrived. We have
come to this—that man, to sustain his place in the uni-
verse, must needs have the thing he himself invented,
and Nature could not have given it him without his aid.
Nature gave him his physical frame; he forced himself
erect. Nature gave him his tools; he taught himself
to use them. Nature gave him speech; he gave himself
a language. He is in partnership with Nature. He has
reached the point to which Nature unaided could not have
brought him.

Surely and clearly, Nature is a servant in some Master's
hands. Some Hand there is behind it and beyond it all,

directing and controlling. The power that guides and
moves and orders and sustains all Life and Mind and
Matter has not failed in man. It has used him as its

instrument of progress, it has invested him not in vain
with powers beyond his finite understanding. The power
that rides on the rhythm of the winds, that rests on the
rolling wave, that inhabits the stars and holds the planets
in their spheres, is not too far from you and me to use us as
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its twnple too. The earth and the heavens and all the forces

Zl^A^u "''•. '^*'' ^^^ °^ gravitation, the laws of
ight and heat and sound, the laws that hold in place a
thousand million spheres, are instruments of His eternal
power; but greater and beyond them all is the instru-

rfr!J,''\M*.^'''u'"'*^**
^"^^*"^^ Mind that grows

P». 1 q1\ "^ *° ^'^ * ^°'"' ""' * Socrates, a David or a
±'aul, Shakespeare or you.

liU'

'ii.

CHAPTER XIV

HIS INSTRUMENTS ARE WE

His instruments are we. It is a solemn and moving
thought, and solemn above all in this, that in us the
Creator and Controller of the universe has built up the
only free instruments of His power throughout the
earth.

The universe was ages old before Earth came. Earth
was ages old before Life came into it. Life was ages old
before the unfolding of Mind. Mind itself was ages old
before it found its throne in Man.

Through aeon after aeon the foundations of the Universe
were laid. Through aeon after aeon tlie boundless structure
rose, until, after ages that no man could number, the
wondrous thing became alive, became no more a thingm aitire subjection to an outer will, but a thing of power
withm Itself. The nebula of earth became a solid mass;
the surface of the solid mass broke up and clothed itself*
with the aid of wind and sun and rain, in regions of
forest and mountain and ocean and plain. The life that
crept across these surfaces, up from the ocean bed, crept
into vehicles wonderful and strange, until at last it found
Its home in man.

We may liken these stupendous things, evolving
slowly through aeons of time, to events familiar to us all
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happening before our eyes. The streets of London when
most of us were bom were filled with horses. There were
horses everywhere. Without the help of a horse you could
hardly ride through the streets of London. To-day a child
can count the horses as they pass. The tramp of their
hoofs is dying away. The vehicles are there, the drivers
and the passengers. The endless procession of life and
freight moves on and grows from year to year. But the
horse that pulled the vehicle in other days has gone;
the vehicle goes without it. It can do without the horse

;

it can move faster without the horse; it can go farther
without the horse. It has no need for an outer power,
for it has found a powei within itself.

And the earth, since that great day when it was
wrenched out from the sun, has found a power within
itself. This stupendous mass of stuff that seemed so
dead is now alive. This great round ball that seemed so
small now thrills and throbs. These elements that seemed
so simple are now complex. We may liken it all again
to a familiar thing. We may think of William Caxton
and his simple types. Who that has ever waited for a
printer's proof of something he has written can think
without a thrill of the day when Caxton down in Westmin-
ster waited for his first proof and saw the first words
ever printed in these islands? Not many lifetimes

back is that, and we have our morning papers printed
on machines on which no man can look without a thrill

to think that this amazing thing has come from Caxton's
types.

More and more, as we think of it, the likeness grows.
We substitute the power without by a power within.

Wc do not push or pull our vehicles : we make them run
themselves. We fill our factories with machinery which
moves at the touch of a switch. We can leave a great

workshop with hundreds of machines, working from
morning till night, from night till morning, producing
finished things, with no human being attending them
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made. We have put into a machine the power of a man.
There comes into the mind as we think of it aU. a

vision of what has happened with the earth itself. Set inspace fashioned and balanced amid a million worlds bythe hand of ,ts Creator, its simple things have grown
complex, ,ts power has magnified itself, its living seedhas grown and multiplied and inhabited a myriad forms,

man Z7 uV^'""
*^' '^^^ '' "" ^^^ mighty mechanismman has bmlt upon it, a world of energy and purpose,moving of Itself, but directed and controlkd by a Zl;

It cannot contradict. ^ *^

There will now be dawning in our minds, with this
conception of the earth and its unfolding, the though
with which Professor Tyndall startled scientists long agf-
that all this wonder was potential in the nebula; and that
all these «ons of development, from the fashioning
and shaping of the earth down to the printing of this book

Ynrt ? t
^""^ V °'^'''"^ ^' '^' ^"-^^^ °f a train aYork five hours after the fire was lit in the engine at

tf,;Snr'; JV^^'"^
^°^" "^^ foundations of the earth

of itT hfstojy
'""'' ''"' ''^" ^^ ^°"^ ""^^^^'"g

But then no human being was here to share in all this
vast development. Earth was coming into being, earthwith all her powers; but in the first great chapter of
Creation the Mind of God was alone upon the earthNo worker made in ti.e image of God had yet appearedm the workshop of the world. But what is now to beseen is this. After ages of building-up came Life; after
ages of development Life built up Mind; after aces ofexpansion Mind built up its throne in the brain of Manand the Creator of the world had a partner in the world.'
hvolutwn had become conscious.

Mind had become alive, and knew what it was
It could please itself. It could make pi

doing,

ans and execute
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Acm, it could mark out its path and move to the end.
For the first time since the earth came out of the nebula.
Evolution had a conscious agent in the • '

His instruments are we. God has chcs .1. His children
to carry on His work.

CHAPTER XV

EVOLUTION CONSCIOUS

The master-power of Mind spread slowly everywhere
It found itself an instrument of infinite growth ; it found
Itself penetrating every crevice and comer of matter.
Man slowly woke to his new powers; a hundred thousand
years, perhaps a million years or more, and man seemed
still asleep. It may be but ten or twenty thousand years
or so since man began building up empires, making laws
and statues and pictures, and we may say that with this
period of his dominion the second chapter of the earth
begins. It is but an hour, as time goes in the universe,
smce man became a conscious partner in the evolution
of the world. What has man done in this short hour?
How has he quitted himself since he left the creatures of
the field and entered into partnership with God?

He has quitted himself worthily. If God had not made
him so, man would have made himself immortal.

Could anything be more sublime than the trust that
God has put in man? All other powers must do His will.
The sun must go its destined course, the river must run
to the sea, the winds must sweep through boundless space,
the seed in the ground must follow its imperious law.
For all these the path is laid. Th • trod it in the begin-
nmg, they must pursue it to the end. All other creatures
in their natural habitat maintain their numbers; man
alone increases. To us alone is given the choice between
good or evil. We are the chosen instruments of Evolu-
tion, but we can hinder it if we will. We can lay our
stone in the kingdom of heaven or can stand in the way

*.
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of God. Man with his marvellous power is free to use
it as he will, for good or ill. It is the way God chose.
There was no other way if man was to be free.

It is impossible to look back through human history
and not be solemnly impressed with the power that God
has given to man. If, again and again in his dark story,
man has chosen the evil way, he has made great amends.
He has harnessed himself in wonderful ways to the chariots
of God. He has set himself erect and conquered almost
everything. He has invented language and society, and
has overcome the limits of geography and climate, refus-
ing to be driven back by hunger or heat or cold. He has
beaten all these things by invention and transportation
and chemistry and his indomitable will. He has founded
agriculture and irrigation, and opened up enormous areas
of the earth to life. He has used his senses to increase
their power as a seed increases in the ground. He has
enhanced the value and lengthened the span of life by
establishing sanitation and conquering disease. Walking,
riding, and talking; sanitation, irrigation, invention, com-
munication, cultivation, transportation, education—what
steps are these in the ladder of progress I What heights
of power they have brought man to since the days
when he pictured the worid on the back of a mighty
tortoise! Man has laid well the foundations of Human
Evolution.

Yet they are only foundations. The Mmd that runs
through all things has greater purposes for man than
this. His material conquests are steps to a greater end,
and man must build the mighty ladder by which he will
ascend. For it is not the brain of man alone, but the
higher mind, the soul, that one day will transform the
world. The soul of man lights up the human way. We
see a mighty figure rise in some great hour of history,
and we say the hour has brought the man. Well, put it

so. But the man has not suddenly been produced. A
Joan of Arc, an Oliver Cromwell, a Lord Shaftesbury, ax«
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not made while a nation waits. Life does not work
draniatically, with sudden triumphs and quick catastrophes.
It builds up slowly, it moves continuously; in the moral
as m the physical reahn it is ever repairing and rebuilding.
Slowly life built up the house of man, his body and h^
brain; slowly there has dawned and grown in him the
power of mmd; slowly has deepened and strengthened
withm hrni the stirring of what we call the soul.

Two great mobilisations of forces proceed from hour
to hour from age to age: there is the mobilisation of
natural forces and the mobilisation of the moral powers
of man. The harvests of the earth-what are they but
tiie assembhng of myriads of atoms working unceasingly
to bnng nounshment to tiie human race? Slowly id
sJently, sun and wind and rain, and tiie powers within
the soil itsell. aove on in tiieir eternal purpose of sustain-
ing the living worid. And the higher powers of man-
what are tiiey but Uie assembling of myriads of stirrings
within him, and impulses from he knows not where?
From moment to moment Life has built up aU the wonder
that we know. From moment to moment she feeds her
children and leads them to their destinies. So it has been
with Mmd. From thought to thought, from impulse to
impulse, tiie mind of man has marched for ever upward
It is said that the solar system has been a thousand
million years on its way from tiie nebula, and what are
the few tiiousand years tiiat man has lived on one of
Its smallest stars? It is a long, long way back to tiie
beginning, and farther stiU tiie end may be: who knows'*
But tiie end will come in God's good time. For every
soul on eartii tiie promise is written in these everiasting
words of Robert Browning:

i *?*„™y '^^y ** ^"^^ their trackievj .^ar.
I shall arrive I \yhat time, what circuit first.lask not; but unless God sends His hail,
Or blinding fire balls, or sleet, or stifling snow.
In some good time—His good time—I shall arrive.He guide, me and the bird. In His good time I
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To Him who sits in the heavens time is nothing. God
could perfect the world in a day, but He does not He
intervenes in quite another way, slowly, inexorably de-
stroying the evil thing. The Mind that guides us to our
destined end has no wizard's wand to conjure with. It
does not order the human race to march to victory as a
general orders his battalions. It speaks to us not as a
wizard with a wand, but as a teacher to his pupils. It
intervenes not suddenly to stop a specific act, but to sow
the seed that will intervene for all time after. God did
not suddenly intervene to stop an evil king who betrayed
his people, but the Mind of God had entered the mind
of a man named Oliver Cromwell, and the betrayal of
England by kings was at an end. God did not suddenly
intervene when a king whose name disgraces our English
Bibles tortured a man with his own hands, but the Mind
of God was penetrating the minds of men so that such
kings became impossible in this land.

For ever thus God intervenes, guides, controls, in-

spires, suggests. More things are wrought by God's in-

tervening than this world dreams of. You bend on your
knees to-night and put from you all thoughts unworthy
of the sons of God, and even as you kneel there comes
new strength into your life. You who knelt down
anxiously, perhaps oppressed with care, rise with a glow
from heaven about you, and go to sleep a better man.
God has intervened.

Just as surely as the Mind of God is working in the
silent harvest fields that never fail mankind, so it is work-
ing for ever in the realm where millenniums are made.
We look back to the great ages of history, and we see a
Moses leading his people, with a wisdom that leaders of
nations have still to see and learn. We see the noble
Socrates, dying for love of truth and smiling on his

enemies. We see a Roman Emperor tied to the chariots

of war, yet cherishing the ways of peace. We see the
saintly scholar hasting with his last dictation lest his
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breath should leave his body before he has finished his
translation of St. John. We see Alfred looking forward

F„ f'^ fj' r^'°
knowledge should spread through

England like a fire. We see the Stainless Maid of France
bringing to her people the light that was not kindled onAis earth We see the men of libeity building up theHome of Freedom in this land of ours. We see the glow ofsomething not of this world in a host of great and simple
lives that have made the soul of England, with all her
sins and weaknesses, strong and clean and true.

CHAPTER XVI

MAN CANNOT PERISH FROM THE EARTH

What are these mighty figures of the centuries but thelamps of God? What is this we call genius, if not, as
Carlyle cdkd It, the clearer presence in a man of GodMost High? Knowledge is power, and a thousand times
the world has seen that a thought is more powerful than an
earthquake; but what is it that is greater than knowledge,
immortal as life, and stronger than death itself? It islie
eternal Truth of God, the power of righteousness, the sense
of duty m a man that will keep him at his post though
he pensh. It is these things that, through all the storms
of all the ages, have lifted man above the creatures he has
conquered It is these things that have beaten kings and
armies and all the bullies that were ever bom.

Nothing in the universe is more certain than the com-
pelling power of righteousness. In ages past it has sur-
vived the crash of nations and the tyranny of kings •

inour own day we see the strongest militaiy nation on 'the
earth crumbling m ruins for want of it. So closelvwoven m the life of the world is the power of truth
and justice now, that three-quarters of the human race
IS leagued together, for the first time since the world
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was made agamst an Emper.. who betrayed mankind.The moral unpulse of man, the natural sense of justice
plated m the race is too strong for the German Empire,and the downfall of Prussia is the visible consequence of
the penetration of the mind of man by the Mind of God.

By this eternal power our lives are built up. Habit
grows to character, character to destiny; our to-morrows
are shaped by our yesterdays. We have to make a great
decision instantly, says George Eliot, and we decidef but
the countiess choices we have made in the past, in little
ttiings and great, all come to our help now. All through
Evolution yesterday is determining to-day, to-day is shap-
ing to-morrow; and the law runs through our lives. Our
past IS always intervening in our present.

.u ^"w./°;
^^ ^^'"' ""^ '^"^ ^" ^"^^^ "P mountains,

the habit of truth and justice grows up in the world until
nothmg can defeat it in the end. It is eternal; there
IS no pause m it, and it cannot perish. It lives and grows
and gathers new strength, and the day must come when it
wil< oyerwhehn and conquer all meaner things. Already
the higher mind of man has spread throughout the
earth, and civilised nations bow before it Whatever our
national sms, we are one in this-that we wish to be
comited on the side of the angels. His material con-
quests firmly estabUshed, man is seeking conquests in a
nobler reahn. He is stamping the soul, the Higher Mind
of man, upon the world for ever. It is a triumph without
parallel that man has made it impossible for the best thatw in h%m to perish from the earth. The human mind has
made xtself immortal.

We talk of immortality as if it were in doubt, but
science has no doubt that Life and Mind are both immortal.
Life IS immortal, surely; it goes on from age to age un-
broken. The simplest creature we can find alive is never
known to die, but breaks itself up into two. and two
into four, and four into eight, and so through an end-
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lol"ni"ff'^'n-
?""' ^^^' P^^^ ^^^y' but only the

AhTmh
'"''"' ^^^^PP^^"= Life clearly does noi die.And Mind is immortal, too; the child is father of the man,Ae man is father of the child, and human influence neve.^

dies away. By endless generations Life keeps up its
everlasting chain. ^ ^ ^

Is it not the greatest contribution ever made to Evolu-

teJity \^e have only to think a little while to reahV.ewhat It means. Let us take one of those powers through
which man has achieved this end. It is printing. By
the invention of printing man has made his mind immortal
whatever may happen to the body he inhabits or the lifeby which he moves. If Shakespeare had utterly perishedwhen he passed from this visible world, his mind could not
have penshed with him. It lives to-day as when he walkedm Stratford. Had Shakespeare been with us himself
fte could have had no greater power than he has still.When the first man who read Shakespeare read those last
words of King Lear to Cordelia, they must have stirredm him the same emotions that they stir in you and me.wnen Shakespeare wrote

:

pIl!;Lt\* '?u''"\ *^^* *^*P" our ends.
Rough-hew them how we will,

he was giving the veiy thought that is in our minds justnow to millions of people then unborn, and he will be giving
this same thought to millions of people in a thousand years
to come.

Consider the full measure of this power that man has
added to his mind. In the days before the Scientific Age
ideas passed on from century to century in writing or
in speech; but we see the limits of such preservations in
the vague and scanty legends, the few proverbs and com-
monplaces, of the rare literature of the early world that
have come down to us. It is aU very different now:
nothing that is worthy to be saved can disappear again.
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for man has enshrined it in his Higher Mind; and he
has made this mind, the instrument of God, universal and
mmiortal.

The days when knowledge was gathered slowly and
with peril, spread from place to place by a faithful few
often at the risk of life, have passed for ever, and nothing
can be lost or locked up now. The soul of man, expressing
Itself m forms that know no local limitations, is covering
the earth. It is becoming independent of time and space
as well. The vehicles it has created for itself are not
less truly instruments of Evolution than the sun or the
wind or the processes of chemistry.

If we take three of these instruments only—pictures,
music, and books—we see at once a vision of the processes
by which Evolution works through conscious means. Who
can listen to the mighty dramatisation of sound that we call
Handel's 'Messiah' and not feel something of the power
and grandeur of natural forces? Who can look on the
materialisation of a vision that we call Raphael's 'Trans-
figuration,' and not feel something of the mind that con-
ceived it, and the spirit of the solemn scene it represents?
Who can read the immortalisation of piercing anguish in
Mrs. Browning's 'Cry of the Children,' and not feel back
in another age, listening to the beating hearts and sobs
of little ones whose graves have been green these sixty
years? The old, old story that thrills you as you sit

remembering by the fire, the book that stirs your mind
and opens up another worid of thought for you, the picture
on the wall that grips your heart as in a vice, are instru-
ments of the soul of man working in you across the earth
and through the years. They carry the mind to far-off
places and to other days; a sound you heard in Egypt
comes, and you are on the Nile again, back in your happy
years before the cloud came into your life. They bring
back memories of friends that we shall never see again
on earth; they move us to gladness and tears.
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And so, through ages yet to come, the songs, the books,
the pictures that we know will stir the hearts of men
and women; they will carry into the centuries the mind
of the age that gave them birth. It will not die, and
Its influence will not fail. He who fashioned the earth,
who gave birth and form to matter, who created Life,
with all its countless powers and kingdoms, and set Mind
in lordship over it, has not failed in that mighty work of
Evolution by which the human mind has broken down
the barriers of time and space, and clothed itself with
immortality.

CHAPTER XVII

THE KINGDOM OF GOD AND HIS RIGHTEOUSNESS

We have run in a few minutes through millions of years
and glanced at many things. We have looked at the
processes of Evolution that have brought the earth out
of the nebula to the solid mass on which we live. We have
followed Life from its dim beginnings until it was crowned
with Mind. We have seen Mind enthroned and made
immortal. We have seen it grow into the conscious
instrument of Life, and Man, guiding this instnunent
and directing it, helping Evolution on, partner with God
in the uplifting of the world.

But the true powers of man are greater yet than we have
seen. We have seen how he has magnified his senses and
made his mind immortal, but one invention of mankind
has lifted human power almost beyond all grasping. We
have seen what one man can do, how stupendous his in-

fluence can be; but the invention of society and the building
up of civilisation has multiplied the power of individuals

a millionfold.

We help or hinder, all of us. We help, one by one, by
obeying the silent arbiter of all our lives, the conscience
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that sits enthroned within us al! p„* u .

and multiply our pov^TrVvji n
^ ^ *°«^*^''

that brotheri^ood Trn^lTjL''''T^ ^^ i<>»"«"«

iittle streams of right and t^S, .n,l
'''^'. '^ ""^ ^'

river ru<!hm« *« lu
*"^ ^°"*'"»' ^nto a mightynver, rushing to the ocean of universal faith and peace

m.^i?^^^'' " ^^ "**"''^^ ^<»^th of human power W«^y our power by science; we multipl^itTLe^As the telescope extends our vision « ^il * i i.^'
extends our voice, as the lever extend' .1

*'^'P^°°*

hands so t»,^ ^J- .
extends the power of our

Of government? As by science we mr.l„i*
"»struments

with a machine one man can do the work of a h,i«^^-^

We avZ . « *' ^"'"^ °* ""''"" "hile he Uves

iJ::s"Lf^:re^r:::itro/r '- --

We begin to see, perhaps, how the mind behind th,world worics through all mankind. On ^erylldlnour hves we help or hinder human happmtls „iri^''jS

rrV! """^ """"'^ "^ "« buildL up or pulle"dow^ And on eve:y hand, in the wide field of the worW

Knows Whether it is carrying on the enduring work of

and sets up a barrier m the human path. Process
evolution, the upward march of histor^, is the tSformation of the will of God into the genml life of^.but opposed to the will of God is the will of n^,^dhow slowly the transfonnation comes! The Mind of Sd
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pemtrato .lowly the mind of nations. A nation i, the

tdZi.LfX''^ T** °"^y *• '^- -I often Zweigat M too great for them to drag along.

Two Englands there are, the heavenly EnelanH ft,,*lead, the world in liberty and humanity and gS^vemm«t, the England of AIfr«I and oLe afTcrSl

Md rum and disease, with landlords growine rich on

^L7'.1\'""?J' "^'"^ hungrily^to sdi^lLt^:

itfs forte :T r'l' ^ r'*^ "^'^ of Dahom^.It IS for the nobler England that our armies fieht anddie; the baser England is not fit to die for. TL fteaigland of our vision that we live for; but aboLt us

and seWshness, strengthened and stimulated by the bittermockeor of our social system, tolerated and sustataed bythe cynical indifference of the masses of the people

who^raTt^d'tiV'
'° "'*. "f"'"• ''''"' "" «« fewwno care and the many who have not the vision Th«few give up their lives to great ideals; thTmuIti^emoves slowly and wiU not listen. So i is thTm^'smv«^o„ of society has so far failed; it has been loSm seffishness and not in patriotism. Organised man isbehind himself. As men in crowds do things they ^uldnot do alone, sinking to the average level of the crowd,

so It 1, with nations. Things that no man in a country

tTJi 1! f^r" -^""f
^'" '° y"' *«• «"* entrenches

them, and familuirity breeds indifference in the national
mind. The few who care, the shming lamps that point
a.e way, can move so far and no farther, so fast and no
laster. A great social power opposes them. In it are all
the elements of private interest and mistrust, greed and

doub^ and the things that have stood in the way of the
wise from the beginning of the world.

(
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wit3^th!r ''^"J^*^"^
the millennium. They havew^tWn their reach the ideal for which the multitude is

fop-ng, but the great social power of the aye««^ is

wiU mr^-
He will not believe that sunshSfaTa

^^T ^
u

"' ^"^ "^* ^''^' **t ^« can stop

reThX: -r
"^ ""^^ '-^ ^ -^« ^ on ^tyinj

,KJ^K^'ll '" ^* ^'^'^'^ Of the world is more remark^
abte Aan the way in which the average man has kept back
taiowledge. The great foundations and convenience* ofo^r modem hfe all came in spite of him. They fought

mstead of ble.smgs. More lives have perished from prej-
udice and Ignorance than from plague and war combined.For generatoons bigotry kept back brains from our Eng-
ish universities. It was not until the other day, as his-
tory goes, that a man who went to chapel on Sunday was
allowed to cross the threshold of our temples of knowledge-The man whose thoughts were wider than the pulpit of his
church was gagged and treated like a criminal. The manwho peered deep into Nature and found her secret of con-

^TrJ!^ ^w
""^^ persecuted by the Church as an enemy

Of God. We cared more for ecclesiasticism than for heal-
ing, more for killing witches than for saving babies, more
for fitting every brain into the same little box than for
that boundless expansion and freedom of thought from
which a nation's greatness grows. What might this nation
not have done if men had put into nobler things the
zeal they put into smaller things, if the nation had inter-
ested itself m good men half as much as it interested itself
in bad men ?

It is the selfishness of individuals, the indifference of
society, that stands in the way of the uplifting of the
race. If selfishness be overcome, the power within the
grasp of man is past aU measuring. It can open the
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gates of the millennium. It can sweep ignorance and
disease and poverty from the planet, and make this earth
a realm of bliss. It will be done; it is to that goal we are
marchmg on. It will be done when those great allies
science and society, set out upon that partnership to which
all things are tending. It will be done when Governments
and men seek first the kingdom of God and His righteous-
ness m the faith that all other things will be added unto
them.
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// righteousness should perish it would not
be worth while for men to live on the earth

Kant



CHAPTER XVIII

I -fl

CALVARY

Greater even than knowledge is faith; greater than the
mind itself is the soul of man that will bring the nations
righteousness and peace. For He who set the worlds in
space, who fashioned the earth and gave it life, who led
us out of midnight into the noonday sun, has sent into the
world the Spirit of God Himself to be our guide. The
power that nothing known on earth can stand against, the
power that never yet has known defeat since Christ refused

i to die on Calvary—what is it?

It is the power above all other powers, the power of
the Creator at work in the soul of man. It is the power
that stirs within us when we face disaster calmly for the
sake of those we love. It is the power that moves a mother
to the sacrifice that saves her child. It is the power by
which men leap from trenches to die in a pitiless fire for
the land of their fathers and the land of their children.
It is the power behind the love of truth when truth means
bitterness and death, behind the sacrifice of time and
wealth and ease for the sake of the friendless and the poor.
It is the power that moves us when we dream of a world
that shall be nobler yet. The love of beautiful things
that we call Aesthetics, the love of pure minds and healthy
lives that we call Eugenics, the sympathy that we call

Unselfishness, the generous beating of the human heart
that emancipates a mother and protects a child—what
are they but the power of God Himself, and therefore
the power that nothing else can break? Peace will beat
war in the end; it has beaten it all along, and is winning
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tte last fight fast; i, will beat it b.cau« .„rthi„g on the

.h, ^!i'*„'''.
*• '"* °' *' Stainless Maid of France

who bore h,s c™s, before Christ died on Calvary. Think

aL^f *""'
m'

'*'"''' '" ''»* " Time. diWding theae^s of the world m two, so that there are countless multi-tades of men and women who test the actions of theirlives to-day by the thought that Calvary stirs in th«^
ti,e *ough, of the life of a Man who ::a,'"n^,^t^im who e hfe on earth, weighed down with sorrow «Sacq^am ed w,,h grief, the Spirit of God Himself was n^emanifest to men.

"^^ic

ttis earth would die for Him who died on Calvanrl

m troube and pam from day to day! How deep a faithhow real a loyalty, how more than bmtherly a lo™ C'and live in the lives of rich and poor, strong a^^eSyoung and old, men of all races and colours ITu^,'
as Aey th.„k of a Sinless Ufe so long ago! HowTtS
tlTrT"""!".' ""'" "«*" *>'« ""PP*""! to the

Hta , .h
7'.'"'^ "'*°'"*' '* "'= """^^ ^ 'ailedHm. at the foot of the Cross! There is not in human

h-stoor a parallel for this influence of the Sinless Ufe
«»t^_shmes lake the sm, above the shadow of the Roman

,n^^K"" " * "*"*• ** '^°'»»" Empire is a shadow,

smgle hfe lived m a distant colony of Rome, tt>e highest
manifestation on the earth of the everlasting will of gS
lT"'/lu f^ .'"°""'^i"s <=™"l>Io, but the mind ofman, and the bpirit of God Hhnself who fashioned it,
I.ve through the eternal years. You would have laughedhad you been in Rome in the great days of Caesar, aTd
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been told that the power that would survive all othersm the Roman Empire, that would live with the Forum in
rums and imperial Caesar turned to clay, was the power of
a Prisoner being tried for His life in a conquered province
It bore no sword and gathered no army; it resisted no
evil except with good; but this power has come down
through the centuries a living thing, with such sway over
the lives of myriads of mankind as no flag, no king, no
Government, can command.

It is the working of this power of Calvary in human
life that writes the greatest chapter yet in Evolution •

it
IS the broadening of the mind, the deepening of the soulm man. Man is taking upon himself control of thines
incalculable. The full dawn of the love of humanity,
the gathenng up and magnifying of man's mental powers
the irresistible feeling that he is something greater than
he knows, are leading him to heights beyond conception.
If the building up of the Kingdom is the translation of
the will of God into the life of man, are we not seeing it
with our eyes ?

As the mind grows out and shapes the world about
us, as a thought becomes a picture, or a piece of music
or the dome of St. Paul's, or the Panama Canal, so thought
grows out in other ways and wins new powers over life
and death. It is actually true that men stand up ki the
battlefields of France with little tubes instead of guns
and drive ba^k death. It is actually true that conscious
beings can now affect as quickly as thinking the behaviour
of matter ten thousand miles away. The wireless tele-
phone, by which a man can speak around the world, has
come from that. The dominating mind of man, dominated
by a Mind above him, •. changing the face of the world
and the conditions of life for countless generaUons of
people not yet born.

But let this solemn thought sink into our minds.
Man is free to dc good or evii. Evolution, in choosing
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a conscious instrument, has chosen the way of freedom.
Ihe highest mmd dawns slowly; the tiger and the ape
are not yet dead in man. He is evolving them out of
him but they hang about him and break out as a tiger
breaks out from its cage. So man may stop or check the
progress of the world. Evolution has come to depend
upon us; our lives are weaving themselves into the future
of mankind. The acts of our lives are the seeds of a
harvest that others will reap, but it is we who determine
the harvest. Two men are livmg now, conscious instru-
ments m the evolution of the world, and this is how they
use their power.

^

One is a drunkard, whose life is perishing. He wiU
die, and m years to come a little chUd wUl be born who wiU
Iwe to be am idiot, its life blighted and darkened by the
drunkard in the graue.

The other is a great surgeon, who can take an imbecile
child, lay it on a table for a painless hour, and set its kfe
towards gentleness and sanity, making a lovable woman of
one who must a few years since fiave grown to be an idiot.

These two were made of the same sort of stuflF Both
were once little specks invisible to human eyes. Before
them both lay possibilities of boundless glory or despair.
They have become what they have become, and the dif-
ference between these two is within our power to con-
trol. Verily there is, as said Sir Thomas Browne, a piece
of divmity in us, 'something that was before the elements
and owes no homage to the sun.'

'

And now man, standing between these wide extremi-
ties of his powers, is killing his fellow-man. The
most terrible day in the history of the world has come.
The Higher Mind of man, built up through countless ages
past, seems to have failed. Well, let us see.

u-iii!
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CHAPTER XIX

THE POWERS OF EVIL

It is said that civilisation has failed, but the cause is not
lost while the heroes hold the field. Man goes astray he
mutinies; the powers of evil overwhelm him; but his sun
does not go out. What has happened in our time is that
our enemy has sown his seed in the fields of our mdiflference
and the earth is red with the harvest.

It has seemed, in this generation, as if man were
getting beyond his senses, as if the powers of his mind
were being turned backwards and nations were slipping
out of civilisation. The marie of the Beast was stamping
Itself upon the earth; the ugly power of force was captur-
ing the human mind, and the curse we call militarism
was hung about our necks. There was growing up through
all the years of our lives a barrier to Evolution.

Man seemed, in truth, beyond himself at last- he heJ
become God's Frankenstein. We saw him building up a
great machine of destruction, like the brain of a man in
the body of a wolf. We saw the nations of the earth
marching slowly to the precipice, and civilisation trembling
like an aspen leaf.

*

The enemy of Evolution was creeping on, and we sawm the generation before the Great War two things—the
soul of man asserting itself in the growth of humanity
and knowledge and freedom, and the power of force assert-
ing itself ajainst it. All the upward march of man was
challenged now; the harvest of our great indiflterence was
ready to be reaped.

Rut it was not for nothing that freedom made its
home m these islands. When God wants a hard thing

Si
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d^e .n the world, «ys Milton, H. teUs it to His English-

«r;„rt r!,"°*
"" '""*"' *^' Englishmen loved the

Td1 .f" ""• ^''*'"* °" ""^ "ov"! freedom

^fd^h,
'"

.
"^ T? *° '''™ *« ""'W- F«edom must

col h TZ°^ */ ""'= " 'y^"" "« *'* «» powercould bamsh hberty from the earth for ages yet Hereh^rty has planted itself so deep, has g^'» s.™^
that nothmg can uproot her. From these islands havegone out to all the world the seeds of Liberty of Thoughtand Liberty of Government. The great BAish idea forAe world has been for every man liberty to live his ownhfe, freedom to think as he will, the right to know whit

^Xa.jT V^" °' *' ''"<"«" of «vilisation, thegiving of these things to others; he must keep alive thesoul of man, and England asks no more.

th.t!,';t'^'"'
"'' '" *'.' """^ "' E"e'^'' f" *« world,the sou of m^ expressing itself in a nation, and the souof a nation achieving mighty victories for the human race.AU over the earth our British freedom has made its wayconquenng disease, spreading knowledge, giving liberty to

captives, %rmgn,g Hght out of darkness, overthrowing^nny. It stands for Twelve Foundation Stones of anappy world.

j,A'J^'
^^^'H^^ of the people for the people by the

people, and the greatest good for the greatest number.
2. Liberty for aU who are able to use it and will not abuse

ti, and for guxdmg all others along the road that leads to it.

3. Humanity in all things, the stopping of cruelty every-
where, kxndness to animals, and the Icve of little children.

4^ The gospel that the labourer is worthy of his hire and
that men shall not be slaves.

5. The open door in travel and trader; a fair field and
equal rights for all mankind.

0. The honour of the spoken and the written word.
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knLflgt"
"«*""'"• »' '** «Wrf ,/ Human

Hap%^^"^""
'"«^""'- "' 'He HeU of Hun^

9. Letting the truth be free as life itself,

or ^oi^
""'"^"" "^ ""^ "*"'* o^"'^- «'*«'*'' Hi,*,

I

II. The freedom of the seas.
"^

«rtr,i, .
^ *• """" *""* «"*• known upon theeartt. that an enemy came. We have seen thrspwtof It through all these bitter years. We have s^ aShip of State „ith murder at L helm. WtZ^J.steel god defying the Creator of the world, flLgTh^

. cro^:^ th^'ugh'-reTd hioS":^ H::::d int-l^pelms. Cain in its armies. Nero on its throne ^i tr^
Z, T™T •*" "" *"8 "as bee" c^i*™*"fostoed m the minds of millions of men. T^LZ
^ w^ knowledge and power that the day ZZ «iMt When cvUisation was imperilled, and these islai^

worwe^::^- »* "•^-^ -»« -« ^^^^

I-

1

CHAPTER XX

THE MIGHTY WEAPONS OF UBERTV

But the mind of man which had overcome the worldthrough countless ages was not to be beaten now h

:Vi^-^^
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had its mighty weapons; it had built up the great moral
power that we have seen, the yearning and striving for
noble things in the soul of man. It was penetrating the
nations more and more. The seeds of universal peace
were sown among the peoples; the foundations of the
Parliament of Man were laid already in a temple at The
Hague. The dreams were coming true; the nations them-
selves began to see the vision.

But not yet was the evil thing destroyed, and the soul
of man built up in its wisdom a great reserve power for
mankind. For once the children of light were as wise as the
children of this world. Man who had come thus far was
not to perish in a tiger's claws, and the wisdom of the free
race that had overspread the earth prepared itself for
whatever evil thing should come. The shadow of the
steel god came over the North Sea. We set against it

the spirit of liberty, the power of righteousness, th« love

of humanity, and the greatest material concentration of
knowledge and power ever available on earth for good or
evil—the British Fleet It was there in reserve for the
human race whenever an enemy should come.

The armaments of the great free peoples were the
insurance of mankind against the assassination of their

liberties. For a generation the British people were build-

ing up the great defence of British liberty, a fleet against

which tyrants should hurl thembclvcs in vain. It was
built up with years of toil and stress and sacrifice. No
man can say how heavily these islands paid for this in-

surance of the freedom of the race. If it did not grind
our men to powder, the burden of it seemed at times al-

most greater than the nation could bear. We sacrificed

our education, our homes, the health of our poor and the

comfort of our old people, to Duild up this power that

was to guard us in the wild hour coming on.

The British Fleet is the great contribution of our race

to the peace and freedom of the world. It has kept the
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^rant oflf the seas till now. and will sweep him oflF the seas
for ever. It is a sacred national interest and a world-
wide trust, worthy of the highest energies of our British
race. It has given us the security with which we could
carry our civilising mission to Africa and Asia, our wide
extensions of human welfare in Australasia and America.
It has sustained for other nations the Great Peace in which
they have built up and consolidated their strength. Years
of peace with all their boundless opportunities, years of
plenty with all their boundless happiness, our Navy guar-
anteed the nations of the world. If it has been the friend
of these islands, the British Fleet has been no less the
fnend of all mankind.

So. with the elements of Nature, with the powers of
the human mind, with the eternal striving of the human
soul, the British Fleet was of the Great AUianoe of the
forces of Evolution. We may say that God does not work
in these ways through the soul of man, but the ways of God
are beyond all understanding. We may not see the Hand
of God behind volcanoes or earthquakes, or in vermin or
reptiles or other ugly things, yet all these have their place
in Nature, and the world we know could not have been
without them. We may say that Nature does not work
by great catastrophes, but what should we have caUed
the destruction of the forests? It must have seemed
mad to any spectator that these beautiful forests should
be engulfed in the earth and apparently destroyed but
Nature knew her business. She was laying down coal for
the Age of Power, the coal that guards our liberty now.
And are our ways all so simple and easy to believe—our
stopping of knowledge, burning of witches, torturing
guiltless men, refusing to listen to the truth, standing by
while innocence is murdered in our streets, allowing the
sale of poison to grown-ups in a hundred thousand tap-
rooms, ar 1 feeding babies with bad milk? Would a
wise man from another world think us devUs or madmen?

1:15
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TO ways of GoA We are baffled bjr the thought of pain

be worth the hving. for our streets would be filed with siApeople, the surface of the land would be covered w*
plague. Out of pain grew medicine, the science of heal-
»«, san.tat.on „d health systems all over the world !^dbut for pam these thing, would never. . Pain .rNato»'.wanung, and without it disease could not Ucired Wecan only touch the edge of these deep waterrhwe hutwe can believe that, in the mysterious pr,:::^^ ^l^.hon war, a surgical operation on humanity, may have

?h/t* "°'J"f
**" * '"«'''^ operation on a SThe father who loves his child may keep a gun to ^rffrom the wolf, and hi, chivalry i, not'^efam^^

'

t u«, the weapon of force. The struggle move, "^
the lower plane to the higher, but foree untilTiscrquered, must be met by force. We ca^ot fi^t ti«r,w.th words; we camiot hand our children ovfr to^emercy of the bully and the beast. Truth wiuZit a Wg
bTt to ^'. k"\'"'*

"' *''° 'o^' '"^^ »-« done ouf

^t.nt I * ^'" '^^ *™* "<• J'»«i~. but we arenot to lay down our arms and be mown down for genera!tions wa.tn.g for a perfect world.

It will come: it is a, certain as the rising of the sun

tt:'^!"'' r ^ '^ "^^''"8 ^^y- »"<» *« only tttag,that W.II endure ar.- -he thing, we cannot see. It i, Scertam as the laws of geometry that truth will beat theb.g gun. MeanwhUe we must defend the earth, the houMof God. a, Jesus defended the Temple. We must guard

.S"^ .t'
^"1* ^^ *"^ "'^'' =" »ny hazard, bemuse

.t .s a,e tr«th we keep alive that will beat the big gun forever by makmg it impossible to build it
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*»t:tt^ ^l^--^ no daHccr d.„
experience stretch across ,V.

'"T*™ «™" of human
of the Son ofGod o th. rT'""*'.

'""" *« Calvary
I' -ay seem a t^ingmlt'^, "' *« '"'"»" "c7
«" » well; and yttiUs'^',^""' '" "^ ""w that

night to Ae Ja 'i, ?3"V°^'
'f *e hold with aB our

Robert Browning that as L2 "''r^l
.""«' '>«'«ve with

right with the worid S,T/' u^** " '" '"^'"" »" »
butwewiUnS^eT ^'""' """^ " 8^«" effort.

Of ^s f"| f^m thlou" r"^' **•*""^ »"<• *vil.

» i. reallyr ZZui .^t'
°'*« Sinless Life to life'

•ace has come wrwilT rL^ . .*' "''' ** '"""an

poses of God a.^ i„ i ? P""*'"*' ""« » *« Pur-
age. our Sl^lt and ourlT "' """ "^ '-"• -^
of a candle in the winA "^ "* '*' *^« "'d'er

i.«.e\veTr'shXsl*.*^'' ""' "^ " -*»^' »1 our
'hrough the worid ::d ite'^'u"

'" f T ^' ««"
and fall and leave their m, i, I '

*""* "^''ons rise

yea« of histo^an* wh" t i 7 T T' * *'°"'^<'

may take us back through t. b1 k I^tV"'"''
'""

two thousand vears vpt „,- i. • .
* '-''O" >« not

other side of fte Soss "d *°* *t'
'*'""^"'' ^^^ «•*

beyond. And ma^-how^'jd ^""hT^T* -" >«*
eternal time. He ha, Iml™ 1 ' " *''" ^oung in

mastodon. He ha! com. ^* ™'~"°"' ^"1 «he

the land andiLe^XngeMlef ^f'
"* *?' '«"
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He has lived in trees and caves, and ages before he

raised his head against a tyrant he cringed before the

lion and the bear. And, as surely as morning follows

night, so surely there will come, out of the darkness of

these days, such a light as never was in human time.

The great days of the world are coming ; we were never so

near them as now. No hope is there that good men hold

that will not be fulfilled; no dream that good men cherish

that will not come true. There is no evil that will not

pass away; there is no good seed that will not bear fruit.

It is possible to go about the world, even in these days

when the Materialism made in Germany lies dead and

buried and disgraced, and to find men who look forward

to no futur*^ for the human race. This lovely world,

fashioned through countless ages to be the home of man,

is to them an accident that happened to a ball of rolling

mud. The human race, evolved from some lowly life

on the ocean-bed, through darkness and pain and fear

and agonies unthinkable, imtil it has conquered the earth

and bent even Nature to its will, is to perish in darkness

again, and be no more than dust and ashes after all these

ages of toiling and longing and achieving.

The breath of life is wasted on such as these. Is

Shakespeare, who scaled the peaks of human thought

and touched divinity with a pen, to be nothing but a blot

of ink upon a barren earth? Is England, this land that

has thrown to the four winds of heaven the seed of Uberty,

to fade with the beauty of her roses, to pass out from

the world and leave no wrack behind? Is a little child,

the touch of God that keeps heaven about us in this

world, to grow in loveliness for a few short years, to rise

to be a Joan of Arc, a Florence Nightingale, and then to

perish like a thing of hate? Has good no greater power

than evil? Are the powers of creation so feeble that they

must fail when their instruments are noblest and truest

and best? It is the philosophy of Materialism made in
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Germany. The human mind, for a few short years, was
asked to believe in that, but the mind that sees the sun
rise every morning, that sees the dew on every buttercup,

that listens to the lark and hears the stirring of each day's

new life, is not to shrivel up and be as nothing in the

presence of inanity like that.

One thing is true whatever may befall

—

the future w
more easy to believe in than the past. The things that are

known beyond doubt about this world are often beyond
the power of men to understand. The scientific past

is more difficult to believe in than anything faith in the

future demands. It is easier to believe that the life of

the world has a purpose than that it has come up through
millions of years from a speck at the bottom of the sea.

It is easier to believe in something than in nothing. It is

easier to believe that mankind, which has come so far, will

go farther yet, than to believe that men are marching
through the centuries to a grave of dust and ashes.

The man who knows the history of the past is not

likely to be surprised at anything that happens in the

future. Nothing that the mind of a man has conceived

is so incredible as the story of the past. To say that

truth is stranger than fiction is only to bring a smile to

the face of the man who knows. The stories that keep
us awake at night are commonplace and dull beside the

simple truth about this world, and as for England, this

dear, dear land—dear for her reputation through the

world—it is harder to believe what she has been than

to believe that she will ride the seas a thousand years

and break whatever powers there be that threaten human
liberty.

There are those whose faith will stand the shock of

these dark days. There are those who believe that beyond
all this is something greater than we know. It is the

business of this book to turn whatever pessimism its

reader may have into the optimism that becomes a nation

1«
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with the invisible allies of the English-speaking race-

and stainless purpose, and man's unconquerable mind

.h.l"^ 'Xl""
^'^'*'" "' ^°' ^"- ^"*"^«' we will look intothe mcredib e past. We shall «p« fU^*- .

We are at tfiP fi«oi\ ,
'^^"/^^ ^^^^ we are getting on.vye are at the final break-up of Europe. Let us go quicklythrough the generations before the last breaking^up' whenthe Dynasts were shaping the world anew, with 'the po^rpathetic peopes plodding on, through hoodwinkingHo

light. Now It IS the people's turn, and we shall see Let

il r weU '
'"'' '" "''''' '"' '""'^ '' '''' *^ ^^^*h that

l^i'H

CHAPTER XXII

Shakespeare's world

We who love our Homeland, how many of us will believe
the truth about It? Let us look at the past of our own
and, and see if these days are better or worse than
those. We can look at it only qttickly, with glances
here and there, and it will bring some comfort to us
perhaps, to realise how fast the world has been movingm our times. For a little while the progress of the worldseems to have been stopped, but let us look at the world
in which our greatest Englishman lived and moved andwon immortal fame.

T
^^^\ Shakespeare stood at the playhouse door inLondon holding the horses of the lords and ladies who

threw him their coppers, he must have seen poor people
passing by with little white rods in their hands With-
out these rods the people dared not leave their homes
for they were the -sign that plague had vdsited their
houses withm forty days. For three hundred years
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plague raged in England, bursting out now and then in
a frightful holocaust of death. Foi a time it would diedown but the England of those days lived in constant
peril of this messenger of death, which cut off hundreds
here and thousands there, and at last destroyed one-
fifth of the people of London. There, his future all
unknown, was the mightiest intellect that had dawned
upon the world, yet what a world his was I The floors
of houses were strewn with rushes, often undisturbed

^V^^'^'l
^"^^"^^ ^'^"' *^^ '^^^^^^ ^^^e spread with

filth which only rooks and ravens and jackdaws ever
thought of carrying away. Leper-houses were common.
Here and there were gibbets on which those who brought
plague to a town were hanged.

Nobody in Shakespeare's day seems to have had tlie
courage or the knowledge to face this spectre of disease
that grew before their eyes, stalked through the country
unopposed, cutting down princes and people, yet ready
to succumb at any time to the death blow no man struck.
The plague was the child of a nation's ignorance and
neglect For two hundred years it raged before we find
a single warning by a doctor, and in the year before
bhakespeare was bom, when an English army of five
thousand men was fighting in France, a despairing appeal
came home that doctors might be sent out to save the
men who were dying of plague at the rate of a hundred
a day. The answer of the Privy Council to this plague-
stricken little host was that the allowance for the army
did not provide for doctors, and that the soldiers had
better arrange for them out of their pay.

But we must not be hard on these doctors who were
not so wise as Shakespeare. Nobody was, and even
Shakespeare believed in witches. So did Bacon, so did
Milton, so did John Wesley and George Whitefield, The
stories of wizards and goblins that our children read
are nothing to the stories that kings believed in then
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'^ri:::LTT,^^^^^^^^ ^--^ ^--or hanged

craft, and the chnd'n of the S' 7T '°^"^^^'-

their hemes for irJL > , ^ "" Fathers, who left

New E^s::., :cro:r*?sL."'''
""' ""^"'^

'° <'»'^ -

murder o wi.chet iff bh T'
"''°''' "'" *' «'"»

death in .h. r ! I,,
'''"''" P^S« s''"- For every

.heir Maker by the'TitchcrrL^Tf^7' '" ""'

Everybody believed in them The Kina «f cu i

wmm?m
they were not burned, these women were droTnrf Thiwere wrapped in a sheet and dragged through a Z^'
weri^' ' ""' """"'^ " *'^ «-''-l-^^

oveJ'lh/T °5 *' '"P*™^"'"! was over the land; it wasover the Continent, too, where even animals were tri-Sfor their cnmes; and it is said that the iirsT rem^»npnnters who took books to France we e ordered t^S
h'rtffi^"" "^^ "-p*-^- A go:d°ot'^*;H'^

f 1 ^ u^ *'"" ** ™" °* » SuiToIfc villase wastortured t.Il he confessed that he had employedt?C
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sJH^. %^'^, *'•"'' '"^ ^'"^"^ 2«'"-. «ho wrote 'TheSamts Everlastmg Rest.' tells the sto,y with approval

fortes tt' "J* ** '"='' ""^ *' <"°«°''» '«•«

a7in th^r
^^^^'"^'^ ^"d Cromwell and Milton were

in t^rto^ItV-^"*.!" """''' ^''' '""'hed to death

of E^SfnH ff J-
'" *''''"" "^" ^-o-eh to the Kingof England for him to touch their little bodies and cure

?arwhen" '.^° '''""' ' "»*' "•« " Shakespeare's

kIL. T T\ ^'^^ J^" '^°"''» have abolished theKmg-s Touch, the English Government told him that hemust not abandon a prerogative of the Crow^ meen
oSaCto't ftT""" P""^^ *™"Sh the streets

rhX.'"' ''- °^ "-^'^ '-"O-'^ ^nnra*d%^:n1

aJ"tJl^Z *^'"' *°°' ""•'" Shakespeare was writing

me^cv in E^1 .

'"""' " *"" ="^'"''''' *' ^^^'ity ofS tnf7^ ^7
"""' """'y ""'™°""- A man canhardly trust himself to tell of the unspeakable things

cbstant ^ys. Even strong men must shake a httle whenthey read some pages of our island story. We wHI pass

.n these islands who were burned alive in three years be"cause they were faithful to God; none of us isSy toforget that was less than four hundred years ago f

a pa- which'd-'"" ^'"l'
^°" "'" P™''^^'^ «"' iheea page which disgraces the men who put it there andthe Church which keeps it there-a horrible ded cation

with his own hands, tortured an old man for causing astorm at sea. The bones of his legs were brok^ Wo
b.ts, the nails of both hands were torn from hTTnger

°
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and needles were pushed into his ixjdy. There is an

ti^: -^'"^u
^"*"" °' ^ "°-- -^ ^- baV'ti^S

together m a bag and thrown into a river in Scotlandand four men hung at the same time for eating goos^on a fast day.' The mere drawing of blood in a quarrel

exported one of h,s own sheep his left hand was cut off

tcnlTJ T ""^^^^^ '^' ^''' '^'"^ ^^ ^-« f°"nd, thesecond time h,s ^rs were cut off, the third time he wask lied. Even under George the Third the common lawof England punished people by slitting their nostrilsand cutting off their ears, and for a long time men con-
victed of treason were dragged to the block at the horse's
tail, or hanged so as not to destroy life, or mutilated in a
horrible way that cannot be described. Lord Bacon
advised the torturing of witnesses. In Scotland this wasnot abolished until after the union with England; andone of our allies in this war of freedom tortured witnesses
in Its courts until about forty years ago.

The moral condition of Shakespeare's century is said
by an old chronicler to have been that of 'an addled ese
cradling a living bird.' Everybody drank; the KinX
fnends of both sexes rolled helplessly about his Courtand a foreign ambassador wrote home describing a royal
supper at which there was such a rush to the table that
tiie table was upset and everything was scattered on the
floor. Sir Thomas More's family were regarded as ec-
centnc because they drank water-an ahnost unheard-of
thing.

Marriages at five years old were not rare, and marriages
at ten were common. The Duke of Buckingham's daughter
was a widow at nine, and we read of her romping in
an orchard in her widow's veil. We can hardly look for
morals where there were hardly any books, where
nobody travelled. Even if a jtraveller dared to cross
the Channel he found it swarming with pirates. The
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fvatbTe'U Tn'^l' " ""^^ "''' »"<> «-- f'- copi!!

spe't wo:d heaTo 'r^h^'f^'i"
"•""•"• ShaV

St P^.J. u .
' '~"^" "^ Bibles outside old

«i X Lt ? ?K
'°"^'' ^<' 'h' "Edition would

whi » ,
" .** strangling and burning of TyndTle

happened to hearSe::htF,rslr"^^"' "'^^

strange worM of his. Reli'beT *a1^^ Z ^tong ago; four lifetimes stretch across the «ves of th^Queen of England who ordered to be burned al^e .1hundred Christian people in three years thel^nf *

tt^'s?li^lrrE^„^,™^--^^^

1

CHAPTER XXm
JOHN WESLEY'S WORU)

Let US come a little nearer home, out of Shakesoe»r,-.word mto John Wesley's, and let' us tat3r "d

y t been^lTT'^P'r "'^"''"^- '^"^ ^ad no

great men h,H T .""" ^"^""^ "5^™°' "-^"est ofgreat men, had sentenced to death Sir W^n^r. u i
• ^

the founder of the British Empire ff^aSh^trX'and that Bacon himself was, three years latef ban s" dfor corruphon. Men still remembered the Shaker of

ofVfnZ"f ""'"'"'"^ -"^ -'' - bribe from'Te Ci?of London for secunng the passing of a Bill, and they werenot surpnsed, perhaps, to find a Prime Minister of Wesw!day imprisoned for bribery.
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Walpole gov' .Tied by corruption, says Macaulay, be-
cause it was impossible to govern without it, and it

is less than fifty years since a British Government refused
to dissolve because corruption made elections so expen-
sive. Political corruption, said Lord John Russell, was a
political necessity. Oxford offered to elect a candidate
who would pay the debts of the town, and the Duke of
Marlborough accepted the offer. Lord Chesterfield wrote
to his son in Wesley's day that he had offered i250o for
a seat in Parliament, but could not get it, as the rich
India merchants had bought up all the seats in the market.
William Wilberforce, who freed the slaves, paid iSooo to
get his seat in Parliament—an odd example, surely, of
virtue bought with vice.

With Parliament so corrupt, honesty could hardly be
expected in the country. In ninety years forty million
acres of common land were stolen from the people. The
prisons were let out to contractors, who ran them for
profit Open sewers poisoned the air of London. There
was no sort of light except in winter, and those who went
out by night hired link-boys to bear torches in front of
them. It was as probable as not that in walking through
the streets of London a lady would receive a pail of water
on her head from a window above. The debtors' prisons
were full; one misfortune could doom a man to lifelong
confinement. The insane were burned, manacled, or starved.
People refusing to plead at the Old Bailey were put in
^ow, dark chambers, where heavy weights of iron
were laid on them until they were willing to plead, when
they were given brandy and carried back into court.
Sir E. Ray Lankester has drawn a grim picture of the
terrible days of the Old Bailey. Many a sentence of
death was delivered there in silence by an invisible figure,
who flitted all unseen across the court, marking perhaps
the prisoner in the dock or the barrister in his seat, or
perhaps a spectator in all innocence, or perhaps the judge
himself. Nobody knew this terrible figure then, but he
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lived unseen, growing in numbers and power in the filth

t!2" tr°"
\'^'^ *°-^"y ^' ^^" ^'"^ ^^ -"thor oft}phus, the enemy that struck down Serbia.

abJ^ On T'*'"'
'^ /^' ''^^'''''''^ ^- "^"'^ ''' ""l>eliev.

able. One house m four m London vas a gin-shop, anda common amusement of young men about town was tobind a woman m a barrel and roll her down Ludgate HillEverybody swore^chaplains and ladies too. Erskfne swore
at the Bar, Thurlow swore on the bench, the Ger-man George swore on the throne. Prizefighting, cock-
fightmg, and the bull-ring were everywhere, and exe-

'<^Tl7r
'^''"''''

'^T'^'''
^" '797, at Paisley, a

CIVIC feast was given after an execution, the hangmanbemg entertamed by the municipality. The colonies were

tlT f^
''".^

""'"^r^'
'"' ^^^" Lord Beaconsfield,

long afterwards, said they were millstones round ou.

.w
1^^/°"^*'°"^ of the Empire in those days were un-

thinkable A man sent to these settlements said to a magis-
trate in 1800: 'Let a man be what he will, when he comes
here he is soon as bad as the rest. The heart of a man
|s taken from him. and there is given him instead the
heart of a beast.' Those who dared to write againstkmgs in those days had their books burned by the hang-
man, and were put in the pillory with their ears nailed-
when they were set free the ears were often left behind.'
Milton s books were burned; Defoe was put in the
pillory; a brave English writer was in prison two years
for saying what he thought of a foul-minded Germanwho happened to be a liar, a bigamist, and a Prince
of Wales.

But it is the traffic in human beings that is the great
blot on John Wesley's England. It is strange and terrible
to reflect that while Wesley and Whitefield were riding
through England, preaching to the people the brother-
hood of man and the Fatherhood of God, British ships
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were carrying millions of people from their homes in

Africa, chaining them between low decks with no room
to raise their heads, and landing them as slaves in the

New World.

The spirit of the knight of Queen Elizabeth who chose

a m'*nacled negro for his crest lived on in England, and

nobody seems to have thought it a hideous thing. Queen
Anne had come to the throne when England drew up what

we must describe as one of the most infamous documents

in human annals, giving to England, as the prize of a

successful war, the monopoly of the slave trade for thirty

years. Fcr a few shillings per head the ships of England

carried slaves in thousands to the Spanish colonies in

America, and in the eighteenth century mote than three

million African negroes were sold into slavery. So de-

liberate was the policy by which one race sold another

race for gold until about a hundred years ago that Par-

liament threw the slave trade open to ail, and refused to

tax it even to maintain the ports which defended it.

Great English families owned slaves, and thought it

right; it was largely owing to the profits of the slave

trade that Mr. Gladstone was bom in a prosperous

family.

John Wesley must have seen again and again, in shop

windows, handcuffs and iron collars sold for slaves;

chains of slavery were bought and sold as openly and

freely as watch-chains are sold now. Between the birth

of Shakespeare and the death of Wesley about six million

slaves were shipped from Africa to America, and in the

eighteenth century alone 250,000 were thrown into the

sea, either alive or dead, from British ships. An English

society for propagating the Gospel sent missionaries to

West Africa and owned slaves in the West Indies, and so

little did it occur to them that slaves were human beings

that this Gospel Society never dreamed of giving them any

sort of teaching. When Wilberforce was able to raise his
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protest against this trade it took him twenty years to win
for these poor slaves the rights of human beings, and
there are men still living, watching this war against an-
other slavery, who remember the day when England washed
her hands of the most ghastly crime of which nations
have been guilty.

One more peep let us take at John Wesley's world
before we leave it. We have seen what it did with black
men: how did it treat our own countrymen, the toilers
of these islands?

It treated them, as they were treated for four hundred
years and more, subject to laws which made every labourer
a slave. The men who listened to John Wesley in the vil-
lages of England were let out by the parish to their mastersA farmer would turn off his men, who would be driven to
the workhouse and then go back to the farmer at pauper
wages. No man dare save a penny; thrift was the sure
way to beggary and despair. The man who had a little
money saved was a danger to his master; he could ask
for wages enough to keep his family alive. And so the
thrifty man was turned away till he had spent his savings
when the master knew he would come back again let
out on hire from the workhouse at cheap rates. From
Bannockbum to Waterloo this, or something like this
was the lot of the English working man
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CHAPTER XXIV

THE PRICE OF NAPOLEON

We talk proudly of how Britain beat Napoleon long ago
and how she will beat the imitation Napoleon who
stalks across the Belgian wilderness. But how many of
us know how Britain really beat Napoleon? A proud
story it is as we read it in the history books; as it will
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read in the Book of Judgment there is nothing more
ternble m the story of the human race.

Those who have read Thomas Hardy's great poem onIhe Dynasts will remember the fear of the English
mothers that the Corsican Conqueror lived on human flesh.
It was not literally true, but it is morally true that
Napoleon consumed the lives of countless little childrenm these islands.

We are not slow to realise the amazing effort of the
people of those days, who poured out their money for
freedom in a way that surprises u'^ ev-n now. But the
time came when the burden was too grievous to be borne
and at last the employers complained that the high wages
for men and women made it impossible to pay the heavy

Then it was that those who should have known better
those who held in their trust the future life of this land'
encouraged the manufacturers to use the children. It
seemed, an old writer said, as if there fell upon the manu-
facturers the terrible words—Ta;^^ the children They
seemed to fall upon England like the voice of doom, and
«ie masters listened to them. They took the children
They crammed the factories with machines so close that
there was just room for the little bodies to slip in and
out of the belts and wheels and spinning shafts. They
took them at nine years old, they took them at six, they
took them at four; and they kept them in the factories
thirteen hours a day. They kept overseers to whip them
If, after ten hours of work, their littie bodies became
drowsy or slow; they kept blacksmiths to rivet and chain
them if they tried to run away. They made them clean
the machinery while they ate their poor meal of porridge
mixed with water; they made them walk as much as
thirty miles a day about their work; they killed
and maimed them in thousands; in some factories one
child in fcjf was crippled or injured, and few of the
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younger children lived morp th,,, .k, ^
entering the mills.

** '"' *'""' y"" »«'"

many" 0? us' ^""'k'""'
*''* ""'' '=™«° "ent. How

pS;wrshtMb::fra"^to"':oe°"'' -^ *^ ^^-"^^

nines are healthy aid ^ft lutT "T ,"''*" »°^'

stood fifteen hours withouTlresf il ^Hold h' f"'"opening and shutting trapd^o" o" hinel^d to
.?"'

tjii^s« at mght, pumping water at the bottom of 2
In these mines, often overrun wift,

children of England would s^TL fet l^";, T'unhappy lives. They were dieaoer th^n T ^ '

horse should die anoLr must beTught butT^^u'
*

should die thprp «,«,.^ ,

"ougnt, out if children

making England great.
^'^ ^^*

S'SH^— -'= -ri - -;

lo«^ '
""aer a prettier name, went up and down thi«land and arranged with the guardians to let th^ u

the workhouse children for th^factorLs The ^i'''
that with every twenty children the contractors s^ouMmclude one lunatic. When the contractohaT collectedthe children, he would ship them in barges tn\T T
towns, where they were kept in^eiarftTthl n

*°"
came and picked out the stronl^ Tf !

'"^"owners

bankninf *u^. uL ^^^o^gest. If a contractor went

pr'irty!'
'^''^'''' ""''' P"^ "P '^' sale as his
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What a blessing, we may be thinking as we read, thit
L-iberahsm came in time to stop all this! But Liberalism
did not care. Mr. Gladstone did not care. John Bright
did not care. Nobody cared, except one or two men
Whose consciences were touched at last.

It is one of the incredible things of histoiy that our
great men, your heroes and mine, seem to have been un-moved by things that make men shudder now. Michael
Angelo was carving his statues, Raphael was painting
his pictures, while Savonarola was burned alive Shake-
speare was writing The Merchant of Venice' while the
.^'"^

c°u , "J?'^""^
"^^^ ^"^^"^'"^ ^°^ture not less cruel

than Shylock's. Cromwell slaughtered innocent people
without mercy. Milton wrote in burning words of the
Fiedmontese 'whose bones lay scattered in the Alpine
mountains cold,' but he wrote no word for the poor women
burned as witches at his door. And it is odd to think
that Daniel Defoe, who has given the children of the
world such happy hours with 'Robinson Crusoe,' boasted
of tfie happy state of things in which even little girls
of four or five could earn their own living. Southey
It IS true, wrote, to his eternal honour, that the slave
trade was mercy compared with the child trade in the
factories, but the first interest of Parliament was aroused
not by shame or sympathy or sorrow, but by fear. The
children were dying so fast that there was no room in
the churchyards, and the manufacturers feared the people
If the truth were known. An Act was therefore passed
limiting the work of children to twelve hours a day.
Pariiament stopped the killing of children because there
was no room to bury them.

It was a beginning, and the movement prompted by
fear was fostered by jealousy, for the landowners were
so jealous of the growing power of the manufacturers
that they voted for Factory Bills gladly. But fear and
jealousy never did great things in this world, and it
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l«P^ed that these first laws dealt with apprentices <mly.so that the manufacturers were able to dismiss the ao-

Aeir hL ™1°'\S^'"« began again. Mothers carried

another Act was passed forbidding the employment of

tt Zer ot'
"": '^^ —*-'"«-, who had Is^'

but to grmd children to powder, had friends everywhereand the crusade for the children which now beganrg^owup aroused the bitterest scorn.
^

Chester ZZ^'^T""
"""''' ^ "'^'^- " ^^ '^'^- Man-Chester would become a tomb, said Daniel O'Connell-and, as one m eight of its people lived in dark ceC'he might have added that a tomb was a ve:y fittL "^ce

X'wfraskedS*^
"'""""'"'^'^ Comm^teeTdo'ctwno was aslced if amusement or recreation was neces

IZ ^7^^.,^'"' -id that he did not see that it las n"etsary at all, and another doctor, when asked if a childcoud work twenty-three hours at a stretch, wouM t^eno^answer except that 'perhaps it could not ;ork twef^!

roh^Bri»h»*l"rT'/"""'^' °f ** diildren wasJohn Bnght, who declared that the Ten Hours Bill wwone of the worst measures ever passed through pXmem, and proposed an amendment that the hourfof

ntr H°"", "1 '""^ 5.30 in the mominrtiU "30 anight. Happdy for England, Lord Shaftesbury was more

mighty height of forbidding night-work for cMdren

iLVm? r '^'"•*'^ """^ "> "'•"* hours, and :1842 httle girls were saved from the slavery of themme, and no males under ten years old wereTuowedtgo down. In that year one-third of all the 7^k2.n our mines were children; for every two meT wlo
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went down, one child went with them. The battle
is not yet won, for there are still, in times of peace,
40,000 little boys toiling in the coal-mines of England
when they should be at school, and Parliament wiU not
stop it.

But the days when Lord Shaftesbury could plead in
Parliament for the child slaves in England, and have an
audience of two, have gone for ever. He saved the chil-
dren who were being slowly murdered in our mills and
factories; he saved the children whose eyes were hardly
ever allowed to see the sun. He saved the little chimney-
sweeps who were forced up chimneys from three in the
morning till ten at night, and allowed to sleep the
other five hours on a sack of soot in a cellar. For cen-
turies this infamo. is Arork had gone on, and thousands
of boys must have died from cancer caused by the
stopping up of the pores of the skin with soot. If
they did not climb the chimneys faA enough their
masters would bum straw behind them; and it was the
Bill to stop this that took a hundred years to pass,
and did not pass till 1840, when a member of the
House of Lords spoke of it as 'a pitiful cant of sham
philanthropy.'

The British Parliament which freed the negro slaves
cared little or nothing for the child slaves of England,
and the truth is that Lord Shaftesbury saved the child-
hood of this land from a slavery which the leaders of
the nation for a hundred years were willing to impose
upon them. They were ground into gold to burst the
pockets of the manufacturers, and there is not in all
the world a story of more woe than the story of the
saving of England's children while most of England's
great men looked on, or passed by, or were hostile.



CHAPTER XXV

THE DRAGONS OF ST. GEORGE'S LAND

When we are apt to be impatient, let us think of this
incredible past and be encouraged. How slow progress
really ,s! We must remember the forces against us.Nothmg IS so mvmcible as ignorance, and it seems only
as yesterday that knowledge was brought within reach
of all. We do not realise how often, for every man who
wants to help the world, there are two who want to leave
It alone, and twenty-two who care nothing either way.

of S"%*^'"^
'** *^ ^''^'^'y °^ ^^ ^^^^^ speaks eloquentlyof the dragons that rise in the path of Te human raceWe have talked of the slave trade, but how many of u^

S^butl ""i: r'^: '^^"^ ^"^ ^^-^ -^^d when

frnr.l^ "^

^T''^' '^^"^^ ^ "^W ^^^^ Of lifefrom the discovery of the new world? Centuries passedaway, milhons o Africans were stolen from their hom^
arid sold as cattle in America, and then there came theframing of the Constitution of the Great Republic. The
Constitution was drawn up to forbid slavery, but the
forbidding clauses were omitted to please the States thatmade great profits out of slaves.

The greatest discovery of territory in history keptslavery alive four hundred years, and the timidity of thefounders of the greatest republic prepared the way forAe greatest civU war ever fought. So the progress of

tlJ t K ^r^^'
^'"^ P^"^^- ^ f^w ^^^^tless men

a Constitu ion are afraid, and leave behind them civil

7m\^" 'ki
"' ';^' " ^°°^^"^ '' ^-* - twain; ^dstUl the problem of problems stares America in the f&ce
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like a spectre that will not go-the eternal reminder that
the sms of the fathers are visited upon the children.

Let us take a few more examples of the enemy that
progress has to fight against. The slave trade in America
had a value of £400,000,000 when William Lloyd Garrison
cried out against it and was dragged through the streets
of Boston; and the power of wealth has always stood like
a lion m the reformer's path. But more powerful than
wealth has been the prejudice against new things. Science
has brought New York nearer to London than Edinburgh
was m the coaching days, but how did the railway come
to begin this work of opening up the worid? The truth
is that the man who made the railway possible was saved
from a pauper's grave by a handful of workmen, and the
world waited twenty-five years more for a man to carry
on his work. The quickening up of the worid was brought
about m spite of all who should have helped it.

The worid scoflfed at the penny post; the Postmaster-
General denounced it as the ildest scheme he had ever
heard. The Post Office did its best to kill the telephone,
as tue Admiralty tried to kill the telegraph. Sir Walter
Scott called the inventor of gas-lighting a madman, and
a scientist said you might as well tr/ to light London
with a slice of the moon. Faraday, the greatest elec-
tncian of his age, pooh-poohed the idea of electric light
and classed it with the frauds of spiritualism and tabled
rapping. The President of the Royal Society ridiculed
the Idea of steamships because an engine needed a firm
base, and of course, he said, you could not have a firm
base at sea. Both Pitt and Napoleon refused a steam
navy; ,t is one of the most remarkable facts In history
tiiat boA England and France were offered steam-power
before Trafalgar, and rejected it as a wild dream.

The men who wrote new pages in the book of know-
ledge, who brought us light out of darkness and gave
new powers of happiness to mankind, were treated as if
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^rjl!n
""""'?'' °' "'^'''"'"- J™"*--' "ho destroyedae pestilence of smallpox, was bitterly opposed- Sir

iTed'thr'"";
"'''°.<"«°™«d 'he use of chloroform and

Mdel \I^* S
'"^*''"'*'''« P-i". «as de-.ounced as aninfidel William Harvey, who revealed to men the mostmiportant truth about their bodies, was ruined by ~rsecution • Gahleo, who made the first telescope, was ttiUby the Inquisition; Sir Isaac Newton, for Te^^LZl

great fact of gravitation, was condemned as impious

»n/r ' *°"'='"'" y^" the human mind was chained

ft wmr w"V "f
"'°"«''* "^ '«^ '0 6° -hithe

rr,/!- K T""^™- ^"<' *^' 'h* Pariiament which

law to compel every person in the land to swear not toadvocate a change in the government of Church or sLePreachers were cast into prison with thieves, and Acgaols were crammed with the best men in the land Itwas an act of religious toleration which cost King Jameshis crown, and less than forty years ago a bishop Vl^Ted

that r'"^,J'l*'
^""hyards to the people on the plea

SlTt:^.*" ^" ^" '"' *^ ""''=" "' *"<= ^o-" °*

A ™J!.
*'° ",°' "*"'* ""^ priceless value of freedom of

tt'bfrk of rn'-f"'^
' ''""' ^- -700 yearsTft:the birth of Chnst no member of His race was allowedto own land m England, and it took twenty-five ve-rsof agitation to allow a Jew to be a British cftizen "xh:ast lesson learned by Christian people was the greatestesson of all. A Christian edict of the year 380Tad"We ordain that the name of Christian shall fp^ly onJo those who obey this present law. All others we' udge

L. ^f '""^ demented.' St. Augustine wrote Z:
K

diiWren who had just begun to live and died

undying fire, and a great preacher of Milton's day urged
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that children should be left to learn the Catechism and
pray and weep by themselves. Martin Luther wrote a
pamphlet rousing the German princes to crush the
'murdering, thieving hordes of peasants.' A man who
met a rebel, he said, was to be both judge and executioner,
remembering that in those times a prince could merit
heaven better with bloodshed than another with prayer.
'Whoever can,' said Luther, 'should knock down, strangle,
and stab such publicly or privately, and think nothing
so venomous, pernicious, and devilish as an insurgent.' So
terrible has been the narrowness of the human mind, so
slow has been the dawning of these humane years in which
we live I

But it is a wretched thing, you will say, to look back so
far, to go in this way through the miseries of the distant
past. Well, let us look at the world that many still

remember. It was still a world of ignorance. Out of
twenty-six barons who signed Magna Charta only three
could write their names, and six hundred years after that
half the men and women of the nation could not write.
For a generation after Waterloo there hung over the gate
of England, if we may -ut it so, a notice that no education
was wanted here. lalf the children were growing up
without any learning at all, and knowledge was taxed
in every way. So was health. There was a tax on win-
dows, which kept the sun from the houses of the poor;
there was a tax on insurance, which hindered thrift;
there was a tax on advertising, which hindered business;
there was a tax on tops, which hindered play. Worst
of all was the fourpenny tax on newspapers from 1815:
the nation which had beaten Napoleon could not endure
cheap newrspapers.

All through the first half of last century knowledge
was taxed beyond the means of the poor and kept in
narrow bounds. The Duke of Wellington opposed the
admission of Free Churchmen to universities because he
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said it would imperil every principle in the King's corona-
tion oath; and even Lord Shaftesbury, who had saved
the children of England from slavery, declared that the
Idea of national education was hostile to the Constitution
and to religion itself. He who had saved the bodies of
our children feared still to save their minds.

No wonder our prisons were crammed. Elizabeth
Fry found men and women and children huddled togetherm Newgate like wild beasts, and the scenes of prison life
fnghtened even strong men. The Governor of Newgate
dared not go into the cells until Elizabeth Fry had done
her work and made it possible for warders to mix with
prisoners freely. For years innocent men lay in gaol
under these conditions, women and children with them
because they could not afford to pay the warders for the
little bit of extra food or the light from a tiny window
they had had; and they stayed on, growing deeper and
deeper into debt, until the life that remained to them
was not worth the living. Edmund Burke said that he
could get the House of Commons to agree to any Bill
mflicting a death penalty, and there were in his day 223
capital offences—156 of them imposed by our German
kings; and though Sir Samuel Romilly had worked four-
teen years to humanise our laws he had managed to remove
only two offences from this terrible death code.

And so, well on into the worid which men still re-
member, came these pitiless laws. In 1834 there was a
death sentence in this country for every day of the year
and an extra one for every Sunday, and it took a whole
generation of agitation to stop this barbarism in the heart
of England. The dragons of St. George's land were not
yet slain.
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CHAPTER XXVI

THE DAYS AFTER WATERLOO

We have seen how the children were sacrificed while
England led Europe to freedom a hundred years ago. What
of the men who broke Napoleon's power?

We talk of our Army and Navy with admiration now,
but look back not many years. None of us would have
taken into our homes the average soldier at Waterloo.
Fourteen years after Waterloo the Duke of Wellington
said of the man who enlisted in the British Army that he
was generally the worst drunkard and probably the
worst workman in his town, and less than fifty years ago
the Minister for War told the House of Commons that
it had come to be a question whether the British Army
should collapse or not. We could not get men. We never
could get enough men for our last war in Europe. Why?
Let us see.

After the French wars were over, when huge sums of
money were being voted to Wellington and the officers,

it was proposed to reward the men too, and what do you
think was to be their reward for Waterioo? It was
proposed to reward them by limiting their flogging to a
hundred lashes! The flogging of soldiers for all sorts

of offences was so bad that the floggers would take it in

shifts, and a doctor stood by to say how much a man
could stand without dying. It is hard for us to believe
it, but it is true that Lord Palmerston opposed this

conccFsion to the men who beat Napoleon. It was
rejected, and the flogging went on; sometimes a man
would get a thousand lashes as a single punishment.
At last, when the Victorian Era was well on its way,

no
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a soldier was flogged to death, and Parliament then re-duced the flogging to fifty lashes. And when do you think
this barbarism was stopped by the Mother of Parliaments?
With a woman on the throne such things could hardly
ast long Wei!, there are young men who remembc^
the day when the British Government proposed to abolish
this flogging of soldiers.

Through all the years till then the men of our Army
were treated like dogs, or worse than the law would
allow any man to treat his dog now. Yet when theend of this cruelty came Queen Victoria wrote to Mr.
Gladstone earnestly begging him not to stop flo^^ine
as tt would deprive the officers of the only power they h^
of keeping young troops in order. It is to the everlasting
honour of the British Government that it answered
Queen Victoria by abolishing flogging, and the abolition
was followed by a rush to the Colours. The Army had
at last a character, and men were not ashamed to belong
to It. A soldier was a man, and no longer a crineine
creature under a lash.

^

Only nine years before, again in the teeth of Queen
Victona and the House of Lords, the Government had
depnved rich men of the control of the Army by abolish-mg the purchase of commissions. The nation,' said Mr
Gladstone, 'must buy back its own army from its own
officers. The Kaiser's grandmother was not allowed to
flog British soldiers or to sell commissions in the British
Army, and to this, more than to any other single thing
we owe the Army which has changed the meaning of the
word 'contemptible' in the Kaiser's dictionar}-.

That is how we treated our Army, and the story of
the Navy is worse. As Columbus took men from Spanish
prisons to find America, so we sent out men from prison
to wm Trafalgar. The Na^y could never gtt enough
men to beat Napoleon, even by offering £70 apiece, but
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at last €very county was ordered to supply its share,
and they sent their beggars and vagabonds out to sea.

It was this scum of the population that kept the clean
manhood of England out of the Navy and gave rise to
the press-gang. A man and his wife looking into a
shop window were suddenly attacked by a gang of
roughs. The man was struck on the head till he fainted;
the woman was beaten so that she lay ill for three months.
It was only the press-gang at work, three years after
Trafalgar. The Times said one morning: 'The press
in the river for the last few days has been very severe.

Five or six hundred men have been laid hold of. A
number of convicts in Newgate have been permitted to
enter marching regiments.' Two out of three men ran
away from the Navy in Nelson's wars. Most captains
flogged the men continually with cat-o'-nine-tails, and
his mates would generally make a man drunk before the
flogging, as a doctor makes a man unconscious before
an operation. It was easy enough, for every man in

the Navy was allowed a gallon of beer or half a pint of
rum a day.

A thousand other things we could bring into our
story of the past, but we must leave it. We have seen
how evil dies hard, how the human mind broadens
slowly, how dark and cruel beyond compare was the past

from which we came. We got rid at last of some of the

millstones that were grinding our people; we fought for

many struggling generations to make our land worth
living in; we overcame the solemn majesty of George
the Third though he threatened to go back to Germany
if the Emancipation Bill were passed. It is a pity we
did not let him go; such opportunities do not often

come to nations with German kings about their necks.

But our Prussians lived on, the evil that they did
lived with them, and even y their Prussianism is not

dead in the United Kingdom. There are things about
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« still ,h,t the mind of a man can hardly belie/. The

CHAPTER XXVII

THE THINGS WE WILL NOT BELIEVE

would no. believe \l .hi' U l^t^^V:,^UT,world smce Calvary ,hat men would not M^T'
Men would not believe in railways. Thev thoughtRichard Trevithicic mad thev call^H <;^.„i, """iS"'

and a knav» Tk-
^ Stephens.™ a fool

a^inst hZl'^A y -^ "•?"' *'"' '"•° "« witness-boxagamst him and tried to keep back railwavs bv terrifvin,visions of a poisoned and bumt-up co/vside M»would not believe in motor cars; there . team
^™

at them, and Parliament put every obstacle in their ^v
bee^ a different place to live in. and freedom would have

no be.i!:.ryTe'chle1!T'- °" ^™™»'"" ««'^.icvc, mey teach the facts m our schools anA «,!•

scS
"""

'" '^''""'^"^ *«y «''"' ab^rLikr:schoolboy-except that schoolboys God bles, ,hZ
shut their wise little minds to fack ' ''"

The annals of government, even in Britain are full ofthings that can hardly be believed. Who wiU Wieve t^eplam facts about Chinese opium? For a r-n^t j
more the Chinese tried to st^p it and Lgland^oAthe way. VVarren Hastings opposed the introducUon ofopium .mo Indfa, but defended it as a means of «"„„1
from Chma. One of the first appeals Queen Victoria
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ever received from the East was a pitiful petition from
the Chinese Emperor that this curse to China might be

stopped. We would not stop it. Then, as America
had destroyed our chests of tea, China destroyed ouf

chests of opium. We had gone to war with America on
tea—^as we are alienating America and Canada on beer^
and we went to war with China on opium. We forced

this infamy upon her people by British guns, and it has

taken us a hundred years, until almost the day before

this war began, to be ashamed of this exploiting of the

ruin of China.

And even now we are not ashamed of the licensed

devilry of drink in Africa. We would not have the

bodies of these people sold, but we sell their souls for gain.

We have used Africa as a cesspool for gin, and so we use

it still. Young men remember an African chief who came
to England to tell the British Government that he feared

Drink more than the assegais of the Matabele, but we
have sent out this gin in thousands of tons; we send it

out in shiploads even while our men are dying to save the

little peoples, and we have seen the appalling spectacle of

men at the head of our National Free Church Cotmcil

willing to build up a national revenue out of the traffic

that does things like this.

There are five hundred widows and a thousand orphans

of mine-sweepers in one of our ports alone, and not far

from this port is another port in which ships are being

loaded with gin to poison the natives of Africa. More
inine-sweepers will die in guarding the sea for these

ships ; and this gin, when it arrives in Africa, will be given

to women and little children; mothers will pawn their

children for twenty years to buy it; tradesmen will be

allowed to pay it out as current coin; poor families will

drink eighty cases of it at a funeral, and the processions

with the dead will reel with it to the grave. In the years

leading up to the war this traffic in the ruin of the African
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people had increased some fortyfold, some fiftyfold, andsome a hundred-and-thirty-fold, and it is all carried on inyour name and mine. In your name and mine we sodden

England now abed hold up their heads like honourable
men^with the pnde of the wealth built up on this accursed

Everywhere the powers behind Governments havebeen the enemies of progress. The vested interest inthmgs as they are has been too much for the surging
brain-power of the inventor and the pathetic zeal of the
discoverer. They knocked in vain at the doors of

tfT""'.
'"^. '' '' '"^^ ^^^"^^ °^ ^^'^ importunity

that the door is opened at last. It is the same to-day
as yesterday; it will be the same to-morrow as to-day
unless the latent power of a resolute people drives our
Governments on.

It is the business of a Government to rule according
to the facts, to secure for a nation well-ordered progress
built up on the progress of knowledge. But is anythingmore terrible than the impotence of Government after
Government m some of their most vital functions? TheBntish Parliament is eight hundred years old, but it
stands indicted m the days of the Great War of crimesagamst body and mind which should make us carefulwhen we speak of it as a leader of civilisation. Its cvnical
cruelty to child-life and its matchless endowment 0I
Ignorance make decent people blush with shame At
the moment when these words are written the callous-
ness of the British Govermnent is murdering a thousand

tho7^/rZ '"""^; "" "^'"^^^ ^^ '^' Governmentwho tried to stop it found the jealousies and hostilities ofGovernment departments too great to overcome, and hedropped his Bin for stopping this massacre of child-
life, which he said out-Heroded Herod, and he was given
charge of the department where it was his business to allow
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three-quarters of a million loaves a day to be turned into

beer in a land that was crying for bread.

In the full crisis of our man-power we have seen the
fourth Education Minister in four years struggling valiantly

in vain to save school children from factories and mills.

We do not believe in education. We never have believed
in it. It is two generations since Lord Playfair warned
us what would happen if we did not educate our people,

but our Governments took no notice, and for thirty years,

with their eyes wide open, suffered the quarrels of ecclesi-

astical sects to stint and starve the minds of little children

as they suffered the interests of ecclesiastical and pagan
landlords to stint and starve their bodies.

And as we have destroyed education in the name of
religion, so we spread disease like a plague in the name
of liberty. It took the South African War to open our
eyes to the fact that the condition of our people was a
disgrace to any Government pretending to be civilised and
clean, and it was militarism, and not himianity, that moved
us to make inquiries. The evidence before t^t Parlia-

mentary Committee is enough to destroy the name and
fame of every Government in the United Kingdom for
fifty years; yet the impressive report of this Committee
was lying in pigeon-holes covered with dust when Ger-
many came on to destroy us.

As with the men, so with the children. Until after

the South African War no doctor had ever been officially

into a British school. It took a war in Africa to wake
the Englishman up to the fact that his children were going
hungry to school. Yet for half a generation after that was
known a million children in our schools were too ill or too
hungry to learn, and the children of London were better

nourished during the Great War than ever before. The
war was a good thing for our children; at last there was
enough for them to eat.

Let us leave the days of peace and come into the war.
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At last our eyes were opened, and men and Governments
would surely now believe. But it was in the presence
of a world on fire, with Europe reeling and Britain trem-Wmg m the balances, that the world was confronted with
the spectacle, incredible beyond belief, of a nation ruled
agamst the facts. We need not go into a hundred com-
plex questions. We will take two simple things that
interest vitally every man and woman and child~the ques-
tion of Food and Drink.

^

We are an island nation. We were warned before the
war began that .jbmarines might neutralise our battle-
ships and imperil our food. We were warned by naval
^experts and food experts too. Thirteen years before
the war Sir Rider Haggard surveyed the English country,
side, warned the Government of the possibilities of
starvation in the event of war, questioned whether the
Navy could protect us from it, and pointed out the danger
of our fading home-grown food supplies. Admiral Scott
followed with his warning of the submarines, but the
war found our Government still refusing to believe, aad
Doth these warnings have come true.

We can hardly expect the future to believe the truth
about the coming of famine to the gates of our land We
could have kept it back. The appalling responsibiUty
for the cnsis in our food rests upon our Government.
Australia showed us the way. She offered a subsidy to

Lord Milners Committee, alive to the danger, urged the
Government to follow Australia's example and build upa reserve of wheat, but the Government scorned the re-
port and adopted the suggestion of a minority of twowho thought that all was well and that nothing need b^
done. Instead of building up a food reserve, our Govern-
ment went on wasting food. In spite of all protests, in
defiance of the gravest warnings that ever reached a
Government, they allowed the Drink Traffic to continue
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destroying bread for whisky and beer, so that when
famine came to our doors at last the total supply of good
human food that had been destroyed for drink was no
less than five million tons.

But it was not only food that drink destroyed- it
clogged the wheels of war and slowed down victory

'

It
imperiUed the Army and Navy. It sent a thrill of shame
and horror through the nation and the Empire. It held
back our guns; it held up our ships; it was the hand-
maid of venereal disease. The evil was so great that the
King banished drink entirely from his palaces and Lord
Kitchener from his house. But the Government would
not follow them; the House of Commons would not
even close its bars. Parliament went on drinking during
the hours when drinking had been prohibited for the un-
pnvileged nation outside. The shipbuilders came down
from the north to warn the Government that unless drink
was stopped they could not build the ships, but they
found the Government unwilling and unready and afraid
and drink went on. The sinking of ships went up and
the building of ships went down, and in the spring of
1918, for want of ships, the cause of the Allies stood once
more reeling in the shadow of defeat, as in the first days
of the war. There is no darker chapter of chicanery
and deceit and treachery to the highest interests of the
State than the story of the craven dealings of the British
Gov .nment with drink in the third and fourth years of
the war. One fact alone need be quoted here. It is one
of twenty facts on which the future will impeach the quail-
ing of the Government before this traffic.

The Government which handed over to this traffic
2000 tons of food a day while the shadow of fami-- was
creeping on, defended itself against all critics by : .crting
that drink was necessary for these men who are working
hard m our munition works; and this same Government
It was which issued, at this very -ime, , scientific survey
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of our knowledge concerning alcohol, proving thai alcohol
ts unnecessary and injurious to these men.

We were ruled continually against the facts. It isone of die greatest lessons of the war that the thing that

ftr W TT °"' i^°^^"^^"t is rarely the absolute

ITL.1 'T^ everywhere and see expediencyand party mterest and personal advantage operating against
tiie welfare of the State. We have seen our GoverWentbow down to drink and gambling while the nation wasm direst peril. We have seen the war exploited for the

riliT ^"^ "^^ P'"*^''"'- ^^ ^^^« s^" scandal on
sca^^al m finance and responsibility and truthfulness
thrown to the winds. We have seen the facts again and
again shamelessly denied in Parliament. We have seen
the fountain of honour polluted by the giving and selling
of titles We have heard ministerial statements in theHouse of Commons that would have sounded more naturalfrom the lips of Turkish statesmen. The war has opened
our eyes mdeed; was ever an educator such as this in all
these thousand years? A hundred things we know to be
true that we could never have believed, and never again
can we count a thing impossible because it seems incredible
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The Peace of

Great Britain

fTas it Worth the Keeping?
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Preserve us from the terror by night and the
arrow that fiieth by day; from the pestUence
that walketh in darkness and the destruction
that wasteth at noon-day



CHAPTER XXVIII

THE FIRES OF GOD

UoKi^c out upon the world we think it mad, and mad

W *"?'"*"' <'?'"'<:«ion of Europe. But are we sure

ttfnVr 1 .'*' '" *' ^'*** P*""' the future wiU notthink It worth the price?

„^'^r °'""J"
°"'' °*" '"" ''»™ we f«>t that it -a.,good to pass through the fires? How often, when some

mt ir^,„.f ,w T "'"^ °* "• The elements so

rj^ ^t
"» <i'«-Pl'nes. Now all mankind is passing

and anguish hke a strong man strengthened.

It is hard to believe. It is hard to believe that m,nhas found the laws of health through all fte WgWulnessand agony of disease; but this warfare of the ages Z '

sacrifice of a countless multitude of lives to poXn ^1P rasite and plague, has brought the world imLrLwe
bcalcuZ '^"'- "1 r" """« '° S""*«0"» untoWanmcalculable sum of human happiness. There misht

there might have been other ways to knowledge than

redempion. And man is not so very much wiser There

stos rr' '"
T'"""'

f""*^ '^^" *™'-g'' drink id
fl K -u^u "* "'"'*'" ""y' °* '"'Mng houses thanto bmld without light and ventilation; thfre are bettS
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ways of using alcohol than to allow it to creep through the
streets like a snake; and we who allow these things need
not rave about microbes or rail about the ways of God.

Not once, nor twice, but many times, some desperate
remforcement has come to those who strive to save man-
kmd. Plague, famine, and disaster have opened the eyes
of a world that would not believe. It is as if, somewhere
in the recesses of the universe, there is a watchful power
that would not tolerate the bitter callousness of those
countless numbers who pass by on the other side while
pam and misery and helpless ignorance were calling for
their aid.

Two kinds of revolutions there are in a world like this.
The revolution of thought, working through all its complex
vehicles of language, is slow. The mind of man moves on
by slow degrees. But the material revolution is quick:
how swift a change came with steam and electricity and
motor cars! A man may talk like Socrates for a thousand
years and only the few will listen, but let wireless tele-
graphy come, let a man find an eye that can see his own
heart beat, or let an engine come down from the clouds,
and the world is all attention, and millions of people be-
gin to think. The material revolution has done in a day
what the mental revolution failed to do in a thousand
years.

And may it not be that, in the mysterious process of
Evolution, there comes into the life of nations something
comparable with this? May it not be that the Great War
will have its place in the true history of the worid as the
greatest educator ever known? It has opened the eyes of
the world, it has taught mankind as in a flash what
hundreds of years of teaching and preaching have failed
to teach. Who does not see now what a few saw then,
that for a generation past Europe has trod the road to
ruin? Civilisation was rushing to the precipice, and
nothing but this could save it. It is as if a child should
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feaping fo^i; pt p"""
'T^°" "'' *^8e by a dragon

our liberties. And so the great blow fell in time

see ^h« T"-,*"^' T"*'' °" *>"" to *'ng' "^ would not

^It^V .
,".'

'""" '° '^'"^^ ^« ''""'d not hear; ^d
:ourb:,i:-t^-rwris'=r tr^L -'; --^

beS^ "ht .atrtreS,t;af:& 'r-""'the eyes of the English people toV^°m!S ndT

-ves in pr^hls-trn ri^re'rCtor;
stltTr fr'"'™

'" *= '='=' *=« ParliaJlThas ^n
witf>T„nl.

* ^'^" * '°"*' P™=5ianism in our midstw.th consequences as disastrous and casualties as pftles

'

•s Prussiamsm of any other sort. We see h„™,„ •*
cut down like chaff for human gain We s^ ^pjr"ment quai! before the profiteer We seeX l>f J

We" :l r '^tT '"'"-^ *" -'^^•'^- -
~

we see a parasite tax on industiy. We see ,-cm«^
enthroned in golden halls and slncT^^ri:^''^:
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life. Wc see hypocrisy triumphant, evil in high places,
and a pulpit bound in chains.

We look back a year or two and see these things, and
thank God that our eyes have been opened. There are
things that are worse than war; there are wars that do
worse things than open our eyes to truth. One lesson,
if no other, we have learned: we have learned that the
indifference of the average man inside a nation may be
as pitiless as the cruelty of the foe without, and that its

consequences may be worse, for social indifference is not
like a war that comes and goes and knits a people in a
deeper love—it is prolonged from year to year and genera-
tion unto generation. It is calculated and deliberate,
like a cynical religion, and it breaks asunder the elements
of strength without which nations perish.

The war has opened our eyes. Let us see the things
we see.

CHAPTER XXIX

. II

tii

THE TRAGEDY OF PEACE

We think of peace as a beautiful thing to-day, but how
mPTiy of us have ever known true peace? How often
have you thought of the fearful price we paid through
all these years to keep back this Great War?

Slowly for a generation Germany was building up.
slowly for a generation we hoped for peace but half-
prepared for war. But the price we paid for peace was
not really less in its cruelty, in its outrage on civilisation,
not less costly in money, than is the war itself. War a
plain man said, is hell with the lid off, and we may say
of our long Peace, using words in their simple truth, that
It was war with the lid on.
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mo^'w-T- ^'*f. 'T'"
"^ •» *«« »'»»<>» oncemore^ We tlunk of ,. by day ,„d dream of it by nightWe may imagine ourselves bacic for a momL, rl,h'

WZ "' f '"' ^"'" ''-« 'hat dawneZX UnitedKingdom. Imagine yourself in England after Water™,

A man with an imagination would be looking forward

A. hlh"",
°' ' «'•" """^ ""'"« """»"• He had™ee„

a! /A"" ^"'*''"- At Waterloo and Trafa glJAe grave had been dug of the last despot of Euro«

f'n TL^ "^r
•»" "'^' -"'^hty partnersWp ^'

man would have had as he looked forwaT^n Hewould have seen the coming of ships an7 ,„i„, and 2ebreaking down of the barriers between the «ople. Hewould have seen this mighty nation spreadb^tedfrn

peac^td^lhaT hte^et t'tl U^r ^*"' °'

V^slrir '"^ " - *^ i-^ Krel

fpv^^on^Ur^rrittorgHsioT

aroppea them in their little graves w. ,ii„ j •' •

of i;vi.s nr,<k,ki .
sraves. vve allowed mi ions01 lives probably at least ten millions, to be destrovedby alcohol, with social miseries in its train wifhwUch

rb.hr°,*
,"""P"'=- "^^ ='"°'^*'l ">"«o"s opipleprobably at least ten millions, to perish of diseasesX^

W allowJa^"
"°" *^'^ ''"' '" ^ -iSd latdwe aUowed an mmiense army of little children to be
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done to death in miUs, factories, and mines; we allowed
Ignorance and prejudice and interest to have their way
when all himianity cried out against them. We allowed
pnvate mterests to grow up like a millstone round the
neck of those who fought to give these islands a happier
and healthier and wiser race.

.1, M^J^°^."T *^ ^^ ^^ ^^^ J°^«y «P<» which
the Umted Kmgdom set out with such high hopes, such
pnde and power, after Watenoo. With the power within
their grasp the people of this country had then in their
hands the means of building up a kingdom twice as strong
as this we know; and they threw their power away In
its hmidred years of peace the nation that destroyed
Napoleon has destroyed within its own borders a nation
equal to itself.

Remember that war does not differ in any essential
way from any other kind of evil. War between one
nation and another is dramatic; we see the soldiers march-
ing out, we hear the booming of the guns, we feel the
creepmg shadow that comes across the homes of rich and
poor. But war inside a nation is not dramatic. It is
hidden behind doors or in back streets, it works its way
quietly like a plague, and it is a miserable business for the
newspapers. If somebody in Parliament dares to men-
tion It the Interests are up at once, and there is a shout
across the floor of the British House of Commons that
iingland must not touch the- 2 things.

And so the nation which rises up in a wrath divine
against the foul thing caUed the German Empire was
hardly moved by the silent war within her gates. How
many of those who are praying now that the horrors of
war abroad may end have raised a hand or uttered a
prayer to end the horrors of peace at home? We are
moved by the murder of Edith Cavell, but who of us shall
plead not guilty to a hundred thousand cruel deaths in
this country every year? It is the age of the news-
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paper and the kinematograph, and only great and quick*mgs move us, but it is less cruel to fhoot a w^dead than to leave a child to languish through
~

and months and years of agony because we fai'd Ttour duty It ,s a p.ty, but it is L'.e, fiat in times of peacewe are too busy making m .uey to sto, to think thaTwepay for our money in other .ifople's iiv.s.

taJh^JV\u"^^ \'"""* '" "* '*'«' **t l^s not beentouched by the war, but how many homes are free fromtte sorrows of peace? It is easily within the truth tosay that m the happiest year of peace there is a tragedy
If we could count them all, for eveiy home in the uS
a^d"'cre'lt:'"

*^''i"7«^°f *«« tragedies, the Zand cruelty in which they involve innocent people aregreater than the effects of war, even against Z foul^enemy as Germany.

It would make this book too terrible to read to print

Z iS? of
"' "h^ .--cities of peace. It would be'lTethe field of war without the glow of deathless courage

without the pride and consolation of a noble clufe'
It would be like Prussianism in its utter n^ss Ifwe could take a census of all the casualties within ourgate in 'mie of peace, of all the accidents and tragediesof all tl.,; victims of infanticide, of all the lives tlit arewantonly destroyed or maimed by drink, consumption!or preventable disease, our census would contain th^names of over 250,000 dead and immensely over i 000000wounded every year. We are shocked by a casu^'^
of a million men in a year of war, but we have it in evervyear of peace, more horrible, more prolonged, and evenr
bit as criminal and wanton as the work of war.

But incomparably beyond the horrors of war are the

hIT °w^^"' " "' ''"''' ^"P ''o™ »"> the social
depths We have to deal with mind and body and souland those who think that all is well when Germany is'UOne With haVA thinrvo 4-^ 1^^ .Lt..... •« '

1^

Iff,
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done with have things to learn that will break their heart
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unless it is made of something near to solid rock. Let us
take up our census of casualties again, and we must count
the children at school who are either too hungry or too
ill to learn, the children who run from school to mills
and from mills to school, the little boys down mines,
the children homeless or abandoned and picked up by
charity, the hundreds of thousands for ever in our prisons
and asylums, the millions afflicted with venereal disease,
the multitude dying slowly of consumption, the millions
sunk and submerged in hopeless pauperism, the fathers
and mothers and children in every village and town whose
lives are drowned in misery and rent asunder by the stuff

sold in a hundred thousand drink-shops.

The mind can hardly grasp it all. The mind that all

these years has been indifferent, the Church that all

these years has shut its eyes, the Parlianwnt that all

these years has stood there like a mockery, can hardly
understand and will refuse to believe; but the truth, if

it were fully told, would be, at its very lowest computation,
that the mass of life submerged in the social and physical
and moral wreckage of the British Isles, at any time in
any year, is as great as the entire mass of British man-
hood now in khaki. If we count the killed, the wounded,
and the stricken in body, soul, and mind, the total can
never be less than five millions. If we take the generation
before the Great War, the casualties of peace would be
not less than eight million dead and thirty million wounded^
and all the time this standing army of pitiful humanity
was there as well.

We have seen how the United Kingdom threw away
the equivalent of itself in its hundred years of peace;
we see that the destruction still goes on. If we ask if

we were building up or pulling down the United Kingdom
when the war began the answer is not easy. There are
forces of barbarism in the midst of Britain that drag it

down as if a millstone hung about its neck. Every stone
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it'lm'fJV'",*'/'": ''""d'"8-"P °t the British Mil-tajmum ,s hmdered and weakened by enemies within our

She stands at the head of the nations of Europe and

when it coLrr^"'" r^' """P """ ''='"" ^°'"''™«When It comes home from overseas. It flies high on itsway round the world, but from the Tower of plrliamen
.t fl,es over things that would disgrace Dahomey ItTsm time of peace, over a nation with one quarter of its

C'on ^ °T
""=• T"^ ""'• '' «'« -" ' -^'on '00k-uig on calmly without passion while thousands of its littlehves are thrown away. It flies over a nation wh„men grow nch and trades grow powerful by sowing diseas"and rum among the people. It flies over a nation n

tiT^tL ^'" ""^ * "^"°» " which the casual-

T.°:^" "' ^'*^'"' *^" *« casualties of any warthat It has ever known. '

and^we'I'lMr
^""^^^

'T '^""' ' '=^^'«'"y "=' '^e that,«id we call It peace, and pray that it may come againPerhap. we are beginning to realise the Lrible th^sa word can hide. We may make a wilderness and «1l
It peace, but it is still a wilderness. We mav sX Z
sobs of IMe children, but their lives are^Ung o«t

r.Th "^^ '^' "f-^ "^ ** P°°' '" *« brick boxes

Tm^ ,7'': "'
*'

u""""'' «° °" <'y'"S- We may let

liberty, but his poison kills them stiU. War with the lid

heal the wounds of war by giving them nice names. We
•WhT

^'' \"""'"
•f"'"

"''™ "' ^°"» '' ='™y home.Who loves not justice,' says Swinburne, 'camiot love peacefor peace is just.
f^^^,

We must change our ideas of the meaning and value
of thmgs. We must be humbled before Gk>d and ashamed
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before men of the things we pass by in the Peace of
Great Britain. We need love no less our glorious country-
men who lie dead on every continent and down in every
sea; we need honour no less those who live to fight for
us again, the saviours of the worid; but as we love and
honour them let us be worthy of them. For every British
casualty in war there are many in peace. For every killed
or wounded man in war there are many men and women
and children perishing from lack of knowledge or neglect,
for want of food or air, for want of a helping hand from
a civilisation that passes them by.

Those who never thought before are thinking now.
Let us thmk on these things. Let us look about us in
this land of the free, in the days when Peace smiled on
her valleys and Plenty arrived at her gates.

CHAPTER XXX

HEROD OF ENGLAND

There is no wealth but life. There is no future for a
nation but in its children.

Upon chis generation has rested the burden of build-
ing up the power to save the liberty of the world. And
what have we done with our children in these thirty-
three years?

We shrink in horror, in this land where we love chil-
d en, from the thought of being cruel to a child, but we
murder children by the thousand, and the nation passes
by, hardly heeding the few voices that cry out against
this awful crime. Of those who read this book one-half
will not believe it. 'You do not really mean it/ said a
public man to whom I spoke of these things.

We believe a Zeppelin has been to England and killed
a chad, but though all our murdered children should rise
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from the dead %„ would not believe the truth about the

IZ mI^^u ""
""u

°" *"^''" ''»™ »«'" Wiled inthese a„rty-U,ree years by a British Social Zeppelin It

theJ!"ti!^ »',?
"°' "P'" '° •'°"''' *" *°=e wh" study

mLn -^^e ^ Hr ^""i
'°"' *^«"' *"'' ^"'"'"'s labour

trunitid KWhI "^ "'' '" """""^ °f People »tne united Kingdom are not worth fighting for or Iivin<rfor; they are only fit to die in. Thosf who u" "e hem

but a little baby was not made for a slum it cannotstand aie shocks of alcohol, it will no? Iw "„

Wrdje '°^ "^^^' "" '"'' '' P^^'^"" forTa^ T,

Ki^Z"^ ^^^ " """°" ''^'''« "« l^™ »'o the UnitedKingdom, and eve^r year a hundred thousand of ftem

first yettrbef"^
1'°"^""'' "^""^ *^ Perils ofIShrst year, die before it ,s time to go to school. In the best

them dHfi f-""' "' *"^ ™'' *'• ^•" *«» o

savrthl R , f.
'^'"'"" *"' "'S'^-^*' »d we couldsave them But the nation has not cared. It is only since

Amid all the glory and power of these islands standsout one ternble truth: we have allowed to grow up asocial condition that cuts down life as a knife cut" chaff

L" ™1 *^V°"''*'°"=
^" ™P™-"S. but they impro™too slowly and m spite of the apathy of the nation Itw»s »t.,l true of one of the greatest cities in England on

of the war that in one part of it little children
re times as fast as in another part. In one part
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of this city there prevailed the best conditions that can
be found in a great industrial town to-day, and out of a
hundred babies bom only six died in one year; but in
the black part of this cathedral town, out of a hundred
babies bom thirty died in their first year. Consider for
a moment what thij means. It means that two sets of
conditions prevailing side by side in an English town
represent a slaughter of innocent life that no death-rate
in war can match. If the conditions of the whole United
Kingdom were as bad as this black part of Birmingham,
the deaths of babies under one year old would be 330,000
in a year. If the conditions of the whole United Kingdom
were as good as in the best part of Birmingham the deaths
of little babies under one year old would be less than 70,000
in a year. We allow to exist in the midst of England,
that is to say, a social condition which kills children five
times as fast as they need die. The Black Birmingham
rate of infanticide throughout the nation would kill a
baby every two minutes. It would beat the German record
It Scarborough and Malines. And it is the price we pay
for vested interests.

We have seen the best and the worst as they stand side
by side, and extremes are eloquent. But let us take a few
more cases that are not extreme. It is not a question of
crowded towns and country vUages, but of good towns
and bad towns, of real government and sham government,
of public interests and private interests, of people who
care and people who do not. If we take the ten worst
infanticide towns and compare them with ten other towns
much the same in population we find that two babies die
in the infanticide towns for one in the others. W lat
that means is that good government cuts the death-
rate in two.

If you really believe in government you can save your
children. If you leave it to the private interests you can
bury them. You can have cradle government or coffin
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government, as you please. There was once a sanitation
scheme m China which threatened to save people in
thousands, but the distribution of shares in a Coffin Trust
stopped all this Western excitement and restored the
Chmese calm. We have no Coffin Trust in this country
yet, but men live in palaces on profits wrung from slums.
If all our babies died at the rate of the ten black towns
just mentioned, we should lose 60,000 more a year thanwe do; if they died at the rate of the ten healthier towns
we should lose 30,000 less than we do. Clearly the condi-
tions side by side in Birmingham are not unique. Our
annual waste of life is a great deal over 50,000 children
under five years old. British social conditions, that is
to say, kill a child under school age every ten minutes.Or If you will, our British Social Zeppelin kUls a thousand
children every week on their way to school.

They die, the doctors say, from natural causes—you
cannot indict a whole nation for murder. But the natural
causes are slums b-A low wages, mothers neglecting their
homes to eke out a living at the mill, and a mockery of
education that teUs a girl how many wives a king betrayed
but scorns to tell her how to be a wife. The natural
causes are bad food, bad milk, badly paved streets, and
badly ventilated houses; medical officers who fail in t^^^eir
duty, town councils who fail in their trust, and British
Governments of the type of the only national Govern-
ment ever formed in Britain, which, in our hour of peril
safeguarded the poor man's poison at the cost of his
children s food. Our Governments do not care ; even in
the fourth year of the war they set aside food enough for
30,000 infants to keep alive racing and gambling, and the
bread of all the Uttle children in the land to bolster uo
our brewers. ^

Infant mortality among the poor is sometimes four
times as high as among the middle classes and the rich
It has been proved that where fathers earn less tlian a
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pound a week the children die half as fast again as in
homes with more than a pound a week; it has been proved
that children die three times as fast in slums as in good
houses; it has been proved that in towns badly governed
children die in terrible excess. So that we pay for our
sins with the lives of our children, for the men with low
wages give their labour plus their children's lives; the
tenants of slums pay their rent plus their children's lives;
the ratepayers in bad townr pay their rates plus their
children's lives.

It is two thousand years since Herod. How long, O
Lord, how long will it be before England is ashamed of
him?

CHAPTER XXXI

iii

m

i:

THE PLAGUE OF POVERTY

Words are poor, cold things sometimes, and 'poverty'
is like a stone. For those who know what it means
the thought of a family below the poverty line is like
the thought of people gasping for breath to keep alive;
it is like the thought of people drowning. But the ocean
of poverty is not merciful like the sea. It drowns more
than the Atlantic, and it gives its victims notice, and
drowns them slowly.

Not many years before the war there were found in
Britain about twelve million hungry people. It was
found that though eighteen million people earned on an
average £2 a week, one million Df them earned ii6 a
week, and seventeen millions earned about £1 a week. In
one year not long before the war five men died leaving
£25,000,000, and in that year the paupers in our work-
houses would have made a procession from Canterbury
Cathedral to Buckingham Palace, from Buckingham
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Palace to the home of Shakespeare, and from Shake-

TT •!^V.''^J^^
°^ P^^^^ ^^°"' * 'n""°n People in the

United Kingdom are dependent on public charity. One-
third of al the deaths from consumption take placem the workhouse; so ground down by poverty are
tihey that they have not a place of their own to die in.
len million children will be Sorn in the United King-dom in the next ten years, and unless the Great War
makes the nation worthy of its power one quarter of
them will be bom to want, and hundreds of thousands
of those who do not die will grow up, as Sir Leo ChiozzaMoney has said, unable to direct their own lives. Drink
and poverty and disease will be worse for them than
war. Our poor are better off in war than ever they werem peace. ^

So we mortgage the future and sow the seeds of all
our social problems. We plough the fields and reap our
dragon s teeth. We allow conditions to exist which rob
tfie poor not only of the means of happiness, but of life
itself. We have allowed to gro^^ up a condition of thingsm which millions of our countrymen struggle from
mormng till night, not for the right to be happy, but
for the nght to be living at all. Perhaps it has not
occurred to you that the very air the poor should breathe
IS not free. Perhaps you have not thought what a
marvellous thing air is-one of the very greatest achieve-
ments of Nature, a structure so fine that no eye can
see it, yet packed with active properties delicately
balanced, with waves of many kinds that never clash
with clouds and dust and winds of vast importance to
us all, with electricity held in leash, with the mysterious
etiier that runs through all things, and, most marvellous
ot all, with a temperature so perfectly adapted to life
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tfiat a very small change either up or down would soon
destroy us all.

It is this astonishing thing that Nature has put every-
where about this earth as the vehicle of life. F-om it
icome the elements that renew all living things. Formen or women, plants or animals, air is the first great
need, and it pours from the bountiful hand of Nature
pure and free for all. But how do we let it reach our
poor? We foul the air and rob them of the vital need
ot Me. In thousands of streets in these islands pure
air does not exist. We have built houses like boxes in
courts and alleys that are simply graves to die in. We
«nt^ f. I '!!r.*°

''""^' '^^ ^^^"^^ °f *^se islands,

Aev H 7-^t ^^^ ""^ ^^^ '^^ P^°P^« >" them, as
they did m Dubhn. One-third of the population of the
Irish capital was overcrowded when the war broke out;
15,000 lived six and seven in a room, and the death-

pili I?!" .

""^^ "'^'^^ ^"^^"^ ^^ ^'^^^y as London's
People living m one room die three times as fast as
people with three rooms. In an experiment in Glasgow
a one-room death-rate was 39 per thousand and a three-room death-rate 14. Tl ree consumptives die in one-roomed houses for every c le who dies in a three-roomed

And to those who do not die. what have these .lums
to give? They give disease and misery, weak brains,
weak joints, weak muscles, and little, stunted bodies.
The nation that does not care for citizens finds out these
things too late when the call for soldiers comes. Boys
brought up in one room lose height and weight Forty
years ago, in a thousand recruits for the Army, 285 were
5 ft. 7 m.; five years later the .-85 had fallen to 200:m five years more it was 198; in another five years itwas 184; and by that time the number of men two
mches smaller had nearly doubled. In half a generation
one-third of the recruits for the Army were growing
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from Manchester, wrote home: 'It is the fault «7one that these brave and stubborn lads we el a. i"":an mch or two taller or bigger round the LT J"f

It IS pitiful to think that thousands of thes» ™.nhave better homes in the trenches of 1^=!^ .u
™

fte sunless alleys of our Mo^t^nd Soto^s^d^ :"
children come into the world to raso for iif"° ,

°'

to go to school hungry for a yea^or t„ , '"^J""''

lit/:!* f"'n
'-'' --^ a^lirt^e^ri^'et^.rgZe!

tones; to wear their bodies out like cattle on thTl^d Mo
^Z '^dX tolifr

''- '" ""'^ ^'-^-^-'^°

o^^s st^srd.tnrist:-^r;,.-r
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peace to distribute ou» "alth with humanity as war
conditions make us do? In one year in this country

as much money is left in one rich home as in fifty thousand

homes of the poor. One-third of our income is in the

pockets of one-thirtieth of our population; half of it

is in the hands of one-ninth. Perhaps you have not thought

what that means? It means, as Sir Leo Chiozza Money's
terrible books have shown us, that five million people,

fewer people than there are in London, control the lives

of half of the United Kingdom.

And so the poverty of this rich land gnaws at an
empire's heart. In twenty years five million working men
who tried to save for sickness and old age gave up the

struggle. They could fight Britain's foes and beat them,

but Britain was too strong a foe for them. They gave

up hope and sank in the sea that receives the tragic armies

of despair.

How long shall these things be? There are more
people living overcrowded in tlie British Isles than all

the population of the boundless spaces of Australia. Land
is cheaper than linoleum, yet there are not enough houses

standing fit to live in. There are rivers rushing through

this k^ -y land, there are wide empty spaces of valley

and plain, yet pure water and air are rare as gold among
masses of our poor. There were not enough boots in

England to go round when the war began; there was not

enough bread to feed our little ones.

Not one of us will defend these things, but in peace

we stand and see the tragic procession of the poor go by.

We turn our guns on German .renches and draw our

dividends from slums. The hearts of men and women
are deeply moved, but the nation does not care. We
are stirred to pity by the sight of pain, and in the name
of liberty we give a license to disease. We see two
hundred people dying every day from a disease of

poverty and dirt; we see them creeping to their graves
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four hundred thousand strong, enlisting conscripts as
they go; we spend ^30,000,000 a year in prolonging th..*-
unhappy lives or patching up their feeble frames ; and we
know all the time that with our war bill for a week we
could banish this consumption for ever from the land.We have spent £10,000,000 a year for fifty years on poverty-
stncken people crammed up in our workhouses; in the two
generations before the war we spent in bolstering up our
paupers not less than £750,000,000. We spend £40,000,000
on five days' war against die German plague, and lose
ten thousand men; but never yet was Britain so brave as
to spend £40,000,000 on a five years' war which would
sweep away the consumption plague and save 400,000
stricken souls.

Civilisation, which has largely made disease, can
largely destroy it if it will. It is largely the hideous
offspnng of poverty and neplect. In forty years, says
Sir E. Ray Lankester, epidemic disease could be abolished.
Yet our children grow in thousands in foul slums, in
hungry homes, in filthy streets. We build our hospitals,
we set up great insurance schemes, and men make
fortunes from the people and get titles from the King
by selling quack remedies and spreading disease For
lack of knowledge the people perish, yet there is hardly
a quack m existence who is not at liberty to deceive and
entrap them.

O Liberty, sweet English Liberty, what crimes are not
committed in thy name!

i
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CHAPTER XXXII

THE PLAGUE OF IGNORANCE

As with poverty, as with slums, as with disease, so with
the plague of ignorance. In the struggle for existence
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the brain has taken the place of the sword. The revolu-

tions of knowledge change the face of nations more than
all the laws of parlian^ents or the conquests of armies
and fleets.

After the battle of Jena, when Prussia once before
lay in the depths of humiliation like a stricken thing,

the King and his councillors resolved 'to supply the loss

of territory by intellectual effort.* They built up modem
Germany, the greatest example of the application of brain-

power ever seen in the world; and they met the French
army at Sedan. There, said the German Commander,
the schoolmaster won, and France, beaten by the school-

master, set up fifty universities, with chairs of science

in every one.

When land is gone and money spent,
Then learning is most excellent.

Well, learning is most excellent, if nations will but
learn before the land is gone and the money spent. The
wisdom of the East learns the lessons of the West, and
Japan did not wait to pay the bitter price of ignorance.

She educated herself for victory; she equipped herself

with knowledge, not after defeat but to avert defeat,

and she emerged from feudal mystery and isolation to

teach Europe that marvellous lesson that Europe will

never forget.

But how do we play at education in this land that
claims to lead the world? It is many years since one
of our statesmen said that our educational system was
chaotic, ineffectual, utterly behind the age, making us
the laughing-stock of every advanced nation; and that
statesman is still a member of a British Government which
knows too well the bitter tears we shed for having been a
laughing-stock. It is many years since the President of
the British Association called on the Government to
duplicate the Navy Bill of 1888 and do for brain-power
what that Bill did for sea-power. He found that Germany
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had three universities for our two, and gave to one uni-
vers<ty alone more public money than we give to all ours
put together. A great river of gold has passed through
a.e Treasury smce then, but how much of it has gone^educafon? The facts of .888 are the facts of i^TsWe have spent our gold on our defences and our copers
on the bra,r, Uiat make a country „orth defendmg. Wehave toUed to build up ships and guns, and negteed thedungs without wh ch ships and guns are rubbish-heapsWe have had. durmg the years on the eve of war, fiftyAousand httle traders in our streets, fifty thousand littteboys down our mmes, and hundreds of thousands of
children dragged from school when their mmds were open-
ing out to understand what education means. We have
allowed the twin curses of poverty and greed to thriveon the Ignorance of those who are growing up to ruleour land; we have allowed cheap labour, callous parents,and vested mtereste to trespass in our schools and stealaway our children for half-time.

We take children from school at their most important
schoolmg age. Hundreds of thousands of our cMdr«n

Lf'„r* f" ^*' ^'"^^ "'"' '**« ^'h^o' »» twelve
tens of thousands spent half their time in schools andhalf in mills; and not less than 250,000 school children
under fourteen were working for wages out of school hoursSome of them worked forty hours a week; a boy of tenworked eight hours a day six days a week before and
after school. The Chief Medical Officer of the Boardof Education declares to the Government that such work

chlds body without gravely undermining its health;
but the Government will not listen, and tolerates thismfamy in hundreds of thousands of lives. The bravest
Education Mmister England has ever known has tried
'"

r?.,"* u.^^?
*'' '"^^y ^ *'^='' "en thrive on an

exploited childhood, and our War Government has beenafraid to stop it without seven years' notice tolS
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profiteers. Body and mind alike, our Governments will

sell them to the highest bidder, and we find the stagger-

ing fact that between the ages of sixteen and twenty-five,

out of nearly six million people, not one in sixty has a
full-time course of education. It is madly true. Our
Governments have been afraid of education, and even

the new Education Act, with all its value, is years behind

the demands of Labour. All through the generation before

the war the political conception of education was on the

level of the Half-Time Movement, by which the children

were secured the minimum of knowledge. The dull boy

must stay where he was, but let a boy be promising at

school, with a brain that was likely to carry him far,

and you might take him at thirteen, this wise little man,

and put him out to work—^put him to a dangerous trade.

Until just before the war you could put him to a trade

like tipping matches, where poison clung to his fingers

and hands and penetrated his teeth, so that the jawbone

gave him agonising pain until it dropped away dead or

was removed by an operation. That is ended now, with

other school abuses, thanks to a few meddling fanatics,

but still we rob the poor of the means of happiness and

the means of life, and of those very means of knowledge

which alone could save them from the perils of their way.

A laughing-stock it all may be to other nations, but to

us, and to those who will follow us, it is a tragedy too

deep for tears.

What should we think of an island race, with the possi-

bility of the British Fleet and British Commerce in its

grasp, which stood idly on the beach and watched the

waves ? Well, we stand on the shore of an ocean of know-

ledge that will bear us to the Promised Land, and we
build no mighty fleet to sail this sea. A few rafts there are,

a sailing vessel here, a steamship there, and perhaps a

little battleship or two; but the great sea of new
knowledge is uncharted and unsailed, and while the pec^le

perish the wealth of the nation wastes.
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We listen with scorn to the Prime Minister of one
generation who warns us to care for our chemists, and
hsten m wonder to the merchant of the next generation
who IS pleading stiU for us to remember that a million
spent on science wiU come back a hundred times. We
keep down chemistry so that there are only 1500 trained
chemists m the kingdom when war comes, though four
firms alone m Germany had over a thousand. We waste
coal, so that the Great War, with its incalculable pressure
on our resources, found us throwing away two tons in
every three that we used for motor power; we could
produce aU our motor power from one-third of the coal
we were usmg, and could save enough coal every year to pay
the mterest on ^500.000,000. We read the noble life of
Michael Faraday, who gave us wealth beyond our dreams
and founded the Scientific Age, and we begrudge hi«^
science a fraction of the prosperity it has brought us.

Who would know this world if nations would give
back to science, for human happiness or research, six-
pence a year for every hundred pounds that science has
given to them? It lies within our national power to use
or to abuse the most solemn opportunity that has come to
civihsation in these ten thousand years, and perhaps we
may have a tax for human happiness at last. We are
promised a Peace Book as well as a War Book in the years
to come. Let us have a Peace Conference in London as well
as in Beriin. Let us have a Golden Year of England, and for
the love of our people, with all our memories to strengthen
us, with all our hopes to succour us, let us make these
islands the worthy temple of the saviours of the worid
Let us in this Golden Year, none of us for a party and
aJl of us for the State, take six great steps to the Great
Peace of Great Britain.

I. Let us declare war on the poverty from which our
people perish. Under the Minimum Wage Act it lies
already within the power of the Government, by a stroke of
the pen, to declare a minimum wage for any trade.
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2. Lrt MJ destroy the foul slums in which our people
lose their joy of life, their strength of body, their peace of
mind, and their eternal hope.

3. Let us appoint a Headquarters Staff to make war
on disease and establish the conditions of a healthy people.

4. Let us make war on ignorance and put the means
of knowledge, the chance of education, wittdn the reach

of aU.

5. Let us organise the forces of the State to produce
the greatest happiness for the greatest number, and utilise

the natural and mental resources of the kingdom to build
up our unparalleled powers.

6. Let us lay the foundations of patriotism and justice

for all, abolishing injustices admitted by all, controlling the
evils that sap the moral strength of youth, spreading equality

of opportunity among the people.

So shall we build up, in the place of a dependent
population, a happy British Brotherhood.

CHAPTER XXXni

THE PLAGUE OF DRINK

We license in this country a thing more terrible than a
German submarine, destroying more lives, wrecking more
homes, spreading more sorrow in every week of peace than
any German submarine in any year of war.

The Titanic goes down by accident with its human
freight, and the whole world throbs with grief; the Lusi-
tania goes down by the act of an assassin, and the whole
world is stricken with horror. But if a Titanic or a Lusi-
tania were sunk each week in mid-Atlantic it would not
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match, in tragic inhumanity, in terror and destruction and
death, the blow struck by a cruel traffic at the heart of
our Motherland.

We need not trouble much about the rights and
wrongs of alcohol. It need not be denied that it has a
power of giving pleasure. It need not be denied that it
has the power of rendering useful service. In calling
up quickly the vital resources of life when they may be
slipping away, in producing heat to keep our houses warm
or power to drive our engines, alcohol is precious to us
all. But no man who loves his country will say that alcohol
is worth the price we pay for it.

What is this price? Let us look at it as those who
believe in the right oi liberty for all, and in a nation's
nght to be supreme above all the private interests it

contains.

Science has settled for ever the question whetl
alcohol is good or bad. It is good as petrol is, or chloro-
form; as a beverage it is bad. It slows the action of the
brain, so that in an emergency a man may not be ready;
it impairs the judgment, so that a man is not to be relied
upon; it dims the vision, so that a man at a machine may
miss his mark; it enfeebles the powers of endurance, o
that a man may suffer grave risk from exposure; it gives
a false sense of security by bringing the warm blood to the
surface, so that a man is colder afterwards, and perhaps
takes more to make him warm again; it weakens resist-
ance to disease, so that the man who takes it is more
likely to die than if he did not; it blunts the senses, so
that men will imperil their families or their country and
be unashamed; it consumes day by day the strength the
body builds up for any crisis that may come. There
is no doubt about these things, and they are enough.
Against them alcohol gives pleasure to individuals and
wealth inconceivable to a trade. What does it do, what
has it done, for the land we love?
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It causes one-tenth of all deaths and uses up one-tenth

of the produce of the land; it draws one-tenth of our

income from the pockets of our people.

It robs our people of security and the power of inde-

pendence. Invested by the head of a family from the age

of twenty-five, the money spent on Drink by the average

British home would give an income of over a pound a week
at fifty-five, but our working people have thrown away
the independence this would give them, and have agitated

for years to obtain a pittance of five shillings a week
at seventy.

It robs our people of life and health. There are always

150,000 people ill through alcohol, and over a thousand

funerals a week. A heavy drinker of twenty will live

sixteen years; a teetotaler probably forty-four. Out of

nearly 70,000 teetotalers an insurance company expected

to die, one quarter did not die.

It destroys the moral character and mental capacity

of hundreds of thousands of men and women, and develops

in society tendencies to insanity and crime and degeneracy.

It is like a river polluted, pouring into the future popu-

lation a stream of imbeciles, epileptics, criminals, and all

manner of social parasites.

It poisons the race at its source; it is the chief cause

of National Infanticide. Of the same number of children

bom to drunken and sober mothers, thirty died in two
years in sober homes and seventy in drunken homes. Of
one hundred children bom of drunken parents six in

seven were abnormal. Nearly all overlying is due to

drink; the official statistics of the Board of Control show
that the deaths of infants from suffocation in bed fall

precisely in the same ratio as the convictions of mothers

for drunkenness.

It causes one-fifth of disease, one-tenth of dl deaths,

one-half of insanity, one-half of pauperism, and three-

quarters of crime.
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It breaks up homes, wrecks our social peace, imposes
heavy burdens and inflicts bitter suffering on imiocent
and guilty alike. It saps the loyalty of masses of our
people, reduces the efficiency of masses of our workers,
and dnes up the fountain of charity or diverts it frommany good causes.

T*, K'^^^f ''"' ^^^^"""^^ *"^ ^"'^°ys our reserves.
The British Navy is so imperilled by it that it withdraws
beyond the reach of alcohol twenty-four hours before apn test In the Army it reduces efficiency in shooting
by one-third or one-half; on the march to Ladysmith themen who dropped out of the relief column were, says
Sir Fredenck Treves, 'not the tall men or the short men,
or the big men or the little men, but the drinkers, and
they dropped out as if they had been labelled with a bie
letter on their backs.*

^

The shadow of the war will be over our lives as long
as we live, but the effect of the German War on Britainm our generation is not more terrible but less terrible
not more costly but less costly, not more infamous but
less infamous, than the effect of the Alcohol War. Alcohol
has deprived the United Kingdom, in this generation of
thirty-three years, of a British Army greater than Napoleon
ever led. There could have been no tragedy of man-powerm Bntam if Drink had been stopped when the BritishArmy was in its cradle. Drink has cost the United
Kingdom m this generation at least two million dead,
with a million more submerged all the time in poverty and
insanity and disease. The cost of Drink in human pain
can never be imagined, but two facts help us to realice
Its enormity. For every known case of cruelty to children
there is at least another case unknown, and for every
average crime committed there are at least two families
distressed. Nothing could be more moderate than these
assumptions, and if we judge Drink on this basis and
take the official figures, there have been in this generation
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ten million children ill-treated through Drink, a hundred
thousand neglected or beaten to death or abandoned in

the streets, and three million Drink crimes, plunging
twenty-five million people into ruin, misery, disease, or
death.

That is a glimpse of the cruelty of alcohol during our
generation. It is as if every child now living in the

United Kingdom were to be cruelly beaten, starved, or
abandoned to-morrow; and as if one-half of the nation

were to be suddenly plunged into social distress or moral
disgrace through crime.

If we had invested, for such an hour as this, the
money we have spent and lost on Drink in this genera-
tion it would have paid the whole cost of the war
for Great Britain. Or it would have paid the whole
cost of governing the country. The national and local

expenditure of the United Kingdom for thirty-three years
has been about 5000 million pounds. The expenditure
on Drink has been about 5600 million pounds. It is cal-

culated that the consequences of Drink—the loss through
crime, disease, pauperism, accidents, death, inefficiency,

with the waste of officials, doctors, nurses, and so on

—

double the direct expenditure, so that the Drink Bill for
this generation may be set down as at least ten thousand
million pounds. We are supposed to love our country,
but we have drunk away the whole cost of governing the
country, maintaining its Army and Navy, making its roads
and lighting its streets, educating its children, pensioning
its aged poor, and building its tramways and waterworks,
its harbours and docks. We care less for all these things,

if we test our care by what we spend, than we care for
Drink. We believe in the British Empire, but our drink
bills for ten years would double our empire investments;
we have invested in the empire, that is to say, ten years
of our drinking.

The sacrifice of British energy and life and wealth to

Drink is an appalling tragedy of civilisation. To those
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who do not know the truth it is incredible; to those whodo know ,t is incredible that a Governmen can Iklse a

nfl^n^fv "/'"; :^' ^^" ""^'^'y --^ *h« loss e'kon!mg lost hfe. lost labour, lost efficiency, lost produce losthealth, as less than a million and a ha^f lives'ayear indthe waste of money in the year this book appear cannotbe counted below £500,000,000.
^^ """^^

n^i* '^ ". '^
""l

'^* ^P^"* ^°'" ^""^ one-tenth of all our

Our fl:;"^ '"'
'I

''''' '' "^^-^ '- the world

find wa^Lvn:
""^^^ "^^ °"^^ "^"^^ ^^^-P^-^ -'^

Uniln^l" "5" ^"'^.''' P^^ ^°" *^^ °""J^ Traffic in theUnited Kingdom The nation that tolerates it need nev^rbe ashamed to tolerate a German Peace.

CHAPTER XXXIV

THE TRUMPET CALL

No man knows what history will say of the war, or ofAe generation m which the statesmen of Central Europehved m palaces of devil^^ while the statesmen of the
countries whose ruin they were plotting lived in a paradise
ot tools. But all men know one thing that history will
say--,t will say that the Great War was a trumpet call
to those who would not listen. One quarter of the human

of the Umted Kmgdom. and the nation with this appalling
burden to mamtain was organised like a second- or third-
rate State Let us look at one or two facts to which
at last, this nation is compelled to listen. What has
the war done for us all ?
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It has shown us that oU these years we have had power
to lift up our people to a level of happiness beyond their
dreams, and that we threw this power envoy.

It has shown us that at any time we could have abolished
poverty and hunger, and distributed wealth with something
like justue.

It has shown us the pettiness of the things that divide
us and the greatness of the things that unite %s; it has
settled controversies that embittered politics for years.

It has shown us that we could accomplish in a night
things that we were afraid of for a generation—nationalises
tion of railways, conscription of excessive profits, the taxa-
tion of wealth, and the establishment of a living wage.

It has shown us the value of science in politics and
industry, and the terrible danger of organised ignorance.

It has broken down class barriers, and raised democracy
to its share of the highest power of government.

It has made us ashamed of the nuissacre of little children;
it has made us realise the national benefit of educating them.

It has revealed the dangers at the heart of the State^the
peril of private enterprises operating against the national
interest; the powerful element of unpatriotism possessed
with greed, selfishness, and indifference; and the unspeak-
able treachery of the liquor traffic.

It has thrilled us all with a new interest in these men
who till our land and drive our trains and work our mills,

so that we shall be ashamed to send the men who have
offered us their lives back to foul slums which steal their

lives away.

It has laid the foundations of a vast industrial organisa-
tion of the nation, upon which we can build up an illimitable

extension of mechanical power.

It has taught a nation that haggled about Old Age
Pensions and would not pay for education that it was in
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Us pov^ to spend i5.ooo,ooo a day for ytars on any
enterprise tt chose to begin.

It has taught country that did not know the value of
tts precious soil that it can grow two ears of wheat where
one grew before.

// has taught a nation that housed men like dogs that
tt can afford to house them like kings; it has taught a
notion that paid labourers like slaves that it can afford
to pay them like citizens of a mighty empire.

They are lessons a great country should not need
to learn m this twentieth century of the world, but
lessons which were needed and worth a bitter price.We shall close the war at least with the ioundations of
good government well and truly laid. We shall have
kindled a patriotism in which a population indifferent
for so long will be as zealous as the vested interests.
Nothing less than that is patriotism, nothing less than that
can make all this worth while.

We shall set out on our new journey through the
better days with a better understanding one of another
and a deeper conception of right and wrong set up in the
hearts of the people. We have seen what evil is, and
how the natural human heart hates it in its naked ugliness,
rhe hves of millions of men and women have been
infused with an idealism they did not know before It
IS harder for a man to break his word. It is easier to
be just and kind and patient. We have had stirred
within us the pby of great emotions; we have felt the
solemn uprisings that come from the depths of our beingWe have thought less of self and more of others. We
have learned to scorn what is petty and mean; we have
found what a pitiful thing, in war or in peace, a shirker
or a hoarder is.

We have lived through our country's greatest hours.We have seen millions of men snatched from a humdrum
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life and stirred with th -pirit of a Great Adventure
Hiiich has led them to le very shadow of the Throne
of God. In that shadow they have lived, waking in the
morning conscious of things more precious than Ufe,
living hour by hour in the face of death, remembering
their Creator in the days of their youth. To those
abroad and to those at home the trumpet call has come:
are you worthy of this Motherland and these great ideals
of this chivalry that is wiUing to die in order that you
may livef

There will surely be a glow in life when we begin
again. These men will bring home something they had
not before, something invisible but real. It will change
their lives. Whatsoever things are true, whatsoever
things are just, whatsoever things are great and noble—
they will surely think on these things; and the remem-
brarice of these days will run through the land like a fire.
Every village will be richer for something new and strange,
for the old men will dream dreams and the young men
will see visions.

And far beyond the bounds of our British Motherland
we see the working of this stream of influence. Consider
for a moment only, how it runs through the heart of the
Bntish Commonwealth everywhere.

It has shown that the idea of a free empire is sound;
the first free empire in the world has stood the test.

It has welded the empire as the mighHest consolidated
force on earth; not one part of it is there that has not helped

^il—--"^ '^^ ^^^'^ «^''^ '•f blood.

It has setllp the Dominions in their'high places, colonies
no more but equal noHons with the Motherland, each to hceue
**^^ace m the mightiest Parliament ever known on earth

// has made Australia a nation, with a roll'of heroTs
and a great tradition, a high place in the world, and a
destiny unparalleled before it.
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It has seen Canada rise to a strength beyond Us dreams
nnanctally independent, a worthy neighbour of the Great
Republic, free from the parasite of Drink from sea I-
sea with thousands of miles of boundaries unguarded a^.^
unthreatened.

It has healed the wor ds of the South African War
and welded South Africa tnto a loyal State; it has brought
new promise to Egypt, carried India great strides forward
towards self-government, and revealed the depths of loyalty
to freedom in chiefs and natives everywhere.

It has opened our eyes to the marveUous resources
of the British Empire, cemented the brotherhood of its
peoples, and stirred to the depths their affection for the flag.

So, through the whole wide world, the still waters
flow deep. Peoples pass through the fires, and forge and
anvil weld together great nations. Two new patriotisms
have been growing up in Europe-national and con-
tinental. Europe has a new vision. Her great free nations
have set out, with all the civilised world behind them,
in search of liberty and everlasting peace.

But greater than this Uague of Free Europe is the
Court of Humanity that the war has set up. The makers
of the war have been tried at the bar of the Universal
Peoples. The appeal has been to Christian, Hindu,
Hebrew, Moslem, Buddhist, Liberal, Conservative. So-
cialist, Monarchist, Republican, and in this Court of
Mankind the troublers of the world are being tried and
found guilty. The last three absolute rulers in Europe
crowned remnants of despotism, stand arraigned against
the peoples, and their day Las come. They have found
that the day of Napoleon is over, that despotism h;^s but
to appear on the battlefield with its hired and long-tiained
armies, and the manhood of the worid will rise and will
build up in that desperate hour such matchless armies
as will sweep away all despots. The whote worid now
knows that the qualities that make men strong in war

if
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can never die in peace; it is the deathless courage and
dauntless heroism and unshakable endurance of free men
these matchless jewels of the English-speaking race, that
wUl conquer militarism, and drive it from its last en-
trenchments, and shatter kaisers in the dust.

It is not the least of all the gains the war has brought
to us that all the world now sees the strength that liesm liberty. The British Idea survives the fiercest firesm history. Spain ruled by force, Turkey by massacre,
Russia through terror, Germany through lying and deceit,
and the clouds have gathered round their setting suns;
but the sun never sets on tiie Empire of the Flag the
first empire that Liberty has ever made. Materials, money^d men—the empire that is free to please itself pours'
them out unstintingly.

So there is dawning on men the wide world over a
saise of the calculated devilry that has given to a handful
of kmgs the power to take the instruments of science
the treasuries of knowledge, and the energies and bodies
of millions of men as pawns in their games. We shall turn
these things to nobler purposes. We shall unite for con-
struction, and not for destruction. We shall seek alliances
for hftmg up the world and conquering disease. We
shall endow research and build up pariiaments of science.
Free from military shackles, the evolution of the nations
will be no longer in matter but in mind; no longer phys-
ical but mental. The lower struggle is ended. Man
has emerged. The quest of truth will foUow the con-
quest of the brute.

It is not for nothing, this bitter price we pay. It is not
for nothing that the dawn of the vision is breaking on the
minds of men. Four-fifths of the human race have set
their faces. East with West, along the stem and bitter
road. The last time Britain was at war in Europe Japan
was m the Feudal Age: now she fights for liberty-with
China and India too. No more is ther« neutrality in war-
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whether they will or no all nations are flung in. A great

ZZu 'W"^' interdependence of peoples; whether
you fight or look on. war will overwhelm you. There never

r?; 'vJ^l
"^""'^ government of the world, a possible

neutrality between right and wrong. There could not
be. We have only to look back a few years to see how

wS'.' T^l ^
i"''^^"''

^'^^'' ''^^'' °" the world
witihoLt A federal system for Austria's little nations, areformed franchise m Prussia, a real parliament in Russia,
a broader vision m the north of Ireland, and the worid
might not have come to this. It is something that man-kmd should realise at last that it is one great family.

But incomparably above aU other gains is the spectacle
of America coming in, abandoning her isolation, giving

nfr^ct?
abundance to take her place in the Valley

of the Shadow of Death. A solemn and impressive thing
It IS If we think of this drama c in France, but if we think

^L^u u^
worid and of the time that lies ahead, nothing

that has happened since Columbus found America has
been fraught with greater meaning on this planet. There
IS no more the New World and the Old: it is the WholeWorld now. and America comes in to make it safe-^a/^
for democracy. '

A world at peace and safe for democracy: it is written
across the Stars and Stripes; it wiU be blazoned on the
bannei^ of the States that rule the world. It is a greatand noble and uplifting vision-to make the world safe for
democracy to give democracy something to do, to make

\ 1? if- !i
'^^ throughout the planet, so that nothing

shall hmder its work. In the heart of democracy live the
powers tfiat will save mankind. Faith, knowledge, and
justice, these three, will lift the world to heights unthink-
able. It was knowledge that made democracy: it was
saence. working quietly in the lives of the people, tli>*
built up democratic power. We put science in a comer, Z
If It were a thing to patronise or tolerate as suited our
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mood, and the politician tittered at the great opinion these
scientific people had of themselves; yet all the time science
was working as the central, vital, all but omnipotent power
shaping the lives of men and swaying the destinies of
nations. By inventing printing and railways and telegraphs
science made democracy possible.

It was the vision in the mind of a few that built up
knowledge. It was knowledge that built up democracy.
It IS democracy that will build up liberty and peace. Pray
that democracy, when its power shall come, may love
the knowledge that made it, and give us once again the
Vision.



The End of It AH
Lot I am With You Alway
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Exultant adoration givt
The Alone, through whom aU living live.
The Alone, through whom all dying die.
Whose means the end shall jusHfy.

Thomas Hardy
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CHAPTER XXXV

WHAT WILL MAN DO WITH IT?

And now, what is the end of it all? tw
once master of man Man k L ^^"^ ^^'

earth. What will he do" ith it"":;;;! 7T 1 ^^
-^h enthn^lls the n.nd t^t thinlcs'^of "^ut'Lt

We do not know. Of the future state of m.n

?herrad
^^r

^
''-"^ --"-- ttr

^nrJLXt ifdo "li'— ^^^^^^^^^^^^^

again.
'' ^°^™'^ '° P^^^h in the dust

The mind that understands the oast will «»,„•«!, r
no vision of the future thuf ; • •
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A fpw tu f ^* imagination can conceiveA few thousand years have opened up the entire Im'of human knowledge- a fi.«r u,,„a a
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us masters where we were slaves/ What, then, is im-
possible in millions of years? Who knows that the age
in which this book appears will not be like a moral Stone
Age before the world is twenty lifetimes older?

The mysterious powers of man, the mighty processes
of chemistry, the strange promptings of the soul, the
throbbing in ethereal space—who shall set a limit to illimit-

able things like these? Man docs not even know if he
is alone in the universe. He has no reason to be sur-
prised if to-morrow the mighty atom should suddenly
release its power and banish poverty and weariness for
human kind. He need not be surprised at anything that
radium does, or at any new powers discovered in the ether.
He will certainly ring up the other side of the world
as readily as he rings up his neighbour, and only the dull
folk will be surprised if a dozen things happen as startling
as that in the next ten years.

A man in a laboratory may do more for his race in
a day than all the parliaments of Europe in a generation.
A man in a scientific workshop may give us means of
investigation inconceivable to us now. Who, before
the microscope was invented, could have dreamed of the
wonder in the tip of a root? Who, before the telescope
came to peer into infinity, could have guessed the un-
fathomable wonder of the heavens? Who could have
dreamed, even when the microscope came at last, that
this scientific toy would save more lives in one genera-
tion than all the laws ever put on Statute Books?
Man can change the lives of animals and plants, raising
new kinds of either. He can enormously modify or de-
velop the two great branches of life and its kingdoms.
Who knows that the future may not hold within itself
the secret of some intellectual advance of man cor-
responding with his advance in other realms? How
many years will it be before the European man of science
ranks as much above a Kelvin as a Kelvin docs above
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thfn^T"- ^' f" P'<^"« "h"' f«e from rust-Why not men free from diseasi»? n«- *u- •

says' nU-n t.t ",«'";' *"" ** """«"««' -»".

fsS; "^^ '"• '"'"<' *« P«"" w« s^a^^r,^
Th^ *• '

*"u'*
""' ""'y "'« » Poacher, when he saM

are not seen are eternal'; and we hav, i,,™ ^
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the world faster than Nature ca-^:Xn'throu?™?
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Hi:

ping of war compared with the things that man has done?

It is child's play. The wildest visions of the dreamer are

not wilder than the visions of Marconi would have been

when he was bom. The wildest vision of the sea with-

out a battleship, or a State without a gun, is not wilder

than the vision of the world we live in would have been

to Aristotle and Shakespeare and Newton. We know
there was a world they did not dream of, for we live in

it; what right has any man to say that there is not

another world, and others after that? There is a striking

picture of this in the writings of F. W. H. Myers, which we
may adapt. The only environment our first ancestors

knew may have been hot water, until some great explorer,

some microscopical Columbus, found the world of air.

It was a world beyond all their imagining, but there was
still another world, found by some Newton-like amoeba,

who felt the warmth of the sun on some sensitive spot,

and discovered light and heat.

Who are we, with new worlds opening round us year

by year, to say that life has no more chambers to unlock?

Life, for the first time in its aeons of development, became
conscious of itself and of the universe when man was
bom. What presumption is this, that man should come
upon the scene after a thousand million years and imagine

that Evolution has nothing greater to produce? The
fact that man is looking on can make no difference to

Evolution—except that while Evolution in the past !:as

been like a play unseen. Evolution in the future has an

audience, for man is there to see.

PI

llli! .



CHAPTER XXXVI

COD S PARTNER

Evolution has an audience looking on, but it has more
than an audience; it has a partner; and to that con-
scious partnership we must attribute the most stupendous
fact m history, the speeding up of Human Evolution.

We have seen that Nature, working with the aid of
man, has wrought great things that Nature never could
have wrought alone. Nature unaided, for example, can
carry the human voice through space at a few hundred
yards a second; but Nature with the help of man can
take the voice around the earth in the twinkling of an
eye. For a thousand centuries the human race moved
slowly; for a hundred centuries men have built up cities
and filled them with beautiful things; but the great
quickening up of the wdrld is hardly one century old. It
IS as if the junior partner in the scheme of Evolution had
served a long apprenticeship and suddenly awakened to
his powers. Man has had a million years at least upon
the earth, but in civilisation he is probably not more than
ten or twenty centuries old It is only a few hundred
lifetimes; it is as a day in the eternal years; and man's
effective partnership in Evolution is but an hour com-
pared with his long past. He is only a step or two on
in his great march to the conquest of the earth, but already
he stands at the gates of a new dominion. He has found
new powers over the forces that he knows, and is peeping
on tiptoe through the keyhole of an unknown world.

He stands there wrapped in mystery and thought.
Think of the power that lies in a cradle. No man knows
/what it may become. Dynamite is nothing compared
with that. The specks of grey matter behind those blue

ill!
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eyes may change your life and mine for ever. The mystery
of a baby in its cradle is like the mystery of man and his
desUny: the things that he may do are not to be dreamed
of. Man has done what he has done, and he stands at the
dawn. Where will he stand at noon?

It is nothing that a thing should seem incredible;
It IS the constant incredibility of the world that stag-
gers thinking men. In the amoeba days who could have
guessed that the dinosaur would come? In the dinosaur
days who could h^ve guessed that man would come? In
the cave days of man who could have guessed that Shake-
speare would come? And who, in Shakespeare's day, ex-
cept perhaps some poor wild Roger Bacon, could have
conceived the Wireless Age?

Only Jie dullard or the fool believes a thing im-
possible because he cannot understand it. The fool has
said in his heart 'I will not believe what I cannot explain,'
but no man has explained the fool. The priceless and
boundless possession of a man is the faith he has, and
every stronghold of science, every fortress of truth, every
citadel of reason, is behind the faith that all is well.

What is the good of a world like this? the cynic asks,
and the answer is that at least he is a cynic and not a
gibbering ape, and there is hope that he may grow into
a reasoning man. So the cave man, poor creature,
battling with the elements, fighting the bear for his food,
guarding his little ones from the wolf, may have asked
his unknown God, What is the good of it ail? So the
poor witch may have asked, thrown into a pond to drown,
or the poor woman burning alive in Smithfield because
she believed in God and would not lie. So, if there had
been a voice to ask, it might have asked when the reptile
was king—What is the good of it all? We have to
imagine that to see how mad the question is, and how
complete the answer. The worid is in no need of vindica-
tion, and it is not on its defence.
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Has the movement of the world been good or bad?Only an ,d,ot doubts. Has Human Evolution been long

Zrir J'J'''"
been almost like a lightning flash com-

pared with Nature's Evolution. Side by side with theunknown millions of years of preparation for it, civilisedmankmd ,s but an hour or two old. Through how many
millions of years animal instincts were weaving them-
seWes ^nto the life of man we da not know: we know

f u' ^J^'^,
*^°"'^"^ ^^^* S°"^ ^° ""sh them outof him. We know that in a few thousand years thesavage creature of the wilds has changed into a Miltonand a Florence Nightingale. We know that in this same

fr/'^/? ^'^" *^^ ^'°**^*^' ^* 'h« >^o»^ has become
the faithful guardian of the child.

Those who know all these things will not refuse to
believe that m a few more years we may see such miracles
again. Man who has tamed the wolf may change these
i'russians into Europeans, and what then.?

I

CHAPTER XXXVn

THE GREAT DAYS COMING

Yes, What then? What of the great days coming? Wewere never so near them as now. The Vision Splendid
looms before the troubled human race.

f«
^"^ ^^°^ ^e armies of heroes who give their lives

for England and the flag. There is always an army of
heroes giving their lives for England. What are they
doing, and what are their victories? Let us glance quickly
at some of these mighty and transforming things that
will come into the days of the Great Peace.

There w,T! be. we are sure, the abolition of disease.
There is practically no disease in Nature; civilisation hasmade it, and civilisation will unmake it. Fifty years
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ago the cause of disease was as unknown to men as it was
five thousand years ago; now we are conquering disease by
conquering the cause. Plague, which in one year sent half
the people of England to their graves, has disappeared;
smallpox and leprosy have followed it; diphtheria can be
cured wherever it is found in time; and a guarantee against
typhoid is given to every soldier. It is true that 400,000
people are always suffering from consumption in these
islands, and that 80,000 die in every year; but we can
stop consumption when we like, and we can abolish all
epidemic diseases in this country within fifty years.

We are lengthening life with every year that goes;
a child born to-day has not only a greater chance of life,
but a chance of a longer life than its father. Seventy years
ago more people died of bad drains in this country than in
any year of war in our history, and half the children bom
in England perished like flies on a summer's day.

Now, in ten years, the deaths of babies have been cut
down by one-third; where three children died when my
little giri was bom only two die now. From to-night till

this night next year about six hundred thousand people
will die in these islands—as many people as there are in
Rome. But if there had been no laws of health for fifty
years half a million more would die, and a dead Birming-
ham would be added to a dead Rome. If every inhabitant
of Birmingham had died last night, with not one man still
living to dig a grave, that would be the sort of calamity
that is saved every year in this country now, compared
with less than fifty years ago. In fifty years the saviours
of health in this country have saved as many lives as there
are white people in all the British Empire beyond the seas.

And of course we are going to stop Drink ; we shall stop
drinking alcohol and make it drive our engines. Perhaps
the greatest moral service science has rendered the world
in these ten years has been to prove tliat the teetotalers
have always been right. There is no doubt about it at
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all. and only ignorance and intereit defend this social
use of a poison which strikes through the normal life of a
people as the German army strikes through Belgium.

Poverty will go. Our children will be ashamed of it.

Parliament is beginning to put on the Statute Book the old-
fashioned gospel that the labourer is worthy of his hire.
The minimum wage is coming. We are all agreed that
the smallest wages must be high enough to keep human
beings m comfort. The principle has passed ^.-),id con-
troversy, and only the details have to be arrrnj,^r,'

The slums are coming down. If we do int b Ir - . -j.

^ns from Flanders and turn them on our hi.h : -^mes
ttie Insurance Act, leading us on towar(I>- . Mini^trv <t
Health and a service of State doctors, h is iovun n 'vav tn
tax the slums which Governments will soon k -i ".uv to
use, and the day is coming fast when a town vvMl h- ^s
ashamed of its slums as of its murders.

In the new age coming science will give us power and
power will give us leisure. Industrial slavery will go the
way of physical slavery, and men will give their reason-
able labour, and not their bodies and their souls, for bread.
In olden days it took 400,000 men to do the work that
one tram will do. The shame is that this advance of
science has been used, not to reduce the toil of the many,
but to increase the wealth of a few. But the progress
which is the release of the human race from toil, as Herbert
Spencer says, is coming at last. We are beginning to use the
power of the sun and the running river, and Niagara has
power enough at the Falls to do the work of all America.
If all the power of Niagara could be harnessed it would give
every human being in America a power-slave of his own.

It is said that in the great days .of Athens every freeman
had five slaves who did his bidding, and it is reckoned
that m this country now. if we take the power of coal
alone, every British family has the equivalent of twenty
slaves to do its bidding. On my desk as I write a speck of

t I
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matter is breaking up before my eyes, breaking up visibly
on the point of a pin, giving off parts of itself day and
night, day and night, day and night for year jifter year;
power and heat and actual parts of itself this speck is

giving off, and will be giving off for century after century
until more than a thousand years have gone. Inherent
in every atom is energy like this, lost and wasted now,
so that the cleverest men in England cannot get hold of
it. But men will get hold of it. It is tV.c way of man,
when he has found out such a thing as that, to find the
key that unlocks the power. Already men are looking
into the atom, measuring its mass, calculating its power,
and counting its population of electrons; already a
scientist has told us that if half a grain of radium were
equally divided among all the people in the world he could
detect and identify every speck; and men who have
got thus far do not suddenly stop. A race that could
use these powers, says Professor Soddy, 'would have
little need to earn its bread by the sweat of its brow. It
could transform a desert continent, thaw the frozen Poles,
and make the whole world a smiling garden. Perhaps it

could explore the outer realms of space, migrating to more
favourable worlds.' A radiant world will radium give us
V. hen that day comes. That civilisation is a failure which
gives its benefits only to a few, and in the new age that
is coming men will have leisure and know how to
use it.

We, too, have oui great crusades. In fifty years to
come our tragic Present will have taken its place in the
incredible Past, and the story of our slums will read like
the story of the children in the mills, the story of the
Drink Trade will read like the story of the Slave Trade,
the story of the War will read like another Fall of Man.
The days are dark, but when was the outlook for the
moral crusader brighter than now, with the hearts of
all men yearning for the better days, and the power of
men growing with each rising of the sun? The day is
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coming when every baby will have its chance of life,
every child its opportunity, every mother her rights,
every man the reward of his labour, every human being a
place in the economy and development of a nation's life.
We are coming to the brotherhood of man, and we shall
get beyond it, for we are learning more and more of the
brotherhood of life. We are learning that the world is
ours, but ours to use, and not abuse. We are learning
that the universe is all about us, not merely outside us,
or be/ond us, but part of us as we are part of it. All
life and all things are one, part of the plan by which,
ascending from chaos and darkness, the work of God's
hand shall be perfected through you and me. Every-
thing influences something, and none of us can live alone.

We may be disappointed that the world has not
reached perfection after a hundred centuries of history
and nineteen centuries of Christianity; but this world
will never reach perfection, for perfection changes with
every age that comes and every age that goes. The vision
of the fathers is the realisation of the children, but the
children's visions only the children's children see. 'To
travel hopefully,' says Robert Louis Stevenson, 'is a better
thing than to arrive.' We must travel hopefully. We
must not be discouraged because Life is a journey without
an end; we must agree rather with the wise German who
loved truth and said that if God were to offer him the
truth in one hand and the search for truth in the other,
he would take the search for truth.

The world of to-day is beyond all the dreams of
yesterday; the worid of to-morrow will be greater than
we can th.nk. Nothing seems impossible. It seems
more possible to us that men should fly to the moon
than it would have seemed to Shakespeare that men should
fly to France. Twelve years ago two men were discuss-
ing the German scare. 'The Germans will come when
they fly,' said one. Well, the Germans have been, and
they did fly.

hi
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r.Zl 'T ^K*
^^' ^'''"*' ^'^ ^^^^y^ »" ^he making;

monastery garden-who could have seen that he wasforging a weapon to drive back insanity and build up a

T^ri n '^' /n
^°""^ ^°^*°^ ^" ^"^^> «^«°iningg^a^ until he fell asleej^what daring prophet could

ZTl < T' °^'' ^ ^°^^" °" '^'s Kent hilltoi>^who that saw h,m could have dreamed of the glorioul
conception of the universe that Darwin was buildingup for mankind? Pasteur poring over his tubes and hismicroscop^who knew that the beginning of the end of
disease was there?

We know the means; we do not see the end, but we

coml frn ^^'ul '\ ''^^^^^ °^ '^"^^^^^^'^ -0""tainscome from mole-hills. We can no more see the end ofa discoveiy than the first man who made a fire could
see the end of it. It is said that wireless telegraphy canbe traced to a mathematical calculation by Lord Kelvinm 1853 and that one of the world's great industries can
be traced to an idea in an article printed in 1865. Ninety
years ago there was a pin's head of aluminium in the world
and scientists talked of it as a curiosity for a generation!
But one man studied it, and now aluminium employs
thousands of men, and there is hardly a motor car
without It.

'What is the use of it?' somebody asked Michael
Faraday. 'Madam,' said Faraday, 'what is the use
of a new-bom child?' Be sure there is some use for
everything new, and there were never so many new
things as now, when chemists are making, eveiy day,
substances that have never beea in the worid before
if the rubber plantation falls short, i, c^em-^ wll
make rubber; if sugar fails, the chemisV makes it out

?/ ..^ <\~i=^
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of coal and calls it saccharin, though the poet neater

^VT\T '• *' "-"^^ "' Prehistoric'^s"''^^
chemist can take a rose, break up its scent into all its

put them together m a packet for you to buy at a shoD-the sweetness of roses m^de for a penny

!

"^
There is no limit to the promise of the future Wedo not produce Shakespeares and Miltons, but we doproduce Pasteurs and Liste,s, and there have been

whrsome'ofT 'T ™" ^''"^ "'»« -" -^u-

CHAPTER XXXVIII

AIJ.'S WELL

Why, then, if men have clothed themselves with suchg^eat powers has the world come to this? Why havethe men of ,h,s Age of Wonder fallen back in a nlh. lotb. Age of Stone? It is because the eyes of men havebeen closed to the Vision, because the' liberty of men

enslaved the race m ignorance and toil. It is because

because the great power of man is to millions a deadand unused hmg. It is because Democracy has bSnhe prey of kings, With the world safe for Democracythe new world dawns. The powers which, wSslowly, have swept away the horrors of the pa^ Jnfworkmg quickly, sweep away for ever the dragons Sstill beset our path.
^ '

in twfLh
''"* "' ''"" '' P°*" '" ''^''"' » '"""«'

d.l,T , "^T' "'*' '" '" *^'-" '^'X"' Th' «l«'ri<=dynamo is there, but they have not found the switch

mM^^^m^T /j:^^&^Mm
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It is still true that millions of men are wilUng to be a pawnm the game of kings; it is stiU true that millions of men
have been indifferent while the genius of mankind has
been captured by the powers of evil. This mighty brain
of man which could make this world a paradise in twenty

^m^l
"*''^' ^"""^ ^""^ ^^^''''^ *" thinking it has

But remember this. The oldest of al" human curses
IS war It began in the days of the great cave bear, and
It has lasted until now; it grew with what it fed upon, andwhen man no longer fought his neighbour war servedAe purposes of kings. It bred a spirit of hate among
the people; it sowed the seeds of human jealousy it
fed the greed for power; it fastened itself to the thrones
of Europe and supported itself in the people's will on
the great illusion that war and conquest were the road
to power.

And so the dd. old curse of war came up into our time,
with slavery and torture and disease and all the relics
of the incredible past. Slaverjr has gone, torture has
gone, most disease can be stopped when we are tired of if
and wLr-what of war? Only this-that it is killing
Itself faster than i- worst enemy could have hoped to
see It go. The price must be paid, but when did Satan
and his hosts give way without a holocaust ? When William
Lloyd Garrison was dragged through Boston for denouncing
slavery, the tfiing be had set himself to pull down was the
Biightjest vested interest on the earth.

And war—what sort of vested interest is that? For
forty years it has drained the lives of men. has bought
up their bodies, has consumed their brains, has turned
to Its own purpose, all the resources that science and
invention and ingenuity couW command. The con-
centrated wonder of this Age of Wonder was packed
into this foul thing, and there tt stood, the Frankenstein
Horror of the human r«:^^ the L-t refuge of barbarism ieii
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in the world, casting its hideous shadow over the lives

tLT^r' M .T"""' ^^ ^'"^ ^^ Parliament that thisthmg could fall; ,t could not go as slavery went youcoud not buy it out. We could stop th7buJng'of
witches; we could bnng our little children up from themmes; we could put down flogging in the Xrmy Bu

it u^c^^n """'^^^ "P '" "' ^^^^ ^°^^ P«"^ed into

last of .7 ^K
"""' "°' '° ^ P"* ^°^" «k^ ^-t- This

The u
,'°''"''^" °^ '^^^ P^^t '""St kill itself.This^was the only way. We are witnessing the suicide

th." ^Z ^ ^"" ^^"^'^tion we have seen the progress ofthe world perverted and turned to false ends, we shall
yet see progress come into its own again, and a few yearsof war to end war is not a greater evil than another
generation of preparation for war. We must not be castdown because the last fight with barbarism is the worstof all; let us rejoice that at last the end is coming, though

earth that can stop the people when awake.

Strange it is that the world has come to this, and that
«*e age that has made the human voice immortal, thathas ma^.fied U,e voice of a man so that ,t reaches roundhe globe, has not a voice that can be heard to-day above

innr%?u "'??"' ^"' '^''^ "^^" J^"°^s what the
peoples of the world are saying, what the mothers of theworld are thinking. They are saying that this shall beNever ogam. One half of the human race is leagued
together to say that it shall never be; not since the worldwas made have so many ,>eople come together in any
single cause. It cannot be that the peoples of Europe
once th.s slaughterhouse of kings comes rattling do^'
will set to wnrjf «,k;i- fU^ fTx-,-^^

• •

""»»"^

hrr^u...' " "^"V: ^^ ^^^" '^ growing on their
brothers graves, ana toil to set it up again.
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It cannot be. llie federation of the world has had agood beginning. Already two of the continents of the
earth are under some sort of united control. Australia
Has a single Government whose sway extends over an
area three-quarters the size of Europe, and North America

vZ^\^ ""^I^t
^^^^ English-speaking race. TheUmted States itself has treaties with Great Powers ofEurope providing that war shall not break out on any

question until after a waiting time of a year. With the
war-drunken nation vanquished, the Nations of Peace
will sit once more around a table and establish the Council
of Europe, the Federation of the central nations of the
earth, whose bidding, we may be sure, this Herod Hohen-zoUem will do, unless by then a little Belgian soldier has
stnpped his uniform in Brussels market-place and a Belgian
jury has hanged him for his crimes.

The little nations wUl be safe and free. The daunt-
less Allies of liberty will cling to each other as long asmemory stirs the hunian heart; the flag of the Free
Empire will wave over Bethlehem and Calvary. Con-
stantincyle. the gate of East and West. wUl be. let us
hope, the mtemational cny of the world, a little model
for a Greater Europe. Kussia. born again, will develop
her matchless resources; the Old World, with India and
C^ina and Japan sharing the memories of these days
will draw nearer and nearer to the New. The doctrine
of the beast that Might is Right will keep company with
Its brother, the divinity of kings. The word of a nation
will be Its bond, and more than ever men will scorn to
break their word.

We shall be worse than Prussians if we do not do
these things—if we do not, when the Great Peace comes
reconsecrate our lives, reconstitute our policies, rededicate
our flag to the better days.

We have peeped into the past and into the future, and
we can make up our minds now whether we prefer the
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peace U». i/^.;: ^^ ^^^^ >-«« that th«e if ,
.«ffer in ,;,.„« U.e liU oTtt^e olTdTi"'

"^' '~"'

>»ow
:: ^^dieSei'^.rr *"• "^^ " '««

-

this horrible Pa,t waX '^^^ ' "»?" '» - "<«; bu,
•o year, tr^ generaUon "oTi^Uon '^;*"«» >«"
«an It possibly be denied .h,. I*"'"™"-

I» « not true,

was, «*A mo,/^^T/' ," ^"" '^ Europe as it

of these day, wiTalTT • .
" "'" '™' *»« "he war

horrible Zn Z^rT7iT ^'' "'"•'" "<"?' » ><"
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than war.
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We stand in the shadow that has

perhaps, what the end
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come over the Present,
may be.

— •-" «» x'unire
iNothmg good will be lost. The

Future nobler and nob:ier yet
past is past with its
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burning witches; the cry of its little ones is hushed; the
children of its slaves are free. But the seed that bore
fruit in due season is bearing fruit in due season still;

the leaven of righteousness works on through all the ages.
In darkness and sorrow we move through the Valley of
the Shadow, but we know in whom we have believed,
and we lift up our hearts and cry to the sun with Robert
Browning

:

The year's at the spring,
And day's at the morn,
Morning's at seven,
The hillside's dew-pearled;
The lark's on the wing,
The snail's on the thorn,
God's in His heaven

—

All's right with the world.

CHAPTER XXXIX

IF A MAN DIE

If a man die, shall he live again? It is written in the
skies, the promise of eternal life. It rises up from the
earth in spring, it is the song of the birds in summer, it

is in the falling leaves of autumn, it is hidden in the snows
of winter. It is everywhere, always; from the begin-
ning of the world, throughout all the realms we know,
every hour of every day, life has been conquering death.

The worid is growing old—I write among the hills

where the age of man upon the earth has been traced back
for ten thousand centuries—and every year that man
has lived Life has been growing more wonderful, more
beautiful, more powerful. She has climbed up from the
depths of the sea, where, as far as we know, ..he found the
first creatures in which she made her home. She has
come up through kingdoms of strsnge wild things, through
the marveUcms growth of plants, until at last she has
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found her throne in man. All through the ages Life

.h. r!l*"
"*" who flung their bodies like a living wall in

Se'Z"C *" """'"«'* °* "- «-" "'- woo

of the world who braved and welcomed death thatwe may live, are not to perish from the earth at thetouch of a Kaiser. This world is not a bitter mo^ken^we are not to be told that Evolution stops whTn AeKa,jer b.ds All this flower of mankind, this harv«tof love and faith and truth and honour and couragebeyond all words, this crowning glory of the human life ofages ,s not to perish like a candle flame, to be blotted out

thai that Th\""m^"'= "' ^"''" "^'^""« '" "f«than that. That would mean that all that is noble andgenerous all the power and glory God put into life, can bedestroyed by order of the German Emperor. It wouldmean that a microbe can destroy the soul of a poet, that
all the qualities and powers of men are at the mercy of adagger or a gun. It would mean the defeat of Nature and

.1,
^1\ ^"V T ''""'' "P '"' *™P'" '<> bury them in

the dust; she does not give birth to her children, brine-wg them out of the darkness of night, through agoniesand penis and fears, mto the noonday sun, raising them
to heights of power undreamed of, simply that by a felon's
blow they may be flung back to oblivion. There is nothinem the history of the worid, there is nothing outside the
history of insanity, thai can teach us that. Life is not
mad. Evolution was nC. planned in Bedlam Life is

!i
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Our heroes are not in their graves. Somewhere in

^L L 1 T" ^''*' ^* something that we love

c^^A !^\^'^'f''S ^« «w in the ligh? of their eyes!or heard m the softness of their voice, or felt in tfP^sence near us-these things are not in their graves.

Ah^ tw u'"''^!^^
"^^^ ^* ^^« ^« made? the

WU?Ld .\
* « df«««t from flowers and streams and

SLTth^. ^^.'r?*
*"'^^"« ^^»* ^"^' ^"d these

^rSo^i 7' ^'""'^ *" ^' ""^^ ^^«» «ve though

o? t^^- '"^"» ^^y perish. They are the instniments

nn^ ^Z^' ^^ P°^'" ^* *»" »«t « «« to carryon His mighty purposes, and for them there is no death.
Life and its children go on for ever. No man of science

^t i^al^V'f' " "t*
"^^^^^ ^* ^^"^ >^

"™"
ttat 18 all. Take up the most powerful microscope youcan find and put under it the humblest creature you cansee-put under it the tiny amoeba. Watch it grow before
your eyes, and while you look one amoeba will grow
in o two, and two will divide and grow into four, and f«,r
will become eight and eight become sixteen, and so on andon and on these things grow to millions, but none is everknown to die. That is the way of U'e, It grows and
multiphcs and fills the earth; it becoa^.s richer^d moie
abundant; but it never dies.

The mind that grasps the wonder of this world sees
no room for terror and despair in the thing that men call
death:

Nothing is here for tears, nothing to w»n.Or knock the breast, no weakncsi, no contempt.
Dispraise or bhwne, nothing but well and fSAnd what may quiet tu in a death to noble.
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tT.Sl
""' *!!'* "' * "°'^^ "« ^"o- -<i a passSn^

of s^Wh' ^^ ^"' "°^ '^^^^ ^°^" a» the thoughtOf something he cannot understand. We could nn^ul^^

fartht 'Ln^'Ur^Tvo^"'"''-. ^°- "«<' "^ "->wwn yourself—your voice, your sieht voiir

you do w™„g; the love you f«l for anoKe *^^

we dq)end m every moment that we live on thinn wedo not know. These men in the trenches. wh« Uegreat moment comes, when all the forces of „il^nsmg up before them and they are ,o.d .a d^rg^I^wta"happens to ,hem then? No man on earth caf^T u

pt« in'ltli ^'r""" "' '-"^ "«" ^"^»
cla^« I r,^ "' """ " P''^''"' »"<» 'hemical

ti^^L ?"""««"«« *"<» adaptation of millions of
^y molecules w.U.m them, that creates new sugar tAeir blood and gives them unguessed strength Ou, at

Ll s'
'"": ""«»'-— "- come a consc ou

.h« ^L T*^'"" *"' '' "' '^" ""Chine of ou«

poses of God, the conscious instrument that God Himselfhas set tip m the world to do His will.

thelSoul*" r"
P'"'"' ?•' "'"<• *"' -t containthe thought. Even matter does not perish; it goes onand on and on, merely changing its forms; ^w a

ZTTuT ' ""' "°" '^^ '="' ""'^ of » ««'« childAnd so Mmd goes on and on, doing its everlasting work

stir and thrill and give new thoughts to men as long asthe worU endures. The matter that is eveiything, andhe mmd that ™ks all matter, are both immort^d and
It is a man who bears the noble name of Darwin, as we

Pil
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have seen, who has told us that not only life but a sort
of consciousness itself extends throughout the plant and
animal kingdoms. We are beginning to know that these
things are so; we know that every plant in a garden is
sensitive to our touch, we know that certain atoms of
matter are so sensitive to light and warmth and electricity
that men can do wonders with them—can send a wireless
telegram, for instance, or carry the voice across the
earth, or make even the printed letters in this paper
actually talk to you. All these things men can do by using
the sensitiveness of matter.

And if this marvellous power inhabits matter that
seems dead to us. and if the power goes on and on as we
know It does, who shall dare tell us that the highest things
upon this earth, the things that have made men masters
of the world, have not this power as well? Who shall
tell us that the atoms of matter, or the atoms of spirit,
or the atoms of whatever it may be that remain to us
when we fall asleep, have not in them this sensitiveness,
this consciousness, this power that death itself can never
conquer? If consciousness runs through all things, will
it be missing only from the life-cells that make up you
and me when we sleep at last? Matter persists; it never
loses its characteristics. Shall Mind, then?

P^ From immemorial time the mind of man has looked
into the years wondering, wondering. In those far-back
and primitive days when life seemed simple, somethingm man revolted from the thought that it could end in
sleep. Pick up the books in a library and search the
minds of those immortal men in every age that goes.
Think of the long line of mighty men whose names can
never die, the men who felt the mystery of the earth;
and the thing that nothing could quench in them was their
faith and trust in God. Think of that splendid Socrates,
who told his judges that he could not die, and whose
words ring through the ages, older than the Sermon on
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Uie Mount, that to the good man no evil thing can happen,
but tiiat his soul, in passing from this world, arrayed in
jewels of temperance, justice, courage, nobility, and truth,
dwells for ever in bliss.

The quenchless faith of Socrates has swayed the human
mind. We feel the divinity stirring within us, as Addison
did:

The soul, secured in her existence, smiles
At the drawn dagger, and defies its point.
Ihe stars shall fade away, the sun himselfUrow dim with age, and Nature sink in years:But thou Shalt flourish in immortal youth.
Unhurt amidst the war of elements,
The wrecks of matter, and the crash of worlds. ^

We feel everywhere about us the innemess of life We
believe, with Keats, that 'a man's life is a continual
al egory, and very few eyes can see the mystery of it

'

We understand what Thoreau felt when he wrote of the
harvest of his daily life as something as intangible as the
tints of morning or evening—'a little star-dust caught,
a segment of the rainbow which I have clutched.'

We feel, as Shakespeare felt, that there is a glory
not to be conceived until 'this muddy vesture of decay'
is gone. We know that the glory and beauty of Nature
are immortal, as Shelley knew:

Music, when soft voices die.
Vibrates in the memory

—

Odoursj when sweet violets sicken.
Live within the sense they quicken.
Rose leaves, when the rose is dead.
Are heaped for the beloved's bed;
And so thy thoughts, when thou art gone.
Love Itself shall slumber on.

We understand, as William Blake did, what it is

To see the world in a grain of sand,
And heaven in a wild flower;

Hold infinity in the palm of your haifl.
And eternity in an hour.

m
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dT'tilTof̂ H
""^ 1?'"^^^^ "^ ^^**^^ Arnold in thedestinies of those who struggle in this world:

And-patienceMn another Hfe we .ar
^•

The world .hall be thrust do^Jn'; a"nd wJ upborne.

we say with Tennyson to aU who doubt:

SitK r*!?t *'^y "'"'* ^^'''"w.
T I '"j? boundless universe
Is boundless better, boundless worse.

ri.'?J rii *" "0"'*^ o^ hopes and fearsCould find no statelier than his peers
'

In yonder hundred milUon spherS?

And with Tennyson, again, the human mind looks for-ward with a confidence serene in God,

^L%'^^'*'^ ,^^*'' "^es and loves,One God, one law, one element.And one far-off divine eventTo which the whole creation moves.

^'t^sf 'T ,V";^^ ""^ °"^ °^ ^«I <^ome to us;

o7tLru;i::::^ef
''^ ^"^^°"^'^' ^ ^^ --^-^°^ i-ti-

Serene, I fold my hands and wait.

I rave S^^f^" '^'"^' "^'i *^^'=' °<>r sea;

?r 1
°. "°''* ^'"st time or fate.

I'or, lol my own shall come to me.

^Tu^*^?"! ^^^^ ^^«^^y to the sky;
Ihe tidal wave comes to the sea;

JN or time, nor space, nor deep, nor hiehCan keep my own away from me *

We see the Vision Splendid that both Wordsworth and

wCrrUt::'*
^-^ '^^^^ ^-^ ^-^ -^^ ^--v'

A ^ . . .
^n man's soul ariseAu^st anticipations, symbols, ^pes"Of a dim splendour ever on befwe

In that eternal circle life pursucT
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AppawUed in MiMtial light,Tie glory and the frcAlts, of a dream.
These shadowy recollections of pure childhood

Afe?S^J.«SS?efU!VL,1„fi.^J
We caro, them o„ with us towards life eternal; a,ey

oS?°iii,"i%SS"'t.r„^«r«' 'o -Ice
Of the .reS"sife«";:°;S".h'a". ^l^'^
\xn.'S P*."*^ never: ^^*^*'

!^tr"S:.:i?r''Sr---<' endeavour.

sr^ie^riiof^h-r^s^h

Ani nV"" fo-setfulness,

B.4™ n?* ra ntter nakedness

"?rrGatt/ij'S-iowecon.e
So we follow Wordsworth on nntU

mirto^gS ^f11'^ •""»*< •-

sr-thitt.-Srri-o....,^^^

And Se'^d^'J^Sel^a"^And the Hue .kjr. and in the3of 'nan:
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Art"IS!ifi,1.'"l-' ''"'*• *at impels

Oar faith is set in tl,e source of might and right

:

In3°.t°" P««rve the stars from wronir-

^"'.nS'sSoTg.'"""'
""'"» ".™^h The. are fresh

-^we can sUnd an^^^ ^L^^th^^S"

On Nature's awful wasteTo drink this last and bitter cup
r ^{ ?."l^

*^*t "3" shall taste-
Go. tell the Night that hides thy faceThou saw'st the last of Adam's race^0« Earth's sepulchral cbd,

'

ihe darkening universe defy.To quench his Immortality
Or shake his trust in God f

ThulT,^;^^
'''"'°" °* *'^ "'SH with the sad wailingM_^uman„y borne on everj- wind and wave, we come to

Who hurleSXi^.^ lilo^'S "^-J.,,

fii^^r '" *' '"'''" "'""" ""'^'= »'" 0"^ S^atest

Wh' ^if^^***^''
^°°^' Thee, Thee we hailWho shakst the strong, who shield'st the frailWho hadst not shaped such souls as we '

If tender mercy lacked in Thee!

TJough times be when the mortal moanSeems unascendmg to Thy throne,
rhough seers do not as yet explainWhy suflFenng sobs to Thee in vain;

We hold that Thy unscanted scope
Affords a food for final Hope,
That mild-eyed Prescience poAders nighLife's loom, to lull it by-and-by

^
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LET THERE BE PEACE

Thrwin "^u *'""u* *? ^'?l^"t height

ThL^/i"'"""v*^« >^ndly MightThat balances the Vast fJr weal.That purges as by wounds to heal.

Oby^TheTl'tZ- '^l ''L'".
*° «"»"o"

^iAl 5" '." *"^"' rhythm c roll.

A e H?rt'^*S^K**
Thy command

'

Aie darkened by Thy Masterhaid.

Se"en tVLl^u P^"*.!"? ""'t^tudes

In Thee abide eternally.
'

T?"'*f?* adoration give

Th! Ai
"^'

^^^°^S^ whom all living liveThe Alone, in whom all dying die
'

Whose means the End shall "usdfyf

nch and stnmge; but we move on with all createdftZ

know to realms beyond our dreams; until at last themornm^ breaks, the fu« day dawns.' and the fh:dow:

CHAPTER XL

LET THERE BE PEACE

tMn\'^,h\'l""
"''"^'' °* *'"" ^"""'= » Cross, the saddest

hll t T" T" ^"^ '™'" g^^'" "P°". dividing
the darkness from the light. At the foot of that Cross
the nations of the earth have plied their faith and laid
fteir sorrows; they have bowed in grief and lifted up
their hearts m strength.
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-mill • r *°^ *« P'a"'s. They hear the still

They go to meet that enemy that has foreotten God

A,. ! *" ?* * "'°'""' "« •>«'»ge and sign of this race^at^has^mocked at God, for the GermaT have^brok«

alfrekmTofTo^.'tis-^^'^^ --^^-
::^;'tt::g7 r-^'^^^- - ir^ewere puttmg by for our children, the businesses we werf

^^f Z^' °" """-^' -^^^ *«» aU, f^r u";'race .s laid the saving of the liberties of the world

Hierit ^-"^^ °-" Xt-rtr
L^^- '^ "^ "" ^« •» ^"e n«nkind from an

rs=;^.^-tSrt-4tsti?n|

at'foTr''^^^^^ *Vwh '1 "I
*°-"'' °' °^^'

flo« fl- r
^^'.^6- ^^ *s a high and solemn trust- our

of\e';;,er
''^ ""-^ "'' »' *' -^'<' *°^e >i^t

We fight with the invisible hosts of heaven. We fight
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.gj

*e earth. If i^Z^ hT .
"' !?'"' °* »«> "Pon

^•d Professor GU^^Mu '
^^^''^'m'^

*' ^™»"-
lions of lives ton.Tf 7 ^' * ^o"" *»'" «ved mil-

it would il™ mint 1^:"""' T"' °' ^"«*"'"f- «»"

such measurab^Tsse 'Zl m f'*'"" *»" ^^

ol-ns:!-:!----- we^tXT'sS

through the fires bt,^ thJ^ .^' ^^^y P^ss
*L ^ * °"' the armour of foifh «r;ii

visible power has intervened?
X »at some m-

AIl through history men have seen it-the invisibleallies have not fail<^ in n. » ».
mvisioie

aeainst Ri<rhf u- ...u .
* ^**' ""•"'"« of Mightagainst Right, Right has always won. Greece rose f«her m«hty height, but she wrung her power ^^ °^1°

and slavery sapped her foundations. Rome ruled Z'world without a rival, but she neglected herald™and died of luxu^r and disease. The greatest em^on ^rth se out to destroy Christianity, left in the ha^d"of twelve smple men, with foUowers who hid like moles^d enminals; but its enemies have disappeared. »dtte followers of CMstianity who have Uved since thenare more m number than the stars. Spain swayed
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Europe with terror and her Ditile«!« Ar»«*^, l i

by invisible ho«f, t-u ,

Armada was brokenoy invisible hosts. The cruel empire of the Turks inEurope was shattered by the love of lil^r^ The

alTby fe'eblf
^^^^^^'^ - ^^^ ^^p wTs sw^ej

InVJttn ""''^ P°°' '"^ ^'""'^^ ^^'^- With

!„H .^. !!
and claws against him, man beat the tiger

A K. f.^'';
^^' ''^''''^''' h^^e always beaten k nSA boatful of exiles believing in God beat the Gemfa„kings of England and founded the United Sta^s XreIS John Hampden, where is John Bunyan now-and whereare the Stuarts? We threw down Napoleon, though ittook us twenty years; William Lloyd Garrison threw

revZ r^' '''"^' '' ^"^' ^'"^ ^^^^ y^-«' -d t^e

thJt i kT '^''"'' ^'"^^^ ^^^ »^^*^" <^very empiretha^ ever bmlt up power with it. Nothing has ever beaten

thP^?„^-K,'^^i*'''^''"
^' ""'''^^^ ^"^ i"^«»We powers

the invisible always win. The history of humanky, ithas beer said, ,s a battle between ideas and interests,
and the mterests always win for a moment, but in the

rh^M
""".•?" •^'^'- ^^' ""^^"^^^ '' "^^^^ and every

d^^ild justifies It says Emerson; and we remember how
Victor Hugo adds so beautifully. Every child trusts it.We shall overcome the powers of evil when we trust in
the powers of good; we shall be strong to victory when,
clean and true and purified, we lay our cause and pur-
poses bound by gold chains around the Throne of Godbome trust m chariots, some trust in horses, but as for
those who win immortal victories, their trust is in theLivmg God.

He who has brought us out of terrible darkness into
noonday light, who sways the heavens and guides the
worid and loves a little child, will not leave us now •

btorm and thunder, earthquake and volcano, they will
precede the calm. It is Nature's way of balancing her
forces, and the great calm will come to us again We
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!J^«tir tT"'
"'' *""*""'• »»<« 'he burden i, ahn„ .

Keeping watch upon h.. own

but Barabbas.- Br.S:7nSle"or'' "" '""' *" "-•
the loom of time, ^^ndt^^s^^t^'Z

were weaving on
watp and weft of the fo,.nl? ,

'^ "J«*<«' '» «he

can never be shattered ntbrrn" f^ T """'"^ ^"^
the eternal powers. '

^°' "">' "' <"^ with

of iSl'ive"s'.:'s dLbTtole'^r- ^« '^'^ '-'u™
crowned hin, with i^tt -^ ^l^rn^' '"^T^"

-"
*. i^**: Man can now say i^T;^, ,,^?,^f

^'' '*-'




